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ABSTRACT

This dissertation is a sociological exploration of Korean Protestant immigrant
churches in the United States and the influence of Confucian traditions on them. NeoConfucianism was accepted as the state ideology in Korea in the late fourteenth century,
and its influences are still strong in Koreans’ expressions of thought and worldviews, and
Korean immigrants in the United States are no exception. Confucian elements are
observed not only in Korean Protestant churches in Korea but also Korean immigrant
churches in the United States. Thus, it can be said that Korean immigrant churches have
the characteristics of a transnational religious institution. Transnationally, Confucian
characteristics affect Korean churches. Further, Confucian traditions are integral to a
collective consciousness for Korean immigrants, and thus their relationships and
manners, based on Confucian traditions and teachings, enable them to maintain and
reinforce their social solidarity. Moreover, such Confucian teachings and cultural mores
are inculcated in most Koreans’ habitus. As social agents, church members use symbolic
capital, such as age and Confucian manners, to gain higher status in the church. In
particular, age can be considered generational capital that determines and legitimizes
church members’ positions. Indeed, Korean Protestant churches across the Pacific can be
called Confucian Protestant churches, namely, Protestant churches imbued with
Confucian traditions. Korean immigrant churches are transnational and socially cohesive
religious institutions that are shaped profoundly by Confucian traditions inculcated in
their adherents’ habitus across seas and generations.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

On Friday, September 21, 2012 at 9:30 a.m., approximately 80 seniors in their
seventies or older gathered in a hall in the basement of a Korean immigrant church in
Philadelphia. After an opening prayer led by an associate pastor, a volunteer presented
current events related to the American and South Korean presidential elections. Next, the
group sang together and the associate pastor presented brief biblical reflections. Almost
all the seniors in the hall were students at the church’s school for the elderly, which offers
a variety of elective classes in subjects such as dance, computer literacy, photography,
and calligraphy. At 12:30 p.m., when the class sessions had ended, all students gathered
again in the hall to enjoy a free lunch served and cleaned up by volunteers.
Korean immigrant congregants think that serving at schools for the elderly
provides good opportunities to practice and display honorable behavior toward seniors,
including their parents. In other words, Korean immigrant congregants believe that
through schools for the elderly, they not only obey the Fifth of the Bible’s Ten
Commandments, “Honor your father and your mother,” but also practice hyo (filial
piety), one of the most prominent Confucian teachings. In this dissertation, I examine
Confucian influences on Korean immigrant churches in the greater Philadelphia area.
From a sociological perspective, I explore the roles and status of Korean immigrant
churches in the United States to reveal Confucian teachings and traditions in the lifeways
and worldviews of their members.

1

Statement of the Problem
Since Korea’s Joseon dynasty (1392-1910 C.E.) accepted Neo-Confucianism as
the official state ideology in the late fourteenth century, Confucian teachings and cultural
mores have influenced Korean ways of thinking and worldviews.1 During the Joseon
dynasty, with the aim of establishing a harmonized society, state-officials made every
effort to instruct people to follow Confucian teachings as thoroughly as possible. As a
result, Confucianism became the dominant ethical system in the Joseon dynasty, and the
masses accepted Confucian teachings as their common ethos. The influence of
Confucianism was so strong that its teachings are today still acknowledged as the basic
ethical principles in contemporary Korean society.2 Confucian values and rituals, such as
practicing hyo and ancestor veneration (jesa), are still embraced by contemporary
Koreans. Similarly in Korean society, one can widely observe social relationships based
on Confucian teachings and traditions, such as age-based and hierarchical social

1

In this dissertation, Confucianism in Korea refers to Neo-Confucianism unless
otherwise defined. Neo-Confucianism is a modern and Western term. The Chinese names
for this movement include Dao xue (道學; the learning of the way), Li xue (理學; the
learning of principles), Xin xue (心學; the learning of the mind), and Xing li xue (性理學;
the learning of nature and principle). Among them, Li xue is the standard term in Chinese
today. Various names are more fully discussed in Peter K. Bol, Neo-Confucianism in
History (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Asian Center, 2008), 78f.
In addition, Koreans call Confucianism Yugyo (유교, 儒敎). Literally, like the term Juchiao in Chinese, Yugyo means “the teachings of the scholars.” Seongnihak (Songnihak,
성리학, 性理學; the learning of nature and principle) or Jujahak (주자학, 朱子學; the learning
of Zhu Xi) refers to Neo-Confucianism in Korean. However, in general, Korean
Confucianism is Neo-Confucianism, so that Yugyo refers to Seongnihak (Songnihak) or
Jujahak and vice versa.
In this dissertation, “Korea” and “Korean society” refer to South Korea and South
Korean society unless otherwise defined.
2

2

structures and traditional gender distinctions. Thus, it is no exaggeration to assert that
Korean society is still a Confucian society.
Since Protestantism was first introduced in Korea in the late nineteenth century,
Confucian traditions and teachings have influenced Korean Protestant churches. In order
to take root in Korea, a Confucianized country, Protestantism embraced Confucian
ethical values, such as hyo, and formulated organizations and systems based on them. As
a result, one can widely observe Confucian elements in church organizations and
systems, such as the li (禮; ritual, propriety)-based relationship between congregants and
age-based organizations. Likewise, one can observe that Korean Protestantism has
flourished by borrowing many of its values from Confucianism. For example, in 2005,
Rev. Yonggi Cho, the senior pastor of Yoido Full Gospel Church, in Seoul, Korea,
delivered to his congregation a sermon entitled “Honor Your Father and Mother.”
Preaching that Jesus was the best model for hyo, he referred to hyo as follows:
Originally, there is no word like “hyo” in Western countries. It is
translated into “filial piety” in English. “Filial” means children and
“piety” means sincere, loyal, and faithful. However, “hyo” was
mentioned by Confucius, and it was practiced by Jesus.3

Yonggi Cho, “Honor Your Father and Mother” (sermon on May 8, 2005), accessed
September 25, 2013, http://english.fgtv.com/sermon/outline/Outline050508.doc; Yonggi
Cho, “Ne bumo-reul gonggyeong hara” (sermon on May 8, 2005), accessed January 9,
2014, http://www.fgtv.com/fgtv/F1/WF1_1_TXT.asp?data=1a050508.
3

3

Indeed, as Hans Küng and Julia Ching assert, Korean Christians can view themselves as
“Christians of Confucian background and values.”4 The influence of Confucian traditions
on Korean Protestants is resilient and remains strong today.
As such, one can raise the question as to whether or not the Confucian influence
on Korean immigrant churches is also resilient. Since the introduction of Protestantism in
the Korean peninsula, American missionaries made a great contribution to its expansion
there, and they also encouraged the immigration of Koreans to the United States. As a
result, since the first Koreans arrived in Hawaii in 1903, during the early and middle year
of the twentieth century, many Korean Protestants settled in the United States, a
“Christian country,” seeking religious freedom and an economically better life.
Furthermore, as a result of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965, which abolished
the quota system based on national origins that had dictated US immigration policy since
the 1920s, peoples of all foreign countries have been afforded equal opportunities to
immigrate to the United States. This means that non-European peoples in particular have
been able to immigrate to the United States as never before. It is estimated that today, as
a result, more than 95 percent of Korean Americans are “new immigrants,” those who
came to America after 1965.5 Further, the post-1965 Korean immigrants include many
Protestants, and they mostly attend Korean immigrant churches. Indeed, a survey

4

Hans Küng and Julia Ching, Christianity and Chinese Religions (New York:
Doubleday, 1989), 85.
Pyong Gap Min, “Koreans’ Immigration to the U.S: History and Contemporary
Trends,” The Research Center for Korean Community, Queens College of CUNY,
Research Report 3 (Jan.27, 2011): 7, accessed December 5, 2012,
http://www.qc.cuny.edu/Academics/Centers/RCKC/Documents/Koreans%20Immigration
%20to%20the%20US.pdf.
5

4

reported that 61 percent of Korean Americans were Protestants as of 2012.6 Given this
history of Korean immigration to the United States, several questions can be raised
regarding Confucian influences on Korean immigrant churches and the relationships
between these churches and Protestant churches in Korea. With regard to church
organizations, do Protestant churches in Korea and Korean immigrant churches in the
United States exhibit more similarities or more differences? Do Korean immigrant
churches in the United States remain strongly influenced by Confucian traditions? Are
the Confucian traditions observed in Korean immigrant churches in the United States
similar to those observed in Korean Protestant churches in Korea? What role do
Confucian traditions and teachings play in Korean religious institutions? This dissertation
attempts to answer these questions.

Purpose and Methods of the Study
This dissertation is a sociological exploration of Korean Protestant immigrant
churches in the United States and the influence of Confucian traditions on them. In
addition, this study demonstrates that Korean immigrant churches are deeply
transnational religious institutions. The dissertation explains that Confucian cultural
elements observed in Korean immigrant churches play an important role in enhancing
their members’ social cohesion. In Durkheimian terms, Korean immigrant churches help

Pew Research Center’s Forum on Religion and Public Life, Asian Americans: A Mosaic
of Faiths (July 19, 2012), accessed January 15, 2013, http://www.pewforum.org/AsianAmericans-A-Mosaic-of-Faiths.aspx. This survey was conducted from January 3 to
March 27, 2012 in all 50 states. The Pew Forum indicates that the survey’s margin of
error is plus/ minus 2.4 percentage points and that the total sample is at the 95%
confidence level.
6

5

develop social solidarity based on “collective consciousness.”7 Further, Confucian
teachings and cultural mores shape Koreans’ habitus, Pierre Bourdieu’s concept for “the
matrix of perception” or “the seat of one’s dispositions and the filter of all that one
perceives.”8 This dissertation delineates Korean immigrant churches as transnational and
socially cohesive religious institutions imbued with Confucian traditions and teachings
via the habitus. Thus, in addition to the academic literature on transnational religion, the
writings of Durkheim and Bourdieu are used to orient this exploration theoretically.
To collect data on the Confucian influence on Korean Protestant immigrant
churches, I employed the qualitative research methods of participant observation and
interviews, which help the researcher focus on “complexities and qualities” in actions and
interactions that “might be unattainable through the use of more standardized measures.”9
I contacted and chose three Korean immigrant churches in the greater Philadelphia area.10
Instead of the churches’ actual names, in this dissertation I use the pseudonyms Union
Church, Mission Church, and Life Church, respectively. Because they are three of the
largest Korean immigrant churches in that area, I was able to observe diverse Confucian
characteristics in them. From October 6, 2011, to June 6, 2012, following the protocol of
the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Temple University, I made observations about

7

Emile Durkheim, The Division of Labour in Society, trans. W.D. Halls with an
introduction by Lewis Coser (Houndmills, UK: Macmillan, 1984), 38-39.
8

Terry Rey, Bourdieu on Religion: Imposing Faith and Legitimacy (London, UK and
Oakville, CT: Equinox, 2007), 46-47.
9

Robert B. Burns, Introduction to Research Methods (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage
Publications, 2000), 390.
10

This location was selected for the sake of efficiency. I, the author, live near
Philadelphia; thus, it is convenient for me to interview church members in this area.
6

the Confucian influence on these churches and interviewed fifty-four of their members.
The interviews were conducted in a face-to-face, in-depth, and one-on-one format. I
contacted the interview subjects mainly by non-probability sampling methods. These
methods included “convenience sampling,” in which the sample is “simply available to
the researcher by virtue of its accessibility,”11 and “snowball sampling,” in which “the
researcher makes initial contact with a small group of people who are relevant to the
research topic and then uses these to establish contacts with others.”12 All interviewees
were over 19 years old, and all interviews were conducted in Korean, my native
language. I recorded and transcribed all of the interviews, which averaged 46 minutes in
length. Although my questions focused on Confucian characteristics observed in the
interviewees’ respective churches, the interviews were semi-structured and open-ended,
so that the interviewees could freely state their opinions regarding their churches and
worldviews.

Significance of the Study
Of course, there has been a variety of studies of the relationship between Korean
Protestantism and Confucianism. However, many studies are theological/philosophical
explorations of the differences and similarities between the two religions rather than
sociological explorations. For example, in his book The Confucian Roots of
Fundamentalist Ethos in the Korean Presbyterian Church, published in 2006, Weon Yeol

11

Alan Bryman, Social Research Methods, 2nd ed. (New York: Oxford University Press,
2004), 100.
12

Ibid., 544.
7

Chu points out that the fundamentalist ethos in Korean conservative Presbyterian
churches stems from the fundamentalism of Korean Confucianism.13 Similarly, in his
doctoral dissertation of 2007, Yo Han Bae examines the religious and philosophical
relationship between Neo-Confucianism and Korean Protestantism, elucidating the
influence of accumulated traditional religiosity on the development of the “philosophy”
of Korean Protestantism.14 Furthermore, psychological approaches have been employed
in the study of the Confucian influence on Korean immigrant congregants, especially
female congregants in Korean immigrant churches. For example, in her 2009 dissertation,
You-Seon Kim utilizes a psychological approach when explaining the difficulties Korean
American clergymen’s wives have in their relationships with their immigrant church
members.15 She argues that owing to Confucian cultural values deeply imbedded in
Korean immigrant churches, such women are expected to acquiesce in the patriarchal
milieu prevalent in their ethnic churches. However, her interest is for the most part
confined to a pastoral, theological and psychological approach to Korean women and
clergy’s wives in these churches. As such, even though other research has been
conducted on the relationships between Confucianism and Korean Protestantism, it has
been limited to theological, philosophical, and psychological perspectives. Approaching

13

Weon Yeol Chu, The Confucian Roots of Fundamentalist Ethos in the Korean
Presbyterian Church (Lewiston, NY: The Edwin Mellen Press, 2006).
Yo Han Bae, “The Divine-human Relationship in Korean Religious Traditions: The
Presence and Transformation of the Themes from the T’an Gun Myth in the
Chosǒn Chujahak Tradition and Korean Protestant Christianity” (ThD diss., Boston
University, 2007).
14

You-Seon Kim, “A Constructive Analysis of Christian Women in a Confucian Culture:
In the Cases of Korean-American Clergy Wives” (PhD diss., Drew University, 2009).
15

8

the subject from a different angle, this dissertation applies a sociological perspective to
Confucian elements and cultural mores imbedded in organizations, programs, and
relationships with other congregants in Korean churches.
This dissertation deals with first-generation congregants, that is, those born in
Korea who immigrated to and have settled in the United States after adolescence. Of
course, mainly owing to the many Korean immigrant and second-generation scholars
interested in studying their own religious communities, there have been relatively many
studies on immigrant Korean religion.16 However, to my knowledge, these studies focus
mainly on religious practices and ethnic issues, rather than on the influence of traditional
ideas on their congregations. For example, in his 1999 doctoral dissertation, Gye Ho Kim
examines the roles and status of Korean immigrant churches in the United States from a
sociological perspective.17 Yet his approach is limited to the depiction of the function of
Korean ethnic churches and Korean ethnic groups’ changing religiosity in a foreign
country. His dissertation’s main focus, therefore, is not Confucian influences on ethnic
churches in the United States, which is the focus of the present study. In addition, in
2006, Elaine Howard Ecklund published Korean American Evangelicals: New Models
for Civic Life, which is concerned with how second-generation Korean American
evangelicals adapt evangelical models of civic responsibility, and their influences on

16

Included among the many Korean immigrant and Korean American scholars are
Kwang Chung Kim, Eui-Young Yu, Pyong Gap Min, Rebecca Kim, and Karen Chai. See
Pyong Gap Min, “A Four-Decade Literature on Korean Americans: A Review and a
Comprehensive Bibliography,” in Koreans in North America: Their Twenty-first Century
Experiences (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2013). Also, the term “secondgeneration” refers to the US-born offspring of foreign-born parents.
Gye Ho Kim, “The Korean Immigrant Church: A Case Study of Religion and
Ethnicity” (PhD diss., Drew University, 1999).
17

9

American evangelicalism.18 Even though Ecklund’s study is based on an ethnographical
approach, using in-depth interviews and participant observation, her interest is limited to
second-generation Korean American evangelicals’ ethic of civic responsibility and its
relationship to their evangelicalism. Likewise, in her book A Faith of Our Own, published
in 2010, Sharon Kim claims that second-generation Korean Americans create their own
religious space and styles rather than completely assimilate into mainstream American
churches.19 Kim asserts that instead of eliminating the characteristics of Korean-style
Protestantism, second-generation Korean Americans reinterpret and adapt the
Protestantism of their immigrant parents. However, Kim’s central concerns are not with
Confucian characteristics in Korean immigrant churches, and her book deals mainly with
second-generation Korean Americans’ spirituality. In addition to focusing on Confucian
influences in immigrant Korean Christianity, my own study is more concerned with firstgeneration immigrants, as already noted.
My research contributes to an understanding of Korean immigrant churches as
transnational religious institutions that promote social cohesion. It highlights Confucian
cultural mores as elemental to Koreans’ collective consciousness and habitus. This
dissertation sheds further light on Korean immigrant churches’ resemblance to Korean
Protestant churches in Korea in terms of their organizations as well as their relationship
with, and deployment of, their members. In addition, from a Durkheimian perspective,
one can observe that Confucian cultural mores imbedded in Korean immigrant churches

18

Elaine Howard Ecklund, Korean American Evangelicals: New Models for Civic Life
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2006).
19

Sharon Kim, A Faith of Our Own: Second-Generation Spirituality in Korean American
Churches (Piscataway, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2010).
10

serve as Korean collective consciousness and thus play an important role in promoting
social solidarity. Moreover, in light of Bourdieu’s theory of practice, one can observe that
Confucian traditions inculcated in Koreans’ habitus affect Korean immigrants’ ways of
thinking and form their preferences in their religious “field” (“a structured space of social
forces and struggles”), that is, in their immigrant churches.20
This study intends to deepen our understanding of the enduring Confucian
influence on Korean Christianity, both in Korea and in the United States. In addition, it
demonstrates that Korean immigrant churches not only play a role as religious institutions
but also play a major role as cultural centers for the immigrants themselves. Thus, this
project contributes to illuminating the role of Confucian values in stabilizing Korean
immigrants’ lives.

Scope of the Study
The scope of this dissertation is limited for the most part to the Confucian
influence on Korean Protestant churches in the United States and Korea. Confucian
traditions and teachings belong not only to the Korean cultural heritage but also to the
cultural heritages of certain other Asian countries, such as China, Japan, and Vietnam, as
well as to immigrants from these places. For instance, in his book Chinese Christians in
America, Fenggang Yang mentions that Confucianism permeates Chinese American

20

Pierre Bourdieu and Loïc J.D. Wacquant, An Invitation to Reflexive Sociology
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), 243.
11

identity and that its values are preserved within their ethnic churches.21 Therefore, I
would like to elucidate that this dissertation deals only with Korean Confucianism and its
influence on Korean Protestant churches. The comparison of Korean Confucian teachings
and traditions with those of other countries is beyond the scope of this study.
Additionally, as mentioned above, among other scholarly methods, my research
employs a sociological approach to analyze features of Korean immigrant churches in the
greater Philadelphia area. Accordingly, the findings about the Confucian influence on
Korean immigrant churches are based on qualitative research methods, including in-depth
interviews and participant observation.

Organization of the Dissertation
Following this introduction, chapter 2 sets the stage for a sociological exploration
of Korean immigrant churches. It elucidates the sociological concepts and perspectives
that are used as tools to delineate the features of Korean immigrant churches with
Confucian traditions. This chapter also discusses the concepts of transnationalism and
transnational religion and presents Durkheim’s notion of collective consciousness as well
as Bourdieu’s notions of habitus, field, and capital. The purpose of this chapter is not to
analyze and evaluate such concepts but to create a sociological toolkit with which to
analyze the features of Korean churches.
The third chapter sets the stage for finding Confucian influences on Korean
immigrant churches. It expounds the historical development of Confucianism in Korea
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and its influence on contemporary Korean society and culture. This chapter opens by
discussing the Confucianization of the Joseon dynasty (1392-1910 C.E.) and the enduring
influence of Confucianism today. The Joseon dynasty accepted Confucianism as the state
ideology, and it highly valued Confucian teachings as a dominant system of ethics. The
process of Confucianization continued until the commoners accepted and followed
Confucian teachings as their shared ethos in the eighteenth century.22 As a result, in
current Korean society, this ethos remains predominant despite Buddhist, Christian, and
Shamanistic influences in the Korean religious field.
Chapter 4 focuses on the Confucian influence on Protestant churches in Korea in
terms of church organizations and hierarchies. Since Protestantism was introduced in
Korea in the late nineteenth century, it has developed rapidly there and has become one
of the country’s major religions. While Protestantism was spreading in Korea, it
embraced Confucian teachings, and Protestant churches came to formulate their
organizations and systems based on Confucian traditions.
The fifth chapter deals with the brief history of Korean immigration to the United
States. This chapter also provides background information and data regarding Korean
immigrants and their religions, among which Christianity has predominated. The
information and data help the reader understand the characteristics of these immigrants
and their churches in the United States.
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Chapter 6 highlights Confucian characteristics observed in Korean immigrant
Protestant churches. It presents findings from case studies on Confucian influences on
Korean immigrant churches in the greater Philadelphia area. I also argue that these
churches maintain the organizational structure and form of worship of their counterparts
in Korea. Likewise, one can observe how Confucian traditions influence Korean
congregants’ ways of thinking. This chapter explores Korean immigrants’ tendency to
accept and use Confucian teachings for social orientation to maintain and validate their
social status in their communities.
Based on the findings from the case studies presented in chapter 6, the seventh
chapter explicates and summarizes the place and function of Protestant churches in
Korean immigrant communities in the United States. In doing so, it employs the
Durkheimian and Bourdieuian sociological concepts outlined in chapter 2. Chapter 7 also
emphasizes that Korean ethnic churches are transnational religious institutions that
promote social cohesion among their congregants. Further, it elucidates how Confucian
traditions observed in Koreans’ ethnic churches can be understood as their collective
consciousness and as elemental features of their habitus.
The eight (and final) chapter offers reflections on the social features of Korean
immigrant churches. It considers how Confucian traditions influence the relationships
between Korean immigrant church members and the organizations of their churches. That
is, the dissertation concludes with a reflection on the effects of Confucian traditions and
teachings on Korean immigrants’ behavior in their ethnic churches. They accept
Confucian teachings as essential to their shared ethos. In this sense, Korean Protestant
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churches across the Pacific can be called Confucian Protestant churches, that is,
Protestant churches imbued with Confucian traditions.
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CHAPTER 2
SOCIOLOGICAL CONCEPTS FOR THE EXPLORATION OF KOREAN
CHURCHES: TRANSNATIONAL RELIGION THROUGH A DURKHEIMIAN/
BOUDIEUIAN LENS

This chapter outlines sociological concepts and perspectives as useful “tools” to
delineate the characteristics of Korean ethnic churches with Confucian traditions. In this
chapter, I deal with one sociological concept and two scholars’ ideas. First, I present the
concepts of transnationalism and transnational religion. Second, I present French
sociologist Emile Durkheim’s notions of the collective consciousness and social
solidarity, and French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu’s concepts of habitus, field, and
capital, concepts that can be effectively employed to explain and describe the
characteristics of Korean immigrant churches in the United States.

Transnationalism and Transnational Religion
The notion of transnationalism is a blurry one and something of a “catch-all” term
for a variety of social activities and occasions.23 The term transnationalism is widely used
when referring to globalization, diaspora, international communities, and so on.24 For
example, Casanova asserts that globalization gives birth to “a transnational religious
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regime” like Catholicism.25 Thus, transnationalism is hard to derive from a single
perspective and hard to conceptualize as a single idea. Nevertheless, in general,
transnationalism can be defined as “the web of cultural, social, economic, and political
relationships, practices, and identities built by migrants across national borders.”26
Further, transnationalism can be defined as “the process by which immigrants forge and
sustain multi-stranded social relations that link together their society of origin and
settlement.”27 That is, one can refer to transnationalism as the flows of ideas, information,
and/ or behavior patterns across geographical boundaries.
Portes and colleagues distinguish transnationalism “from above” and
transnationalism “from below.”28 The former is defined as transnational activities
conducted by powerful multinational institutions and actors, such as global corporations
and states, and the latter is defined as transnational activities initiated by grassroots
groups and individuals, such as immigrant groups. Therefore, the phenomenon of
transnationalism is observed in varied levels and fields.
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In the religious field, historically, the phenomenon of transnationalism is not a
new one but as old as the rise of world religions such as Christianity and Buddhism. By
crossing geographical boundaries and blurring the borders between states, such religions
have expanded throughout history. In the Medieval Period, for example, there were
noticeable waves of Catholic missionary activities, resulting in religious transnationalism,
and Christian missionary orders such as the Franciscans can be considered transnational
religious organizations. In this way, historically, the diffusion of world religions gave
birth to transnationalism.
Then, is there nothing new in our own age regarding the phenomenon of
transnationalism in the religious field? It is clear that modern systems of transportation
and communication’s networks have intensified and accelerated religious
transnationalism.29 That is, the development of technologies of communication and
transportation in modern times have greatly facilitated the flow of goods, services, and
information across nations and continents. Especially in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, such technological development has made possible huge streams of
immigration to “new lands,” such as the United States, and the large waves of
immigration resulted in a rapid expansion of religious transnationalism. Even though
people emigrated from their home countries for diverse reasons, such as economics and
politics, they invariably brought their religion to a new land with them. As a result, in the
contemporary world, religious transnationalism occurs more frequently than before, and
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many people, including immigrants, experience and practice some form of transnational
religion.
How is transnational religion to be defined? Hervieu-Léger refers to transnational
religion as “any religious system whose organization transcends frontiers and weaves
over and above national political and cultural specifities.”30 Following Hervieu-Léger, in
this dissertation I refer to transnational religion as a religion whose organizations and
systems are shared with and commonly observed in its institutional forms located in
different nations. That is, transnational religion provides a common religious organization
and a common religious culture for a people across national frontiers.
In addition, Tweed’s definition of religion is helpful to delineate distinctive
features of transnational religion. According to Tweed, religions are defined as
“confluences of organic-cultural flows that intensify joy and confront suffering by
drawing on human and suprahuman forces to make homes and cross boundaries.”31
Interestingly, he uses aquatic metaphors like “confluence” and “flows” to insist that
religions are not like reified objects but like social organisms enmeshed in complicated
processes.32 Therefore, just as Tweed compares religions to ocean currents, transnational
religion is thought of as religion whose systems and organizations move quite literally
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across oceans as well as lands. As a result, transnational religion makes “homes” in new
lands and makes networks connecting a “sending” country and a “receiving” country.
Just as religious flows move across time and space,33 transnational religion
enables adherents to experience and practice their own cultures of their home country in
the same place, at the same time, even from abroad. As such, transnational religion is, in
Tweed’s words, “transtemporal,” and “translocative.”34 Like the case of exiled Cubans in
Miami in Tweed’s book Our Lady of the Exile, through rituals of transnational religion,
people can religiously or historically reflect upon meaningful events in the homeland as
present and local. Through annual festivals, for instance, the exiled Cubans in Miami
celebrate the historical encounter of the Virgin, their patron in Cuba, and every year they
exclaim their wish to return to their “liberated” homeland during the following year. In
this way, transnational religion moves across time and space. Indeed, transnational
religion is transtemporal in that it places adherents to a time before displacement from
their homeland and to an imagined future time. Moreover, transnational religion is
translocal in that it moves across to the homeland, and in that its symbols transport exiles
back to Cuba, in the case of Tweed’s study.
Transnational religion forms transnational social networks connecting the socalled sending countries and receiving countries. In general, there are three different
levels in such religious transnational networks.35 At the micro level, individual persons,
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such as married couples, play a role in forming religious networks that transcend
geographic distance from the homeland. At the meso level, local religious institutions,
such as churches and seminaries, participate in religious transnational networks. Finally,
international religious organizations, such as the Roman Catholic Church, constitute the
macro level, influencing local religious bodies across the countries at all three levels.
Generally in transnational religion, diverse spiritual and material forces bilaterally
flow between a home country (sending country) and a host country (receiving country).
Initially, material forces tend to flow from the migrants’ home countries to their host
countries, but over time, social and economic forces flow back to their homelands. That
is, as Levitt points out, “social remittances” – the ideas, behaviors, norms, identities, and
even some kinds of social capital – tend to flow “from receiving- to sending-country
communities.”36 However, there is a variety of social remittances, and their flow is never
uni-directional. As Levitt also indicates, what immigrants bring and receive continuously
from their homeland influences their lives and settlement in their “new” country.37
Especially in the transnational religious field, the flow of material and social resources is
bidirectional, and there exist “varying degrees of bidirectionality in the flow of different
kinds of resources.”38 In light of all of this, transnational religion establishes and
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organizes transnational networks, and varied sources circulate continuously between
sending and receiving countries through them.
As a result, transnational communities, including their religious institutions,
function as places where immigrants are resistant to dominant culture and provide them
with an alternative to assimilation.39 Scholars of immigration like Gordon and Alba have
assumed that immigrants gradually, but inevitably, have to assimilate to the host
society.40 However, as modern technology contributes generously to the development of
transnational networks and immigrants are more actively involved in transnational
activities, it becomes much more possible for immigrants to selectively accept certain
elements of the host society while preserving their cultural heritage, rather than
abandoning all of it via assimilation. That is, transnational communities enable
immigrants to enhance or at least to maintain their ethnic identities, and constitute their
imagined “homeland” in a strange land. For example, in his book Chinese Christians in
America, Fenggang Yang asserts that assimilation is selective and segmented in current
society, and that ethnic churches help their adherents segmentally assimilate to the host
society and preserve their ethnic culture.41 That is, rather than choosing either American
or ethnic identities, Chinese-American Christians can build “adhesive identities,” which
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integrate both identities, and religious institutions play a major role in the construction of
such identities.42 In light of all of this, transnational communities, especially religious
communities, provide immigrants with an alternative path to assimilation and enable
them to retain their ethnic identities. Thus, such transnational institutions also play a role
in promoting social solidarity and social cohesion among immigrant groups.

La Conscience Collective and Social Solidarity
La Conscience Collective
For Émile Durkheim (1885-1917 C.E.), religion is the most fundamental societal
organization, and he insisted that social ties, including the collective conscious (la
conscience collective), were first created through religion,43 which first emerged as a
social gathering. Also, during said gathering, people interact with one another
ritualistically, and such passionate interaction creates high levels of common emotional
energy, namely collective effervescence.44 This emotional energy shared by participants
in rituals becomes symbolized and the interaction between participants itself becomes
ritualized.45 As a result, the experiences are continuously shared and duplicated in a
group, which can be called society, and the symbols and behaviors used in rituals become
sacred to the group, so that people in the group are morally bound together thereby
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gaining a sense of group identity.46 This emotional energy is so intense that people feel
themselves transformed and they feel a sense of something larger than themselves.47
Social emotions are like “something superhuman” and bind people to “objects that lie
outside our existence in time.”48 That is to say, la conscience collective is born through
collective effervescence in religious rituals.
La Conscience collective, the collective consciousness or the collective
conscience, is “the totality of beliefs and sentiments common to average members of a
society,” which “forms a determinate system with a life of its own.”49 Conscience in
French has two meanings: “consciousness” and “conscience,” and thus the collective
consciousness contains a cognitive aspect in the first sense and a religious and moral
aspect in the second sense.50 To put it differently, it can be asserted that there are two
aspects of the collective consciousness: cognitive and emotional.51 The collective
consciousness carries primary symbolic categories, such as time, space, and number,
which are essential for social members to think and enable them to be basically aware
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and recognizant of the world around them.52 Also, at the same time, the collective
consciousness enables people to feel emotionally bound to society and to feel an
emotional sense of something greater than the individuals themselves.53 Indeed, as Fields
asserts below, the collective consciousness, as the combination of the two meanings, is
the collective sentiments of acting and thinking, and it is the collective representations
that bind any social group:

As object such as that mountain moves above and beyond its natural
ordinariness in this way only within the ambit of a conscience collective—
collective conscience normatively, in conduct, and collective
consciousness cognitively, in thought. The two are not separate.
Conscience collective is the achievement of mind that transfigures the real
world and makes it a shared world that is in fact the real world as known
and knowable by some group, some moral community.54

In a similar way, it can be asserted that the collective consciousness is a result of
social interaction.55 Through a continuous and long-term interaction between members in
a social group, a distinct culture emerges and the collective consciousness is created.
However, even though the social interactors shared the same culture in the past, for
example, if they do not interact with each other and do not share a particular culture for a
long time, then they will be alienated, and the force of la conscience collective
diminished.
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In this sense, for Durkheim, the collective consciousness can be considered the
basis of society. Durkheim believed that the “facticity” and the moral basis of society are
created through the collective consciousness.56 That is, the collective consciousness
enables society to be aware of itself and its members to consider themselves as social
beings.57 Indeed, the collective consciousness is one of the most essential elements for
society to survive, maintain health, and form and promote social solidarity as one of the
main buttresses of society in modern times.

Social Solidarity
Durkheim was concerned with what made society adhere, and he was thus
interested in social solidarity. Durkheim asks:
“This work had its origins in the question of the relations of the individual
to social solidarity. Why does the individual, while becoming more
autonomous, depend more upon society? How can he be at once more
individual and more solidarity?” The answer, he says, lies in “a
transformation of social solidarity due to the steadily growing
development of the division of labour.”58
Social solidarity is Durkheim’s term to refer to “the level of integration” in a society, and
the degrees of social solidarity vary from society to society.59 That is, social solidarity
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refers to the ties that bind people or “the subjective sense of group membership that
individuals have, the constraint of individual behaviors for the group good, and the
organization of social units and groups.”60
For Durkheim, there are two kinds of social solidarity: “mechanical solidarity”
and “organic solidarity.” Mechanical solidarity consists in high levels of social cohesion
on account of similarities between group members. Mechanical solidarity arises in
relatively less complex societies where the division of labor is not developed. In such
societies, there exist more similarities, more cooperation, and fewer differences between
social members. As a result, just as parts of machines are connected to one another,
individuals are mechanically united together. That is, mechanical solidarity is directly
based on the collective consciousness.61 In general, mechanical solidarity is easily found
in religions and traditional groups based on the collective consciousness. For example,
Religious symbols, rituals, and churches stimulate a sense of belonging and “the sense of
membership,”62 namely, social solidarity based on the collective consciousness. Indeed,
religious beliefs and practices unite group members in prompting mechanical solidarity.
Distinct from mechanical solidarity, organic solidarity arises in more structurally
complex societies in which the division of labor is extensively developed. Organic
solidarity develops as societies grow in size and their structures become intricate, causing
greater competition and lessening similarities and augmenting differences between social
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members. For Durkheim, organic solidarity consists in social cohesion based on the
mutual dependency of individuals. Organic solidarity is created through the “reciprocity
between specialized functions” in modern society and arises because of the individuals’
mutual need for one another in modern societies.63 Thus, organic solidarity is not so
much related to the effect of the collective consciousness. While mechanical solidarity is
based on resemblance and likeness, organic solidarity is based on mutuality between
social members.64 While mechanical solidarity is based on a strong attachment to family
and traditions, organic solidarity is based on relatively weak attachment to them.65 Also,
while collective ideas are stronger than individual ideas in societies bound by mechanical
solidarity, individuals’ ideas are more highly respected in societies tied by organic
solidarity.66
Even though organic solidarity tends to dominate modern societies, mechanical
solidarity never completely disappears.67 As mentioned earlier, degrees of social
solidarity are different from society to society, and the collective consciousness also
varies by “the degrees to which culture is shared,” “the amount of power the culture has
to guide individual’s thoughts, feelings, and actions,” etc.68 In brief, regardless of the
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prevailing kinds of social solidarity, the collective consciousness plays a role as a
fundamental “source” in promoting social solidarity in society.

Bourdieu’s Habitus, Field, and Capital
For Pierre Bourdieu, sociology offers people “a small chance of knowing what
game we play and of minimizing the way in which we are manipulated by the forces in
the field in which we evolve, as well as the embodied social forces that operate within
us.”69 In addition, sociology allows individuals, called “social agents,” to “discern the
sites where we do enjoy a degree of freedom and those where we do not.”70 That is,
sociology helps social agents to be aware of such social mechanisms that affect and
usually determine their lives.71
Bourdieu’s social theory is interested in an individual’s internalization of social
structures. That is, his theory of practice is to describe the social influences on an
individual’s behaviors and perceptions, which contribute to reproduce such social
influences.72 For this reason, he defines his theory as “generative structuralism,” or
“genetic structuralism.”73 Bourdieu’s theory of practice consists of three main concepts:
habitus, field, and capital.
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Habitus
The concept of habitus occupies a central position in Pierre Bourdieu’s social
theory. In his book Outline of a Theory of Practice, Bourdieu defines habitus as:

systems of durable, transposable dispositions, structured structures
predisposed to function as structuring structures, that is, as principles of
the generation and structuring of practices and representations which can
be objectively “regulated” and “regular” without in any way being the
product of obedience to rules, objectively adapted to their goals without
presupposing a conscious aiming at ends or an express mastery of the
operations necessary to attain them and, being all this, collectively
orchestrated without being the product of the orchestrating action of a
conductor.74
That is, habitus is “the matrix of perceptions,” or “the basis of perception and
appreciation of all subsequent experiences.”75 Habitus gives birth to practices that
reproduce the consistencies inherent in the objective structures.76
The meaning of the habitus can be grasped through the term “dispositions,” which
manifest as thoughts, perceptions, feelings, tastes, and so on. According to Bourdieu, the
word dispositions expresses “the result of an organized action,” and it describes “a way
of being,” “a habitual being,” “tendency,” “propensity” or “inclination.”77 The habitus
enables social agents to act in the world via their dispositions. The habitus thus plays a
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role as a behavioral basis of social agents, and through the habitus agents possess their
“personhood,” which casts their dispositions.78 For Bourdieu, dispositions are socially
formed, internalized, and affect the actions of social agents.79 Therefore, the habitus can
be called the “system of dispositions” of social agents that produce their continuity and
regularity or inculcated “set of dispositions” that enable them to act in certain styles. 80
Individual members of the same social group are likely to possess a relatively
homogenous habitus because they share similar social experiences.81 As Bourdieu asserts,
the “homogeneity of the conditions of existence” results in “objective homogenizing of
group or class habitus.”82 To put it differently, the habitus is not an individual matrix, but
its conceptions, perceptions, and actions are generally common to all social agents in the
same group and class.83 Bourdieu also asserts, “[a] social class (in-itself) – a class of
identical or similar conditions of existence and conditionings – is at the same time a class
of biological individuals having the same habitus, understood as a system of dispositions
common to all products of the same conditionings.”84
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Social agents share collective history with one another in the same social class
and group, and thus their habitus is the product of collective history.85 That is, the habitus
is “embodied history, internalized as second nature and so forgotten as history.”86 In this
sense, it can be asserted that the habitus is different from an individual’s general
socialization. In addition, since the history of the individual is never more than part of the
collective history of his or her group, for Bourdieu, each individual’s set of dispositions is
also nothing more than “a structural variant” of group habitus.87 The individual style of
habitus is never more than a “deviation,” being connected to the style of class and the
collective style.88

Field
Society not only has “vertical” differentiation, such as class and gender, but it also
has “horizontally” differentiated social spaces.89 That is, social spaces are
multidimensional. The “practice” of social agents, or “what people do in society,” takes
place in interrelated and sometimes overlapping social spaces.90 Bourdieu’s term field
conceptualizes this feature of social spaces. Bourdieu refers to a field as:
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[A] network, or a configuration, of objective relations between positions.
These positions are objectively defined, in their existence and in the
determinations they impose upon their occupants, agents or institutions, by
their present and potential situation (situs) in the structure of the
distribution of species of power (or capital) whose possession commands
access to the specific profits that are at stake in the field, as well as by
their objective relation to other positions (domination, subordination,
homology, etc.).91
Champ, the French word for a field, refers to a “space of action” (or “force field”) and a
“place of struggle” (or “battlefield”).92 Thus, a field can be referred to as a place and
space where actions and struggles of social agents take place. Put otherwise, it is in a
field that social agents act and sometimes struggle for various social products. In brief, in
Bourdieu’s words, a field is “a structured space of social forces and struggles.”93
For Bourdieu, habitus and field exist in relation to each other, their relationship
amounting to a “double and obscure relation” and an “ontological correspondence.”94
This means that “the field structures the habitus,” and in vice versa, the habitus
“contributes to constituting the field as a meaningful world.”95 In a field, agents practice
their habitus and in turn, their thoughts and actions shaped by the habitus reproduce the
field.96 In this way, the interaction between habitus and field is a two-way relationship.
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The habitus manifests in and reproduce the structures of the field, and the field structures
the habitus through the participation of social agents therein.

Capital
For Bourdieu, the habitus affects the way in which social agents engage and value
capital. In other words, one of the most important roles of the habitus is its determination
of “how individuals engage capital” and “what forms of capital they esteem.”97 For
Bourdieu, capital is defined as “the resources distributed throughout the social body
which have an exchange value in one or more of the various ‘markets’ or ‘fields’ which,
…, he believes comprise the social world.”98 DiMaggio also succinctly defines capital as
“attributes, possessions, or qualities of a person or a position exchangeable for goods,
services, or esteem.”99 When social agents use capital, which is engaged and valued by
the habitus, in a field, practice –their action in society – is operationalized. Bourdieu
expresses this notion by using a formulation of an equation: “[(habitus) (capital) + field =
practice].”100 In this way, the action of social agents is closely related to their engagement
in various resources (capital) in a structured field.
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For Bourdieu, capital exists in two main forms, material and symbolic, as well as
numerous sub-forms, such as economic, cultural, social, and religious. Material capital is
not much different from the term “capital” as it is commonly understood. Economic
capital is economic resources and monetary values, such as money, properties and, assets,
which are regarded as economic investments. Meanwhile, symbolic capital is nonmonetary capital to promote social actions. Cultural capital, the chief form of symbolic
capital, is “the exchange value which accumulated forms of culture have within the social
world.”101 This capital can take the form of knowledge and skills, such as a title of
nobility, knowledge of fine art, elite education systems, style of dress, and decent table
manners. Cultural capital does not seem as easily transferrable as money, but through this
capital, social agents hand down and reproduce their power. Just as material capital is
bequeathed and inherited across generations, so, too, is symbolic capital.
Symbolic capital is conceived as “capital endowed with a specifically symbolic
efficacy,” and thus symbolic capital can be preserved “only when it is “misrecognized in
its arbitrary truth as capital and recognized as legitimate.”102 To put it differently,
symbolic capital gains “symbolic efficacy” only when “it succeeds in generating a system
of mutual interdependence in which all the actors in the field depend on recognition from
all of the others and grant all of the others recognition – even if this is recognition of an
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inferior (or superior) status..”103 Indeed, as agents accept its “false” knowledge as
legitimate, symbolic capital can be perpetuated in society. Rather than realizing forms of
“capital deficit,” such as social inequality issues like racism and sexism, agents think of
symbolic power as something legitimate. Rey gives a good example for this case of
symbolic power:
The MBA [from a prestigious university]… is a piece of symbolic capital
that contributes to the naturalization of the notion that people who hold
such a degree are ‘smart,’ ‘hard-working’, ‘entrepreneurial’ and have high
incomes, and that’s just way it is; meanwhile, issues of access to quality
higher education, like inheritance and racial inequality, are thereby
effectively masked.104
Moreover, symbolic capital can be conceived as “nothing more than economic or
cultural capital which is acknowledged and recognized.”105 Therefore, it is possible that
all types of capital are converted to symbolic capital and transformed to “weapons of
symbolic violence.”106 Indeed, symbolic capital is convertible to other capital, and
symbolic power is based on symbolic capital. Through symbolic capital, social agents
exercise power (symbolic power), legitimize their status, and dominate others (symbolic
dominance).
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For instance, in the religious field, one can observe “the forms of religious capital
that interest agents, and over which religious institutions and specialists struggle, and
which the laity consume [.]”107 Of course, there are different types of religious capital,
such as “the legitimation of the social order, the sanction of wealth and power, and the
sense of meaning that religion brings to people’s lives.”108Yet, among the various forms
and sub-forms, Bourdieu most frequently refers to the “goods of salvation,” meaning
“sacraments and any officially recognized membership in an ecclesial community that is
regarded as requisite to salvation.”109 This is because the goods of salvation contribute to
the misrecognition that religions, in Lora Stone’s words, “are not following material
interest, but rather are pursuing salvation, opposing evil, or realizing the sacred.”110
Consequently, the underprivileged laity pursue salvation and consolation in their religion
rather than seek someplace for “the power to change for the misrecognized and unequal
social order.”111 Also, as Bourdieu further elucidates, the laity expect of religion
“justifications of their existence that can offer them deliverance from the existential
anguish of contingency or abandonment” and “justification of their existence as
occupants of a particular position of the social order.”112 Indeed, capital is a socially
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produced resource that amounts to power to maintain and reinforce an agent’s social
status, but especially symbolic capital tends to be perceived as “legitimate demands” for
respect and obedience, rather than “power that is exerted.” 113

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have presented sociological concepts for the exploration of
Korean ethnic churches. I have explored the concepts of transnational religion and some
ideas of Durkheim and Bourdieu. From their expansive oeuvres, I have chosen to focus
only on their concepts that, in my view, can be most useful for explaining and describing
the nature of Korean ethnic churches in the United States. The purpose of this chapter has
not been to analyze and evaluate these concepts, but instead to present sociological tools
to help shed light especially on the features of Korean immigrant churches that are
influenced by Confucian traditions. Especially in chapter 7, in light of these sociological
concepts, I will explicitly describe and review the features of Korean ethnic churches as
manifested through my fieldwork. Chapter 3, the following chapter, sets the platform for
finding Confucian influences on Korean immigrant churches, exploring the historical
development of Korean Confucianism and its influence on contemporary Korean society
and culture.
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CHAPTER 3
CONFUCIANISM IN KOREA

This chapter deals with the historical development of Confucianism in Korea,
particularly shedding light on Confucianization of the Joseon dynasty (1392-1910 C.E.)
and highlighting its influence on contemporary Korean society. The process of
Confucianization in Korea continued until the commoners accepted and followed
Confucian teachings as their shared ethos in the eighteenth century.114 As a result, the
influence of Confucianism is so strong that its teachings are still accepted as the basic
ethical framework of contemporary Korean society. That is, one can still clearly and
widely observe Confucian characteristics in current Korean society.

Historical Developments of Confucianism in China and Its Spread to Korea
In the West, many people think that Confucius (551-479 B.C.E.) was the founder
of Confucianism and that Confucianism originated in his teachings. In such a view, a
Confucian is usually understood to be a person who reveres Confucius and follows the
teachings in the collection of the Confucian classics.115 Yet, there is no equivalent word
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for “Confucianism” in East Asian languages.116 Confucius’ real name was Kong Qiu
(孔丘), and he has often been called “Kongzi” (孔子, literally "Master Kong"), or
honorifically “Kong Fuzi” (孔夫子). In the sixteenth century, Jesuit missionaries latinized
the name “Kong Fuzi” to “Confucius” and coined the term “Confucianism.”117
Meanwhile, the Chinese themselves have generally preferred to call Confucianism Juchiao(儒敎) or Ju-chia (儒家). Ju (儒) means the ritual masters and teachers of the court in
the various Warring States (480-221 B.C.E.), and chiao or chia means the teachings or the
schools. So, Ju-chiao or Ju-chia means the teachings or the schools of the scholars.118
Confucianism is not about Confucius’ life, nor did it entirely originate in his
teachings. Confucius quoted other teachings that were already known during the Shang
dynasty (1766-1050 B.C.E.) and the Zhou dynasty (1000-256 B.C.E.). As he observed
chaotic surroundings in the Spring Autumn period (722-481 B.C.E.), Confucius felt that
he needed to introduce a new way of thinking to promote social harmony. So he began to
systematically organize the so-called Confucian concepts, and he did so for his entire life.
After his death, Confucius’ students and their followers continuously developed and
organized his teachings, and within one generation of his death, his followers had
compiled his teachings into one book called The Analects. Thus, rather than being
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referred to as the founder or an originator of Confucianism, Confucius should be referred
to as an editor, a teacher of humanity, and a transmitter who played a pivotal role in the
development of Confucianism.119
In the Warring States Period (480-221 B.C.E.) in China, Mencius (371-289 B.C.E.)
carried Confucius’ teachings forward and devoted himself to fortify Confucian thought.
Mencius was interested in the training of the mind, and he thought that people who had a
trained mind could most effectively serve their country. He believed that human nature is
fundamentally good, such that a cultivated mind-heart would result in a better society.
Mencius’ promotion of Confucian thought influenced many scholars, including Zhu-Xi
(1130-1200 C.E), who would come to be known as one of the most famous scholars of
Neo-Confucianism.
Confucian teachings faced severe attacks and threats during the Qin (Chin)
dynasty (221-207 B.C.E.). Emperor Qin Shi Huang unified the whole of mainland China
and founded China’s first centralized monarchial system. To ensure stability of his rule,
Emperor Qin accepted legalism as the state’s ruling ideology and tried to destroy all other
teachings, including Confucianism. He also labeled Confucius as a “subversive” and
burned many classical Chinese philosophical texts.120
During the Han dynasty (206 B.C.E. - 220 C.E.), scholars made tireless efforts to
preserve and collect the texts of philosophical Chinese traditions, including Confucian
texts, so many of which had been burned during the Qin dynasty. Especially during the
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era of Emperor Wu (157-87 B.C.E.), Confucianism significantly flourished. Confucianism
was then accepted as the official state ideology, and Emperor Wu established civil service
examinations and founded an imperial institute to educate the children of the royal
families. However, the golden age of Confucianism in the Han government did not last
long. As Buddhism and Taoism were introduced and accepted by the people during this
same era, Confucianism had no choice but to compete with them. In the periods of the
Wei-Chin (220-420 C.E.) and the Tang dynasties (618-907 C.E.), Post-Han Confucians
continued to confront the challenges of alternative philosophies and religions, such as
Taoism and Buddhism. Buddhism, especially, brought its huge canon and documents,
and challenged the classical Han understanding of heaven, earth, humanity, etc. Despite
the popularity of alternative philosophical teachings, scholars continued to consult
Confucian classics as their chief texts, and Confucianism held strong.121
The Song dynasty (960-1279 C.E.) was the second golden age of Confucianism,
the tradition then flourishing out of a late-Tang dynasty revival. In other words, even
though one could observe its characteristics in the late Tang dynasty, the name NeoConfucianism refers to the Confucian movement as it evolved during the Song
dynasty.122 Confucian leaders of this era merged classical Confucian teachings with
certain spiritual teachings from Buddhism. For instance, in this era, the Cheng brothers,
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Cheng Hao (1032-1085 C.E.) and Cheng Yi (1033-1107 C.E.), canonized the concept of
the principle li (理), teaching it as the way to understand all other Confucian concepts. In
this sense, according to Peter Bol, “‘Neo-Confucian’ refers to people who identified
themselves as participants in the intellectual streams that emerged from the philosophical
teachings of the eleventh-century brothers Cheng Yi and Cheng Hao.” 123 When the
Cheng brothers passed away, the great era of the Northern Song Confucian movement
steeply declined.
In particular, Zhu Xi (Chu Hsi, 1130-1200 C.E.) played a pivotal role in the
development of Neo-Confucianism and was considered the most famous and important
figure in Song Confucianism. In terms of the history of Chinese thought, Zhu Xi is as
significant as Confucius and Mencius, establishing the core Confucian curriculum for all
civil service examinations.124 In addition, the core Confucian curriculum derived mainly
from the Four Books he edited: The Analects, Mencius, Great Learning, and The
Doctrine of the Mean.125 His thoughts influenced family and social lives not only in
China but also throughout East Asia, including Korean society.
Neo-Confucianism continued to flourish in the Yuan dynasty (1271-1368 C.E.)
and the Ming dynasty (1368-1644 C.E.) in China, and at that time in Korea the Joseon
(Choson, Chosun) dynasty (1392-1910 C.E.) was founded. The Joseon dynasty accepted
Neo-Confucianism as an official state ideology and thus maintained a good relationship
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with the Ming dynasty. However, although the Ming had dominant Neo-Confucian
scholars such as Wang Yang-ming, the Joseon dynasty in Korea set a much higher value
on Zhu Xi. The Joseon believed that Zhu’s teachings were more orthodox than Wang’s.
Korean Confucian teachings were so influenced by Zhu Xi’s teachings that inside Korea
today, Confucianism is called Jujahak (주자학, 朱子學; the learning of Zhu Xi) as well as
Seongnihak (Songnihak, 성리학, 性理學; the learning of nature and principle).126

A Brief Overview of Korean Religions before the Emergence of Confucianism
Before exploring the Confucianization of Korea in the Joseon dynasty, I would
like to overview Korean religions before the emergence of Confucianism in Korean
territory. Before Chinese religions, including Buddhism, were introduced to Korea, folk
religion, such as animism and shamanism, was highly influential in Korea. To put it
differently, folk religions are considered the indigenous religions of Korea.127 In Korea,
animism and shamanism were typical spiritual and religious practices performed among
Koreans. As with other folk religions in world history, there is little known stable
uniformity to Korean folk religion, nor can one clearly identify any unifying texts,
doctrine, rituals, or founders.
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Even though animism is different from shamanism, they are closely intertwined in
Korean folk religions, and thus they are commonly together identified as
shamanism.128Animism is the belief that inanimate objects or natural entities, such as
mountains, rocks, and trees, are inhabited by spirits. Koreans also spiritually empowered
inanimate objects and express their wishes to them, believing that such spiritual entities
and deities influenced natural events, such as droughts and strong winds, and thus they
worshiped them to ensure their families’ physical safety and the prosperity of their
community. While animism interacts with inert objects, shamanism interacts with gods
and deceased human beings, including deceased ancestors and well-known people from
the past.129 Usually, Korean shamans (mansin or mudang) have played a role as mediator
between spiritual powers and people. They placate not only spiritual powers in inanimate
objects but also sprits of deceased ancestors. As Laurel Kendall mentions, even until
today, shamanism is alive and well in the Korean religious field.130
To cure people and solve their clients’ problems, Korean shamans seek to be
possessed by different sprits and perform a spiritual ritual called gut (kut). Interestingly,
most Korean shamans have historically been females, even though there are also male
shamans, and most of their clients are females.131 This is partly because Koreans believe
that women and housewives are more responsible than men and husbands for maintaining
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a harmonious relationship between their family members and the spirit world.132 In this
sense, it is accurate to say that gut is a “women’s party.”133 To perform gut, Korean
shamans dress in bright clothes and people make loud music by playing Korean
traditional instruments. During gut, shamans sing and dance to draw the attention of
sprits that are causing their clients’ difficulties.134 They also talk with or threaten spirits
in order for the spirits to leave clients. Indeed, shamanism has played a role as a Korean
traditional religion across the peninsula, and the term shamanism can be broadly applied
to explain Korean traditional religious activities even today.
However, as Buddhism from China was introduced into Korea in the late fourth
century, shamanism began to yield power to this exogenous religion. Mahayana
Buddhism entered Korea during the period of the Three Kingdoms: Goguryeo (Koguryo,
37 B.C.E. - 668 C.E.), Baekje (Paekche, 18 B.C.E. - 660 C.E.), and Silla (57 B.C.E. - 935
C.E.). Goguryeo first embraced Buddhism in 372 C.E. and Silla embraced it last in 528
C.E. When Buddhism was first introduced into Korea, people thought that it was more

powerful than Korean folk religion because the first Buddhists performed miracles and
healed diseases that shamans had failed to cure.135 After Buddhism attracted the attention
of people in the palaces of Korea’s kingdom, it also became a religion for the common
people within a couple of centuries.136 Since Buddhism was introduced into the three
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kingdoms, it has been promoted as the national religion, and the common people in each
kingdom generally accepted Buddhism as their religion.
Until the Goryeo (Koryo) dynasty (918-1392 C.E.) was defeated by the Joseon
dynasty in the late fourteenth century, Buddhism continued to develop in the Korean
peninsula as the national religion. Silla was the weakest of the three kingdoms, but after
embracing Buddhism, it unified the three kingdoms in the seventh century. This
unification lasted for about two centuries (668-935 C.E.). Also, after the short transition
period of the Later Three Kingdoms (900-936 C.E.), the Goryeo dynasty (918-1392 C.E.)
reunified the three kingdoms in 936 C.E. Buddhism obtained political authority through
the doctrine of karma, people’s actions and desires that sprout into the appropriate
results.137 Kings believed that good karma resulted in fewer problems with enemies, so
they supported the construction of temples and respected Buddhist monks. That is, kings
believed that “the way to build a powerful kingdom was to support Buddhism.”138 In
addition, philosophical Buddhism began to develop in the sixth and seventh centuries.
Unlike earlier converts to Buddhism who believed that the religion helped them obtain
what they wanted in this world, philosophical Buddhists, especially the monk Wonhyo
(617-686 C.E.), were concerned with the reason for humanity’s suffering and how to
overcome the limitations of human existence.139 Wonhyo was concerned with
enlightenment, and his consideration thereof was fused with a form of meditation called
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Chan (禪 Son in Korean) in China by the ninth century.140 Son Buddhism continued to
develop during the Goryeo dynasty, and Buddhism generally as the national religion
bloomed. The monk Jinul (1158-1210 C.E.) played a central role in developing Son
Buddhism as Korean Buddhism, and Buddhism swiftly became deeply rooted in the
hearts of Koreans.
Meanwhile, shamanism did not disappear from the Korean peninsula but
continued to influence Koreans as their folk religion, often syncretized with Buddhism.
As Baker asserts, “the boundaries delineating folk religion are so faint that it is often
difficult to distinguish where folk religion ends and other traditions begin.”141
Furthermore, shamans continued to play a role as “household therapists”142 and even
today, shamans still exist as practitioners of folk religion, although the influence of
Buddhism is so strong that shamans easily pass as Buddhists. In this way, before
Confucianism emerged during the Joseon dynasty, shamanism and Buddhism were the
chief religious influences in Korea.

Confucianization of the Joseon Dynasty
Even though Confucian ideas were introduced in Korea as early as the fourth
century, it was not until the foundation of the Joseon dynasty in 1392 that the teachings
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of Neo-Confucianism were accepted as the state ideology.143 Toward the end of the
fourteenth century, Neo-Confucianism was also introduced into Korea. Prior scholarofficials called sadaebu in the late Goryeo dynasty (918-1392 C.E.) imported and learned
Confucianism. The sadaebu thought of Confucianism as a useful ideology to reform the
Goryeo dynasty, which was deeply under the influence of Buddhism. Sung-gye Yi (13351408 C.E.), one of the scholar-officials, overthrew the Goryeo dynasty and established the
Joseon dynasty. Confucianism was primarily imported as “a tool for a government
administration,” and the rulers of the Joseon wanted to establish “a Neo-Confucian
government.”144 The development of Confucianism in Korea was closely related to a
political movement not only to reform the country but also to shift the Joseon away from
Goryeo traditions.145 In this way, the Confucianization of Korea was led by elites in a
kind of a movement for a social change from above.
From the beginning of the Joseon dynasty, state-officials emphasized Confucian
rites and rituals as significant tools to reform and Confucianize the country. The Joseon
dynasty thought that if each personal and familial relationship were harmonious, the
whole community would be orderly and peacefully. To put it differently, because a
harmonized organization across all classes was one of the main ideologies of
Confucianism, the state-officials promoted Confucian rituals and rites as a means of
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establishing and maintaining social stability throughout the empire. Expecting to
establish a harmonized society, Joseon state-officials made every effort to teach people to
follow Confucian teachings based on the Four Books and the Five Classics.146 Indeed,
Confucianism of the Joseon emphasized self-cultivation and harmony, as reflected in the
following passage from one of the Four Books:

When the personal life is cultivated, the family will be regulated. When
the family is regulated, the state will be in order. When the state is in
order, there will be peace through the world. From the Son of Heaven
down to the common people, all must regard cultivation of the person as
the root of foundation. There is never a case when the root is in disorder
and yet branches are not in order.147

People in the Joseon dynasty also came to learn and play their roles based on the Five
Relationships in order to build a harmonized society. The Five Relationships refer to
relations between father and son, ruler and subject, husband and wife, old and young, and
friends. When Mencius was asked how good relationships develop in society, he replied,
“[B]etween father and son, there should be affection; between sovereign and minister,
righteousness; between husband and wife, attention to their separate functions; between
old and young, a proper order; and between friends, fidelity.”148 Following Mencius’
teachings, Korean Confucianism also inculcated into the habitus of the masses that when
interacting with others, each individual should play the appropriate role required by the
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Five Relationships. In this way, from the beginning, the Joseon dynasty highly valued
self-cultivation and harmonized life as the keys to the individual’s moral character.149 As
a result, Confucianism became the dominant ethics in the Joseon dynasty even though it
took several hundred years for the masses to accept Confucian teachings as their common
ethos. Indeed, by the eighteenth century, Korea had become a Confucianized society.150

A Hierarchical Social Organization
Unlike the Joseon dynasty (1392- 1910 C.E.), the Goryeo dynasty (918-1392 C.E.)
maintained uxorilocal residence. A married couple in the Goryeo dynasty usually resided
with or near the wife’s parents while their children were young. In addition,
interchanging of lineal kin was so common that siblings were easily identified with
cousins and there existed a “close-kin marriage” system.151 Also, women in the Goryeo
dynasty had economic equality with their male siblings and suffered from no
discrimination.
Even during the first half of the Joseon dynasty, “non-agnatic succession was
widely practiced,” and the uxorilocal residence system persisted until at least the end of
the fifteenth century.152 That is, from the beginning of the Joseon period, the government
made efforts to detach all family systems from “pre-Confucian” traditions in order to
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distance the Joseon dynasty from the Goryeo dynasty, but they did not disappear as fast
as the rulers had hoped. For instance, the Joseon dynasty codified its first national law
code, the Gyeongguk daejeon,153 in the fifteenth century, and it was committed to the
principle of primogeniture. Based on a Confucian agnatic principle (宗法), the Gyeongguk
daejeon enhanced “lineal consciousness” and designated the eldest son as preferred
heir.154 Nevertheless, non-agnatic succession continued among the common people until
the sixteenth century.
However, as the Joseon continued to rule over the people with Confucian
ideology, pre-Confucian social structures had disappeared in Korean territory in the
second half of the dynasty. Since the second half of the sixteenth century, an agnatic
kinship system took root in Korean territory and the elites paid more attention to learn
how to perform Confucian rites correctly. From early in the Joseon dynasty, Korean
scholars and officials emphasized many ritual classics of Confucianism to push their plan
to reform Korea. They especially considered three ritual classics, the Book of Rites (Li-ji,
禮記), Rites

of Chou (Chou-li, 周禮), and Ceremonial Rites (I-li, 儀禮), important books for

orienting Confucian rituals. Above all however, Zhu Xi’s Chia-li (朱子家禮) was
considered the most authoritative ritual book because the Joseon scholars and officials
viewed it as a more recent adaptation and thus more suitable to their own times than the
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three classics.155 In this manner, in the Joseon dynasty, li (禮; ritual, propriety) became
the biggest concern of not only individuals but also the state. In the seventeenth century,
the Joseon continued to publish many ritual handbooks based on the teachings in the
book of Chia-li to such an extent that the seventeenth century is called “the century of
ritual.”156 As a result, as Tu Wei-ming points out, the Joseon dynasty then became “the
most Confucianized” country among all the dynasties in East Asia.157
As a result of the Confucianization of the Joseon for more than two centuries,
patrilineal and primogeniture structures became the typical family system of Korea. As
Haboush observes, the restructuring of the family based on Confucian patrilineal system
was “the greatest normative change in Korean society.”158 Gender and age were
considered significant factors in determining a person’s social status and power. In
general, as far as social power within the family group was concerned, men had more
power than women, and the eldest sons had more power than secondary sons. Especially
when compared with other sons, the eldest son received more patrimonies from their
parents or grandparents. At the beginning of the dynasty, a patrimony was equally
divided among siblings after their parents passed away. However, beginning in the
second half of the dynasty, the enhanced position of the eldest son overturned the equal
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division of the patrimony. In other words, the more power the eldest son obtained, the
bigger portion of the property he had. For example, a ritual land called “ancestral service
land” (jejon; 祭田) was managed by the ritual heir, the eldest son, and could not be
divided among his other siblings.159 Also, “the house of the descent group’s main line”
(jongga; 宗家) and the shrine for the ancestors were exclusively transmitted to the ritual
heir, usually the eldest son.160 Indeed, the eldest son was exclusively considered as the
ritual heir by the end of the seventeenth century, and such a phenomenon was accelerated
by land shortage and overpopulation.
Divergent social statuses between primary and secondary wives also resulted from
the emergence of Confucianism in Korea. The distinction between primary wives and
secondary wives was made by law as early as in 1413.161 Unlike the Goryeo tradition of
equality among plural wives, it was strongly recommended that elite members in the
Joseon, especially officeholding elites, take one primary wife.162 Whereas Chinese
Confucianism taught that people could earn a gentry status by achievement, Korean
Confucianism taught that only people who were born in a certain privileged group could
be ideal Confucian gentlemen (君子; gunja).163 Thus, to be a primary wife, a woman also
needed to belong to the descent group, and could expect that her sons would be legitimate
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heirs of their father’s descent group. Meanwhile, secondary wives and their children
faced social discrimination. There were big differences between “genuine members,”
such as sons from primary wives, and “marginal members,” such as sons from secondary
wives.164 Even though her prerogative was diminished because of enhanced agnatic
customs since the middle of the sixteenth century, during the early Joseon dynasty, the
wife of the eldest son who died had the right to elect an heir to her late husband and had
the priority even over the sons of her husband’s brothers in ritual succession.165
Moreover, after the mourning period of her death, a primary wife’s spirit tablet, a small
placard usually made by wood to commemorate the deceased ancestors, was placed on an
altar in her husband’s ancestor shrine (sadang).166 The dead wife was also accepted as her
husband’s ancestor and venerated through regular memorial services. 167
In contrast to the primary wife, secondary wives and their sons were
marginalized. According to the Li Chi, “The ceremony of marriage is intended to be a
bond of love between two (families of different) surnames, with a view, in its
retrospective character, to secure the services in the ancestral temple, and in its
prospective character, to secure the continuance of the family line.”168 However, a bride
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as a secondary wife could not expect any splendid wedding ceremony. It was customary
to perform an abbreviated ceremony if a secondary wife was of the common class and to
forego a wedding ceremony if the bride was of a slave background.169 Also, it was
customary for a second wife to be called by the name of her hometown rather than by her
given or family name. A secondary wife’s name was usually omitted from her husband’s
genealogy and her spirit tablet was not enshrined in her husband’s sadang after her
death.170 Even though it was her obligation to prepare for all ancestor services in the
house of her husband, a secondary wife was not allowed to participate in the regular
ancestral devotions. Also, parental authority was given not to a secondary wife but to her
master and the primary wife.171 Furthermore, a secondary wife’s marginal status was
transmitted to her sons. A secondary son was fundamentally denied any political power
simply because he was born to a secondary wife. At the beginning of the Joseon dynasty,
secondary sons had the possibility of being the ritual heir to their father’s descent line if
the primary wife had no son. Yet, as the agnatic lineal system was enhanced and people
faced a lack of land to be bestowed to their descendants, secondary sons were excluded
from the ritual inheritance. To put it differently, as the Joseon dynasty began regulating
ritual heirship in the middle of the sixteenth century, secondary sons were completely
removed from ritual heirship and succession and disappeared from official genealogy
records.172
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As Deuchler points out, the severe differentiation between primary and secondary
wives was a uniquely Korean phenomenon, one not even found in China.173 In this way,
in the name of the establishment of a harmonized society, the social position of the eldest
son was elevated and the Joseon dynasty discriminated against secondary wives and their
sons. As such, the Joseon dynasty came to consist of complex hierarchical social systems.

Women and Korean Confucianism
In the Goryeo dynasty, unlike the Joseon dynasty, it was not impossible for
women to be household heads, a role occupied by the oldest male family member.174
Also, as far as social positions were concerned, there was no difference between primary
and secondary wives, and thus no discrimination between a primary wife and a secondary
wife. Several wives equally ranked and enjoyed the same rights. All children by several
wives equally shared the inheritance, and daughters and their husbands could participate
in family events as equally as sons. In addition, marriage with close kin and uxorilocal
marriage were not uncommon before the late of the Goryeo dynasty.175 As such, all
daughters and sons in the family possessed equal roles and positions at that time.
However, as mentioned earlier, during the second half of the Joseon dynasty, such
a pre-Confucian social system was completely uprooted, and patrilineal and patriarchal
systems replaced the previous social system. As a result, during the second half of the
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Joseon dynasty, women became more economically dependent on male family members,
and their property was usually placed under the control of their husbands.176 In the early
period of the Joseon dynasty, daughters had the right to receive an inheritance from their
parents, independent of their husbands’ property. However, after the Confucianization, a
woman’s inheritance was regarded as the durable property of her husband, and the
recipients of the daughters’ inheritance became son-in-laws.177
During their lifetimes, women in the Joseon dynasty were usually subordinate to
men in terms of social status. Women could not initiate divorce and had no right to
terminate a conjugal union. The sages of ancient China demanded and expected women
to obey the so-called three men (三從之道 samjongjido): the father in childhood, the
husband during marriage, and the son after her husband’s death.178 On the contrary, men
had the right to expel their wives from the house if the women were accused of any of the
seven valid causes for eviction called chilgeo (七去) or chiljeol (七絶). The chilgeo was
invoked for the following reasons: disobedience to her parents-in-law, failure to bear a
son, adultery, excessive jealousy, severe illness, extreme talkativeness, and theft.179 It is
thus clear that the women’s social status was inferior to men’s in the Joseon dynasty.
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However, it is also noteworthy that there were guidelines to prevent possible
abuse of women during the Joseon dynasty. One can assume that the husband could very
easily expel women based on the chilgeo. Yet, in reality, it was prohibited for the
husband to evict his wife if her situation corresponded to one of the three cases
(sambulgeo, 三不去): in the case that the family improved economically during the
marriage; in the case that the wife could not go back to her family; and in the case that
the wife mourned for her parent-in-law.180 Sambulgeo served as a kind of a protective
device against the abuse of expulsion. Likewise, chilgeo and sambulgeo were not
recognized as laws to be applied to every situation without exception. Rather, those rules
were recognized as a means of “moral pressure” to maintain the family in harmony.181
For women, obulchui (obulch’wi, 五不取) protected their social station and helped
them marry suitable spouses. Obulchui means “the five kinds of men that women can
refuse to marry”: “a son in the family of treason;” “a son in the family of rebellion;” “a
man who serves a sentence coming down for generations;” “a man whose family has a
deadly disease for generations;”, and “the eldest son whose father passes away.”182 Like
sambulgeo, the concept of obulchui was important in that women could maintain their
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social status by fulfilling such obligations.183 In this way, like sambulgeo, obulchui
played a role as a social safety net to protect a type of woman’s right under the maledominant society.
The combination of a male-dominant system and Confucianism in Korean society
and culture is a result of historical evolution.184 A male-dominant system was observed
not only in Korea but also in other societies and cultures in the premodern and early
modern world. As societies developed economically and politically, in general, economic
and political prestige became granted to males in many societies across the world. In this
regard, China is no exception. As Chinese society became organized in a patriarchal
order, Confucianism also had to provide an effective political philosophy for leaders.185
As Eunkang Koh asserts, Confucianism served as a political philosophy to maintain a
male dominant system:

[T]he idea of women’s subordination to men was not embodied in
Confucian philosophy but historically combined with Confucianism by
those who established their social order based on patriarchy. In traditional
East Asian societies, Confucianism served as the philosophy of the
state.186
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Most Confucian teachings about female subordination to males are actually not
based on Confucian scriptures, such as the Four Books and the Five Classics, but on
Confucian commentaries dealing with women’s subordinate relationships with males.187
For instance, The Analects, one of the Four Books, contains one passage related to the
gender issue: “ The Master said, ‘Women (女子, yeoja in Korean) and people of low birth
(小人, soin in Korean) are very hard to deal with. If you are friendly with them, they get
out of hand, and if you keep your distance, they resent it.’”188 However, according to
Eunkang Koh, this text is not about the discrimination against all females, and the word
yeoja (女子) describes “a particular group of women, i.e. maidservants, as the counterpart
of [soin](小人),” not females in general.189 Koh asserts that just as the word soin describes
“lower-class people,” yeoja means “lower class women,”190 and that, rather than
“women,” “girls” is a better translation for yeoja.191 Besides, even if this passage
legitimizes discrimination against women and reflects Confucius’ own perspective on
women, Confucius, in fact, barely mentioned women, and just one passage in The
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Analects is too little to represent his wholesale perspective on gender. Similarly, it would
be an exaggeration to say that The Analects implies discrimination against all women. In
addition, unlike what some Korean feminist scholars claim,192 the following text in The
Great Learning, one of the Four Books, is not about men’s obligations and does not
delineate a patriarchal feature: “The ancients who wished to illustrate illustrious virtue
throughout the kingdom, first ordered well their own states. Wishing to order well their
states, they first regulated their families. Wishing to regulate their families, they first
cultivated their persons.”193 Even though a male-dominant society manipulated the
interpretation of “the ancients,” according to Eunkang Koh, “the ancients” in the original
meaning contains no gender discrimination and can be translated not only in the
masculine but also in the feminine.194
Certainly, Koreans have for centuries highly valued Confucian teachings and
traditions based on Confucian commentaries, and it is accurate to say that there was
discrimination against women in Korean Confucianism based on Zhu Xi’s interpretation.
For example, even though the original idea of yin-yang in The Book of Changes (周易)
does not mean subordinate but complementary relationships, Korean Confucianism
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interpreted yang as invigorating and yin as repressed, based on Zhu Xi’s commentary on
the book.195 It may also be that male rulers of the Joseon dynasty utilized Confucianism
in order to intensify and maintain their powers. As mentioned earlier, Korea was
Confucianized in a top-down direction and thus, the rulers likely put emphasis on the
useful rituals and teachings to bolster their rule. It is also probable that the subordinates,
especially women, were usually asked to obey the rulers and show loyalty to the country.
In this sense, Angela Son’s claim is acceptable:

[W]hile it emphasizes the cultivation of the self as both the goal and
process of Confucian life, Confucianism failed to apply such principle or
philosophy to all people but it was only applicable to yangban (aristocrat
men), excluding both women and sangnom (servant class men).196

Indeed, Korean Confucianism resulted in a male-dominant society and discrimination
against women and lower-class people. Yet at the same time, one needs to be aware that
such discrimination in Korean Confucianism was mainly based on Confucian
commentaries, such as Zhu-Xi’s commentaries, rather than Confucius and Mencius’
teachings as contained in the Confucian classics.

Filial Piety and Ancestor Veneration
Filial piety (孝, hyo in Korean, xiao in Chinese) has been and remains the most
important ethical value among Koreans, which is especially due to the Joseon dynasty’s
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emphasis of the idea. Certainly, it is a common ethical principle that children must
respect their parents in human societies across the world. However, the act of filial piety
is regarded as “an unconditional obligation to respect and look after one’s parents.”197 In
Li ji (禮記) we read:
The Master says, “To obey (his parents’) commands without angry
(complaint); to remonstrate with them gently without being weary; and not
to murmur against them, though they punish him, may be pronounced
filial piety.”198

The Analects also has it that filial piety is to be obedient to the parents and to serve them
with propriety while they are alive and even after their death:
Mang I asked what filial piety was. The Master said, “It is not being
disobedient.” Soon after, as Fan Ch’ih was driving him, the Master told
him, saying, “Mang-sun asked me what filial piety was, and I answered
him, – ‘not being disobedient.’” Fan Ch’ih said, “What did you mean?”
The Master replied, “That parents, when alive, should be served according
to propriety; that, when dead, they should be buried according to
propriety; and that they should be sacrificed to according to propriety.”199

Another facet of filial piety is to economically and socially support one’s parents with
respect and reverence:
Tsze-yu asked what filial piety was. The Master said, “The filial piety
nowadays means the support of one's parents. But dogs and horses
likewise are able to do something in the way of support; – without
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reverence, what is there to distinguish the one support given from the
other?” 200
The Classic of Filial Piety (孝經, Xiao Jing), an ancient Confucian text, asserts that hyo is
the foundation of all virtues and of teachings. According to this book, filial sons and
daughters should keep their bodies healthy and become well-known public figures to
achieve the ultimate goal of filial piety:
The Master said, “(It was filial piety). Now filial piety is the root of (all)
virtue, and (the stem) out of which grows (all moral) teaching. Sit down
again, and I will explain the subject to you. Our bodies – to every hair and
bit of skin – are received by us from our parents, and we must not presume
to injure or wound them. This is the beginning of filial piety. When we
have established our character by the practice of the (filial) course, so as to
make our name famous in future ages and thereby glorify our parents, this
is the end of filial piety.201

In addition, the master says that filial piety is the order of Heaven and one should respect
one’s father as if he were Heaven:

Of all (creatures with their different) natures produced by Heaven and
Earth, man is the noblest. Of all the actions of man there is none greater
than filial piety. In filial piety there is nothing greater than the reverential
awe of one's father. In the reverential awe shown to one's father there is
nothing greater than the making him the correlate of Heaven.202
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Indeed, Korean Confucianism taught that children should respect parents as highly as
Heaven, and that to respect and obey one’s parents is to respect and obey Heaven.
The act of hyo (filial piety) embodies the principle of ren (jen) (仁, in in Korean)
in one’s real life. Of many Confucian ideas, ren (仁) is the most fundamental moral
teaching, to the extent that Confucianism is called the religion of ren.203 Ren is “good” in
a wide sense, and the adjective ren is understood in the meaning as “‘human’ as opposed
to ‘animal.’”204 Ren is to love people, and Confucius explained the principle of ren as the
Golden Rule: “Do not do to others what you would not like yourself.”205 Indeed, ren
arises when one establishes and maintains a good relationship between people, and hyo
(filial piety) is thought of as the most basic human relationship.206 Thus, one can assert
that to practice hyo is to realize the principle of ren in daily life, and as one practices ren
in one’s life, he or she concentrates on the practice of hyo.
In the Joseon dynasty, hyo could also play an important role to set one’s priorities.
For example, at that time, it was held that even in a military crisis a soldier should go
right back to his parent’s house if one of them passed away. If not, the soldier would be
blamed later for disrespecting his parents, regardless of the result of the battle.207 Thus,
we see that Confucianism puts great emphasis on filial piety, with hyo being regarded as
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a core principle that people must embrace to establish and maintain a good society as in
the Joseon dynasty.
The death of one’s parents does not mean the end of filial piety in Confucianism.
When parents die, their living descendants continue to practice their filial acts through the
funeral and mourning rituals and beyond. According to the Li Chi, “Funeral and
sacrificial rites serve to inculcate benevolence and love… [W]hen the mourning and
sacrificial rites are clearly understood, the people are filial.”208 In The Analects,
Confucius instructed that when their father dies, filial sons should mourn for the loss for
three years.209 Zhu Xi, whose teachings strongly influenced the procedure of the funeral
and mourning rituals, also called for a three-year mourning rule, and of course the Joseon
masses obliged. Survivors were supposed to mourn the foster mother (yangmo) who
cared for an adopted child and the stepmother (gyemo) who was the father’s second wife
as well as their real parents for three years.210 Indeed, it was also the obligation of filial
offspring to care for the departed parents, and as Deuchler points out, the care for the
dead also originated from “the most natural of all human feelings, filial piety.”211
In Joseon Confucian society, the living have generally believed that their parents
never really die and instead just depart from the household, and Confucians generally did
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not really think of the departed as dead.212 The living believed that their ancestors did not
disappear even after their death and that they could preserve the link between their buried
parents and themselves. Confucian concepts regarding the afterlife were different from
the Buddhists concepts. Unlike Buddhists, Confucians did not believe that the dead were
released from their physical body right after their death. While Buddhists cremated a
dead body to ashes and the ashes were scattered in the air, the Confucians buried a dead
body in order to preserve the dead’s mind-matter (氣, gi, ki) out of the belief that gi
circulated between the living and the dead.213 The ancestors were like the root of trees
and the descendants were like their leaves and branches, and to burn their ancestors was
tantamount to burning the root. Therefore, the Confucians in the Joseon period buried
their ancestors in a suitable place to help them find peace under the ground. They
believed that when their deceased ancestors, as roots, were “healthy” under the ground,
their descendants as branches and leaves would flourish in the world above the ground.
One can say that the dead ancestors in Joseon Confucian society were not really regarded
as dead but still lived through their descendants.
The ritual of ancestor veneration (祭祀, jesa) was thus regarded as one of the most
essential rituals of practicing filial piety. After the three-year mourning period, through
the veneration of their ancestors on a regular basis in Korean Confucianism, the
descendants could preserve their memories about them and express their filial piety. In
addition, the following passage in the Li chi is also useful for understanding the benefit of
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ancestor veneration rituals as well as the formation of patrilineal genealogy: “the human
way consists of recognizing one’s relatives. If the relatives are recognized, the ancestors
are honored. If the ancestors are honored, the line of descent is respected. If the line of
descent is respected, the kin is in harmony.”214
In his Chia-li, Zhu Xi described ancestor veneration as one of the most important
rituals because the ancestors and their descendants consist of the same mind-matter (gi),
and thus they had to be related by blood in order to perform a correct sacrifice for their
ancestors.215 Moreover, for Zhu Xi, the ancestors’ gi was preserved in their descendants
and their supreme sincerity and devotion could call back their ancestors’ gi through the
rituals.216 As gi was activated in ancestor veneration, the ancestor’s gi played a role in
uniting their descendants. As a result, the descendants could develop a stable inner group
against the outside world.217 In this way, the descendants continued to communicate with
their ancestors through the ritual of ancestor veneration and thereby continue to practice
filial piety.
Some Korean Confucian families have thought of their ancestors as powerful
beings, as more than gi, a belief clearly influenced by folk religions.218 According to
Haboush, the origin of the practice of ancestor veneration is different from the origin of
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religious belief in the soul.219 Whereas ancestor veneration was regarded as an extension
of the practice of filial piety and li (禮), the belief in ancestors’ souls is thought to come
from folk religions.220 It is unknown how the belief was syncretized with ancestor
veneration rituals, but it is probable that ritual paraphernalia for ancestor veneration, such
as tablets and family shrines, spread belief in their souls.221 In other words, while Joseon
Confucianization spread from the top down, the commoners added a religious belief to a
typical Confucian ritual on the basis of the Chia-li (家禮), as taught by Zhu Xi.
Based on the Chia-li, Confucian families in the Joseon dynasty began to conduct
many different ancestor veneration rituals between the mid-fifteenth and early sixteenth
centuries.222 As Confucius said, “I consider my not being present at the sacrifice, as if I
did not sacrifice.”223 Thus, Confucians in the Joseon dynasty performed ancestor
veneration as thoroughly and sincerely as they could. For instance, Confucian officials
held seasonal ancestral rituals (sije) on the first day of the middle month of the four
seasons, memorial rituals dedicated to ancestors on the death anniversary of each
ancestor (gije, gi-ilje), memorial rituals exclusively dedicated to the dead father (nyeje),
and grave rituals performed on the grave sites of deceased ancestors (myoje).224 Also, on
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the basis of the arrangement prescribed by Zhu Xi, Confucian families placed the most
senior ancestor’s tablet in the west and the other tablets should be followed to the right in
descending order. Indeed, for Korean families, ancestor veneration was a means to
express their filial piety to their deceased ancestors and a means to live a Confucian way
of life.

Confucianism in Korea Today
In the early twentieth century, as the Joseon dynasty declined, the influence of
Confucianism on Korean society changed. In particular, modernized and westernized
progressives challenged Confucian ideology, such as the king’s authority enforced
obedience to the state from below. In addition, with the rise of modern Korean
nationalism, progressives attacked Confucianism as a foreign ideology. They criticized
Korean Confucianism as a mere “copy” of that of China.225 Also, after civil service
examinations were abolished in 1895, rather than learning Confucian classics and Zhu
Xi’s teachings, elites were interested in “new learning,” such as Western languages,
science, philosophy, and mathematics.226 In addition, Westernized intellectuals criticized
Confucian social systems, such as a hierarchical and patriarchal system, as obstacles to
modernity. They even criticized ancestor veneration as a wasteful, wicked, and
superstitious custom.227 Therefore, even though Confucianism was not the only buttress
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for the so-called status-quo at that time, Westernized intellectuals blamed Confucianism
for it.
During Japanese colonial rule (1910-1945 C.E.), the Japanese government
manipulated Confucian teachings to bolster its subjugation of the Korean people.228
Through the colonial educational curriculum, Japan emphasized values of loyalty and
subordination to the state based on Confucian teachings. The Japanese authorities also
reinforced Confucian teachings concerning the family structure so that the Korean people
would consider the Japanese to be part of their family. That is, based on Confucian values
such as filial piety, the Japanese government taught Koreans to think that Japan had
originally established the family empire and Korea had become part of it. Indeed, after
1931, Japan initiated an assimilation policy under the slogan, “nissen ittai (Korea and
Japan as one body).”229 At that time, Korea was really expected to be assimilated into the
one family that Japan constituted to the extent that it became illegal to speak and write in
the Korean language. The Japanese emperor was thought of as the father of Koreans, the
Japanese as older brothers, and Koreans as younger brothers.230 As such, in the first half
of the twentieth century, Confucian traditions on political and social spheres came under
attack or were politically manipulated to legitimatize colonial rule. In addition, as Korea
changed dramatically as a result of the Korean War (1950-1953 C.E.), industrialization,
and Westernization, Confucianism was no longer the predominant ideology that it was in
the Joseon dynasty. Also, critical perspective on Confucian influences on Korean social
228
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systems had been increased especially among intellectuals influenced by Western
education.
Despite the Japanese occupation and the Korean War, the influence of Confucian
traditions on the Korean people’s way of life is still resilient and remains strong. In
practice, it took more than two hundred years for the Joseon masses to accept Confucian
teachings and values as their moral guidance and social values. However, the rule of the
Joseon for over five hundred years (1392-1910 C.E.) was intensive and long enough to
radically alter the Korean people’s worldview. In other words, the influence of the five
hundred years of Confucian supremacy on the Korean hearts was so dominant that one
can still readily observe and feel Confucian ways of thinking and culture among Koreans
today.

Filial Piety and Ancestor Veneration
Of many Confucian teachings that Koreans observe in their daily lives, filial piety
is one of the most common. As Joon-Sik Choi points out, it is no exaggeration to say that
Korean people continue to practice filial piety today and mostly are Confucians in
practice. 231 When Koreans are asked whether or not they are trying to fulfill Confucian
teachings, such as filial piety, over 90 percent of the respondents answer the question in
the affirmative.232 Likewise, in her book Chinese Religions, Julia Ching asserts that
Korean people are eager to keep practicing filial acts:
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Confucian influence is especially discerned in the Korean emphasis on
filial piety, shown also in ritual mourning for the dead―a reason why
Koreans have traditionally preferred to wear white (the colour of
mourning in East Asia), since they were always mourning for some
member of the large, extended family. 233

Michael Robinson concurs that under the changed cultural environment, the ritual of
ancestor veneration (jesa) is widely practiced in contemporary Korean society.234 For
example, for Koreans, it is still regarded as a common rule to visit their parents and/or
observe ancestor-memorial ritual at least on Chuseok, the Korean Thanksgiving Day,
which is the 15th of August by lunar calendar, and on the first day of the lunar New Year.
Jesa is still considered one of the most important rituals to be observed even
among young Koreans. According to a survey of 2,200 middle and high school students,
conducted by the National Policy Youth Institute in 1993, about 75 percent answered that
they would observe ancestor veneration rituals, while only 7.9 percent answered that they
would not.235 Also, in a survey of about 2,000 middle and high school students conducted
by the same institute in 2008, 65.5 percent replied that ancestor veneration should be
observed.236 According to a 2005 survey of 744 adults across Korea conducted by Korea
JoongAng Daily, meanwhile, one of the major national newspapers in Korea, 78 percent
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answered that they observe ancestor-memorial rituals both on Chuseok and the lunar New
Year and that 79 percent of them observe gije (jesa on the death anniversary of each
ancestor).237 According to a survey of 261 employees (48 percent of the respondents are
males and 52 percent are females; 85 percent are in their twenties and thirties), conducted
by The Maekyung Economy, one of the oldest economic magazines in Korea, in 2012,
62.8 percent of respondents replied that jesa must be observed, even as 95.3 percent
replied that the procedures of jesa should be simplified.238 As shown in figure 1, 65.4
percent replied that the oldest son of the families is responsible to preparing jesa. When
asked why they observe jesa, 45.1 percent replied that they observe jesa to practice
propriety (li 禮) toward their ancestors, 29.5 percent answered that they observe jesa to
live in harmony with their family members, and 15.6 percent replied that jesa is an
obligation of descendants (see figure 2). As such, even though the physical and social
environment for families also has dramatically changed, the “spirit” of Confucianism is
still alive in the hearts of Koreans today. Also, as a way of practicing hyo, Koreans have
held jesa sincerely across generations, and despite radical social and cultural changes in
modern Korea, they are still familiar with Confucian culture in action. Indeed, the
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contemporary Korean people continue to widely adhere to Confucian teachings in their
social lives.
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Figure 1. Who Should Host Jesa for Their Ancestors among Siblings?
Sources: Kim Beom Jin and Noh Seung Wook, “Jesa-ga dalrajinda,” Maekyung Economy
1676, September 26, 2012 – October 9, 2012
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Figure 2. The Reasons to Observe Jesa
Source: Kim Beom Jin and Noh Seung Wook, “Jesa-ga dalrajinda,” Maekyung Economy
1676, September 26, 2012 – October 9, 2012.
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Hierarchical Social Relationships
Age-based social relationships are firmly entrenched in Korean society,
especially in its emphasis on honorable behavior toward senior persons (長幼有序), one of
the Five Relationships. As such, age plays an important role as a criterion to make a wide
range of decisions in Korea today. Furthermore, although the so-called age-valued
decision does not apply to all cases, if it is hard to reach an agreement in a private or
unofficial gathering, the oldest stakeholder is often the final decision maker.
As Bell and Hahm point out, this emphasis on distinguished and hierarchical
relationships in the Five Relationships results in a form of authoritarianism.239 For
example, in a welcome party for new students, people can ask each other’s name and age
without any hesitation in order to become acquainted with one another. Such questions in
casual meetings are rarely regarded as impolite among Koreans. Once people come to
know each other’s age, they establish rank accordingly, and senior members may use the
familiar (informal) forms of speech to the younger.240 On the other hand, the younger
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nouns, honorific verbs, etc. For example, na is I for familiar (informal) Korean and jeo is
I for honorific speech. In English, people can say “I” (na for informal Korean) “love”
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should continue to use the honorific (formal) forms of speech in addressing their elders,
no matter where they meet and no matter how familiar they might become with each
other. Likewise, the power of “age” in Korean society is so strong that it influences all
social relationships. “Age” even restricts friendship, as having the same age is the
essential condition for friendship in Korean society. If two people are not of the same
age, one cannot call the other “a friend” even if they have enjoyed a good relationship for
a long time. Indeed, in Korean society, even a one-year gap in age can prohibit two
people from becoming friends.
Needless to say, male-centered and hierarchical social structures result in
discrimination against women in Korean culture and society. Even though rapid
industrialization and westernization have mitigated such a tendency, the structural notion
of male superiority is still part of Korean society. A wife’s involvement in her family’s
decision-making is still limited, and the mother is expected to be obedient to the father as
the head of household.241 In addition, preference for male children remains in
contemporary society even though this, too, has been changing. In a similar vein,
females’ education levels have significantly increased in recent years, but females with
high-level education still have difficulty finding gainful employment and their
contribution to society is still largely limited to the maintenance of their families under
the patriarchal systems.242
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Weness
Joon-sik Choi asserts that Confucian traditions such as the emphasis on the
significance of blood relationships affected the formation of the characteristic of
“conformity to group,” or “we-ism”/ “weness.”243 Koreans usually prefer to establish and
join a variety of groups, such as alumni associations, hometown councils, and family
councils for the purpose of “belongingness.”244 As already noted, during the Joseon
dynasty, in order to observe impeccable jesa, Koreans maintained “pure” blood and
consolidated strong family ties. In other words, at the time, the first son by the primary
wife was considered the most appropriate person to diligently perform jesa for his
ancestors as well as his parents. For this reason, under the influence of Confucian
thought, Koreans gradually put an emphasis on family ties and the so-called inner group
solidarity.
These characteristics result in “we-ism” or “weness” in contemporary Korean
society. Wherever they are, whenever they are, Koreans prefer to belong to any group and
then differentiate their inner groups (most of all, their family) from all other outer groups.
As such, it can be asserted that Confucian traditions in Korean society play a role in
offering people a sense of social solidarity.
One characteristic of weism is found in Korean language styles. In Korean
society, one of the most frequently used words may be “we/our.”245 In practice, Koreans
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quite often use the word uri (we/our in English). For example, when one welcomes
newcomers into his house, even though the house belongs to exclusively him or her, he or
she tends to say to others, “This is our house.” Moreover, even in the case of introducing
one’s husband or wife to others, he or she says to others, “This is our husband/wife.”
Language reflects society, so that the so-called we-preference in Korean reflects the
collective nature of Korean society.

Conclusion
Yen Hui asked about Goodness. The Master said, “He who can himself
submit to ritual is Good.” If (a ruler) could for one day “himself submit to
ritual,” everyone under Heaven would respond to His Goodness. For
Goodness is something that must have its source in the ruler himself; it
cannot be got from others.246
Compared to ren, which stresses love as “the ultimate end of interpersonal
relationships,” li (禮; ritual, propriety) structures authority and hierarchy by stressing
obligations of each person and appropriate behavior in the reciprocal relationships.247 As
Schwartz points out, li is like “the cement of entire normative sociopolitical order,” and it
involves “the behavior of persons related to each other in terms of role, status, rank, and
position within a structured society.”248 In this sense, even though the two principles
maintain a mutually cooperative relationship to produce harmony in society, ren puts
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more accents on love and goodness on the part of the rulers, while li emphasizes respect
and veneration on the part of the inferior.249
In the Joseon dynasty, based as it was on Confucian ideology, li was the ideal
concept to maintain social harmony, and thus li was utilized as “the moral concept of
ruling.”250 Li was one of the biggest concerns of the state. As mentioned earlier, Korea
“imported” Confucianism for governmental administration and the Confucianization of
Korea was a top-to-bottom movement orchestrated by the elites. Indeed, Zhu Xi
influenced much of the formation of the way of thinking of Koreans and the organization
of Korean society. In the name of constructing a harmonious society, the government
established the Department of Rites, which played a role in encouraging people to
practice li. The government considered Zhu Xi’s Chia-li (朱子家禮) the most authoritative
ritual books and made efforts to distribute ethical teachings related to li to the common
people. In addition, as the agnatic lineal system was enhanced, the importance of li for
family members was emphasized. Also, the enhanced right of the eldest son resulted in
some negative effects on “minority groups,” such as secondary sons and women. In this
sense, on the part of the subordinate, the officials in the Joseon dynasty stressed the socalled li-centered Confucian teachings in order to maintain the vested rights as officials.
Confucius regarded ren as the Golden Rule, and loving people has always been
widely regarded as one of his main teachings. Also, as Benjamin Schwarz points out,
“[w]ithout the constant presence of the will to attain jen and all its associated virtues, the
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li will remain empty form. Without the structuring and educative effects of li, jen as the
highest ideal of personal excellence cannot be attained.”251 That is, ren and li can be
considered two sides of the same coin. However, for the common people, especially
women, it has generally been more likely that they remembered and practiced Confucian
teachings and rituals based on li rather than “philosophical” teachings about ren, such as
loving people. Rituals based on li in the relationship between human beings were much
more deeply implanted in the commoners’ mind and were relatively easier to learn and
practice than philosophical teachings such as ren loving people and practicing goodness.
Indeed, the Confucianization of the Joseon dynasty affected Koreans’ way of thinking,
and, in Bourdieuian terms, Korean Confucian teachings and cultural mores henceforth
shaped the Koreans’ habitus.
Compared to Chinese dynasties such as the Song, the Joseon and its scholarofficials directly applied Zhu Xi’s teachings to Korean society and more thoroughly
implemented Zhu Xi’s rigid social system, such as agnatic descent lines, resulting in
primogeniture.252 As a result, the upper class maintained their social status and even
reinforced the hierarchy of the Joseon society through an enhanced descent line and the
civil service examination, which was only allowed to descent groups such as the sons of
primary wives. Indeed, as Deuchler points out, “the sadaebu made good use of descent
and heredity to monopolize the political life and the economic resources of [Joseon]
Korea.”253 For this reason, to maintain a harmonious and organized society, the scholar251
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officials needed to continue to instruct the common people to focus more on practicing li
by promoting Zhu Xi’ teachings about rituals. Also, among other virtues, Confucian
rituals and ethics based on li were more deeply permeated into the minds of the common
people in the Joseon dynasty.
As a result, one can still clearly and widely observe Confucian characteristics in
contemporary Korean society. The influence of Confucianism is so strong that its
teachings are widely accepted as the basic ethical teachings in Korean society. In other
words, Confucian values, especially, rituals based on li, such as hyo, loyalty, and ancestor
veneration, remain an important value among contemporary Koreans. Confucianism in
Korea thus continues to serve as “the basic moral teaching of human relations” and “the
basis of the beliefs and practices of the majority of the Korean population.”254
In addition, in Durkheimian terms, Confucian teachings and values offer Koreans
social solidarity. As Tu Wei-ming mentions, Korean Confucian traditions in practice play
a role as “collective consciousness:”

The style of Confucian culture in action… is reminiscent of Durkheim’s
conscience collective. Korean society, so conceived, is not an adversarial
system but a fiduciary community. Surely, in political culture or economic
ethics, a fiduciary community may be even more tension-ridden than an
adversarial system; but its pattern of legitimacy, its basis for authority, its
justification for hierarchy, and its status consciousness are grounded in
shared values, common sense, accepted ritual, and the rhetoric of assent.255
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Confucian teachings are accepted as the common belief and moral attitudes applicable to
all Koreans. In The Elementary Forms of Religious Life, Durkheim also asserts that rites
help participants to maintain their beliefs and strengthen their collective consciousness
(conscience collective):

[T]he rites serves and can only serve to maintain the vitality of those
beliefs and to prevent their memory from being obliterated—in other
words, to revitalize the most essential elements of the collective
consciousness and conscience. Through this rite, the group periodically
revitalizes the sense it has of itself and its unity; the nature of the
individuals as social being is strengthened at the same time.256
In this sense, Confucian rituals such as jesa help Koreans “revitalize” their collective
consciousness, and Confucian teachings play a pivotal role as a collective ideology to
maintain and strengthen Koreans’ collective consciousness. Indeed, Confucian teachings
continue to affect Koreans’ everyday way of life and offer a sense of social solidarity for
Koreans. Chapter 7 will again shed light on Korean churches based on the teachings of
Confucianism as Koreans’ collective consciousness.
In short, it is no exaggeration to say that Korean society is still a Confucian
society in that many Koreans continue to regularly practice ancestor veneration services
and in that almost all Korean people still regard hyo, one of the teachings of li, as the
most precious human value. As Yun indicates, Confucianism has influenced Koreans’
way of life and way of thinking in practice:

Korean Confucianism clearly contributed to the formation of a sense of
national selfhood and sovereignty and became an important force in the
unfolding of Korean history. It has provided a universal cultural
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consciousness that has given rise to a value system directly related to a
highly developed view of ethics and politics and has helped stimulated a
unique national consciousness directly related to the existence and future
prosperity of the Korean people.257

Indeed, Korean Confucianism and its traditions remain strong and continue to serve as an
ethical taproot of Korean life.
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CHAPTER 4
CONFUCIAN INFLUENCES ON PROTESTANT CHURCHES IN KOREA

In “Confucianism in Contemporary Korea,” Byong-ik Koh asserts that Confucian
elements are easily found in most Korean religions, based on a survey used to analyze the
religious characteristics of Korean people.258 The survey was conducted by Gallup Korea
and its method was designed by Yi-hum Yoon, a professor of religious studies at Seoul
National University. According to the survey, only two of the 400 respondents selfidentified as “Confucian,” while 189 responded “no religion.” However, the in-depth
interviews revealed quite a different reality. The questionnaire was divided into two
categories: “conviction” and “practice.” The conviction category dealt with Confucian
teachings, such as self-cultivation, the Five Relationships (wu-lun), and belief in the
goodness of human nature. For the respondents, these Confucian teachings in the
conviction category were so “philosophical” that they could not easily give a “yes” or
“no” answer. On the other hand, the practice category covered actual and daily practices,
such as filial piety, primogeniture and patrimonial rights, clan ancestral memorial rituals,
and involvement with Confucian organizations, regarding which the respondents could
more easily give a “yes” or “no” answer. As a result, the in-depth interviews revealed that
out of the 189 who responded “no religion,” 183 (96.8 percent) could actually be thought
of as Confucians. In addition, out of the 77 respondents who checked “Buddhist,” 77
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(100 percent); out of the 106 who checked “Protestant,” 81(76.4 percent); and out of the
20 who checked “Catholic,” 18 (90 percent), could be considered Confucians by virtue of
the fact that they performed Confucian rituals and practiced Confucian teachings in their
daily life. In sum, regardless of their chosen religions, 366 (91.5 percent) of the 400
respondents could be called at least “marginal” Confucians.259 Thus, Confucian traditions
are still widely observed in contemporary Korean society, and the influence of Confucian
values on the Korean people’s way of thinking remains strong in social spheres.
Indeed, regardless of their stated religious affiliation, most Koreans tend to accept
Confucian teachings as a pivotal source of moral guidance. In other words, Confucian
traditions are common in the Korean religious field, and Korean Protestant churches are
no exception. To put it differently, Korean churches are influenced by Confucian
traditions; thus, Confucian characteristics can be found in Korean church organizations
and in the relationships between church members. This chapter deals with these
characteristics in Protestant churches in Korea. After describing the encounter of Korea
with Christianity and the rapid development of Christianity in Korea, this chapter treats
the Confucian influences on organizations and systems in Protestant churches in Korea.

The Encounter of Korea with Christianity
Roman Catholicism from the Eighteenth Century to the Early Twentieth Century
Catholicism entered the Korean peninsula in the late eighteenth century, and it is
noteworthy that the Korean Catholic church was “self-evangelized” from the
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beginning.260 It is also interesting to note that the first Korean Catholics accepted
Catholic teachings to become better Confucians.261 Christian missionary books written in
Chinese had been read in the Korean peninsula since the seventeenth century. However,
it was not until the late eighteenth century that Koreans accepted such books for their
religious practice. A young Confucian scholar named Seung Hun Yi (Sunghun Yi 17561801 C.E.) was in contact with priests in Beijing, China, and he was baptized Peter by a
French priest in 1784. At that time, there were no Catholic missionaries in Korea. Yi
introduced Christian doctrines to people with whom he associated, such as relatives and
friends. Many of them were highly educated and/or aristocratic people, who were among
the first Koreans to embrace Christianity.
To highly educated Koreans, Christianity seemed different from other religious
teachings, such as shamanism, Buddhism, and Confucianism, especially because
Christianity had a single book that explained its beliefs.262 In other words, whereas there
were many Buddhist sutras and Confucian classics, the single Bible of Christianity was
so concise that it was relatively easy for Koreans to understand Christian teachings. In
addition, unlike other religions, Christianity was a “faith-based” teaching.263 For
example, Confucian teachings were concerned with whether or not people sincerely
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performed ancestor veneration rituals rather than whether or not they believed in
ancestral spirits. To put it differently, the actual presence of the spirits was less important
than participation in the rituals and the participants’ feelings of gratitude toward their
ancestors.264 By contrast, Christianity emphasized the belief in God. In this sense, as
Baker asserts, Christianity was a “faith-based” rather than a “ritual-based” teaching, and
“orthodoxy (correct belief)” was more important to Christianity than “orthopraxis
(correct practice).”265
For these reasons, Catholicism initially attracted the attention of highly educated
Koreans, but by the 1790s, converts to Catholicism came increasingly from the middle
and lower classes.266 Finally, the first Catholic missionary, a Chinese priest named
Wenmo Zhou (Wen-Mo Chou), entered Korea in 1794.267 By then, there were 4,000
Korean Catholics, and a number that would increase to 10,000 by the beginning of the
nineteenth century.268
However, Confucian elites of the Joseon dynasty (1392-1910 C.E.) criticized
Catholicism and the government persecuted its followers. Most importantly, Christians
refused to perform jesa (ancestor veneration), because they regarded it as idolatrous,
resulting in increased persecution by the government. Historically for Koreans, jesa was
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considered one of the most important rituals, and thus it was impossible for the dynasty to
permit Catholics to preach their doctrines. For Catholics, the consequences were grave.
The first Korean Catholic martyr was Beom Woo Kim (Pŏmu Kim), who was imprisoned
and tortured to death in 1786.269 Jichung Yun, meanwhile, (Chich’ung Yun) was
executed in 1791 after refusing to hold jesa and burning his ancestral tablet.270
The death of Jichung Yun portended the oppression that would continue to be
suffered by Catholics in Korea in the nineteenth century. After the Sinyu persecution of
1801, the Eulhae persecution of 1815, and the Jeonghae persecution of 1827, several
waves of oppression followed: the Gihae persecution of 1839, the Byeong-o persecution
of 1846, and the Byeong-in persecution of 1866. Among the early victims, Father Zhou,
was killed in 1801, and the first two Western missionaries, Pierre-Philibert Maubant and
Jacques-HonoréChastan, were martyred in 1839. The first Korean-born priest, Taegon
Kim (1821-1846), was also executed during the Byeong-o persecution. During the
Byeong-in persecution (the “Great Persecution”) of 1866 to 1871,271 nine French
missionaries and about eight thousand – half of the church members – were executed.272
Political issues in the nineteenth century exacerbated the persecution of
Catholicism in Korea. For example, the Great Persecution was triggered by the Russian
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invasion and occupation of some Korean territory in 1866.273 The late Joseon dynasty
was then surrounded by outside forces, such as China, Japan, Russia, and the expanding
West. Joseon was suspicious of the outside forces, and instead of opening the door to
foreign trade, Joseon employed a “closed-door” policy. Thus, it can be asserted that such
persecutions resulted partly from the Joseon government’s concern about the loss of its
power and influence.274
As the Korean state abolished its closed-door foreign policy and established
diplomatic relationships with outside powers, Catholicism in Korea began a slow
recovery from the Great Persecution. With increasing incursions by the Japanese
government, Korea was forced to form a Treaty of Amity with Japan in 1876 and opened
three ports to Japanese traders. In addition, Korea formed treaties with the United States,
Great Britain, and Germany in 1882. Korea also signed a treaty with France in 1886, and
as a result, French Catholic missionaries were finally permitted to preach Catholicism to
Koreans, more than 100 years after the first Korean Catholic had been baptized by a
French priest in 1784.275 In 1882, the number of Catholics was 12,500. In 1910, there
were 73,000 Catholics, 15 Korean priests, and 56 foreign clergy, thanks largely to
Korea’s expansion of diplomatic relationships with certain foreign powers and the end of
the suppression of priests and Catholics.276
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However, the century-long persecutions were so severe that they resulted in a
“Catholic ghetto mentality.”277 To put it otherwise, because of the after-effects of the
persecutions, unlike Protestants, Catholics could not afford to pay attention to Korea’s
need for social outreach and modern institutions in the following century.278 Catholics
were not willing to contact the outside world, and they tended to separate the spiritual
field from the secular field, placing more value on the former.279 For this reason, they
paid little attention to Koreans’ secular concerns, such as the foundation of modern
educational and medical institutions. As a result, Catholics contributed seemingly little to
Korean modernization before the second half of the twentieth century.280

Protestantism from the Late Nineteenth Century to the Early Twentieth Century
Like Korean Catholicism, Korean Protestantism was “self-evangelized” from the
beginning.281 Korean merchants in Manchuria, China helped the Scottish Presbyterian
missionaries John Ross and John McIntyre translate the New Testament into Korean in
1887.282Among the Korean merchants in Manchuria were Ung-Chan Yi (Eung Chan Lee)
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and Sang-Yun Suh. Ung-Chan Yi taught Ross the Korean language and assisted with his
translation of the Gospel of John and the Gospel of Mark into Korean. Sang-Yun Suh
assisted with the translation of the Gospel of Luke. Ross thought that it was better to
spread Christianity by means of Korean converts than to do so by means of foreign
missionaries, and his translation introduced core terms that are still in use, such as
Hananim (the one and only being in Korean) for God.283 In 1883, Suh brought the Gospel
of Luke to Sorae, his hometown in Korea, gathering people and introducing Christian
teachings to them. It was said that a small group of Korean converts in Sorae soon
became the first Korean Protestant church.284
It was not until 1884 that the first foreign Protestant missionaries entered Korea
and introduced their versions of the religion to Koreans. Horace N. Allen (1858 -1932),
an American medical missionary of the Northern Presbyterian Church, arrived in 1884.
Horace G. Underwood (1859-1916), an American missionary of the Northern
Presbyterian mission, and Henry G. Appenzeller (1858-1902), an American missionary
of the Northern Methodist mission, came to Korea in 1885. At that time Catholicism was
still not warmly welcomed in the Korean peninsula. Therefore, to “survive” in a strange
land, Protestant missionaries made efforts to respond to Koreans’ needs for modern
institutions.285 For instance, Allen established Western-style medical institutions in 1885.
Because of Confucian culture’s strict separation of men and women, he needed a woman
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to treat female patients in the hospital. Annie Eller thus entered Korea in 1886, and she
treated women, including the Queen of Korea.286 In addition, Underwood founded a
Christian university, today’s Yonsei University, and American Methodist missionaries
established modern schools, such as Paejae Boys’ School and Ewha Institute. Of
particular note is that Ewha Institute was the first school for girls, and it developed into
the largest women’s university in the world, Ewha Woman’s University.287
Since Protestant missionaries first arrived in Korea in the late nineteenth century,
the growth of Protestantism was relatively smooth until the Japanese annexation of Korea
in 1910. Protestant missionaries had benefited from a series of treaties with Western
countries in the late nineteenth century, which allowed them to evangelize. In addition,
Presbyterians and Methodists were the only two Protestant denominations in Korea for
the first six years (1884-1890 C.E.), and they cooperated to evangelize Koreans. Since
Anglicans arrived in 1890, Korea has drawn many missionaries from diverse
denominations, such as Anglican and Baptist.288 Nevertheless, all Protestant
denominations in Korea continued to cooperate and avoid unnecessary rivalries.
Accordingly, the number of Protestants in Korea continued to increase. As a result,
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although there were only 4,899 Protestant adherents in 1897, there were 196,000 by
1914, and this number represented 1.1 percent of the Korean population at that time.289
During the Japanese annexation of Korea (1910-1945 C.E.), Korean Protestants
suffered persecution under colonial rule. Korean Protestants led independence
movements, such as the March First Independence Movement of 1919, and they refused
to participate in rites performed at Shinto shrines because they believed that such
practices were idolatry. For these reasons, the Japanese authorities persecuted Korean
Protestants. Further, in 1938, the Japanese government forced the General Assembly of
the Presbyterian Church to decide to participate in Shinto shrine worship. From that point
until the end of Japanese rule in 1945, approximately two thousand Protestants were
arrested for refusal to participate in the shrine worship, and about fifty of them were
martyred.290
Despite the oppression by the Japanese government, however, the number of
Korean Protestants did not decrease. In 1945, there were 740,000 adherents, constituting
over 3 percent of the population.291 According to Grayson, such a growth in number was
paralleled by the participation of Protestant leaders in society.292 Indeed, it can be
asserted that the more severely the Japanese government suppressed Korean
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independence movements led by Protestants, the more eagerly did Koreans become
and/or remain Protestants.

Roman Catholicism since the 1940s
After the demise of the Japanese colonial regime in 1945, the Korean War broke
out, in 1950 and, as a result, the Korean Catholic community faced hardship again.
Because of political interests, the Korean peninsula was divided into two countries: North
Korea and South Korea. North Korea was under the geopolitical influence of the Soviet
Union and South Korea was under the influence of the United States. During the three
years of the Korean War, many Christian leaders were executed by North Korea. When
the war ended in 1953, the number of Catholics in Korea was 166,000, a decrease of 10
percent from the total in 1945.293
After the Korean War, the Korean Catholic community began to respond actively
to the need for modernization in Korean society. As mentioned earlier, owing to the aftereffects of the century-long persecutions, Catholics were impeded from engaging in social
outreach for modernization in Korean society during the first half of the twentieth
century. It was in the second half of the twentieth century that Catholicism began to
successfully promote modern educational institutions and social programs among
Koreans.294 The Korean War had devastated South Korea, leaving many villages
destroyed and many family members separated. At this difficult time, Catholicism
contributed modern educational and medical institutions to Korean society. From 1963 to
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1974 Catholicism founded nine universities and 68 modern primary and secondary
schools.295 Certainly, these activities were very helpful to the South Koreans, who were
attempting to rebuild their shattered lives. By 2011, there were 215 Catholic
kindergartens, 3,702 Catholic elementary schools, 16,456 Catholic middle schools, 38
Catholic high schools, 10 four-year Catholic colleges, and 25 Catholic general
hospitals.296 In this manner, since the second half of the twentieth century, Catholicism
has been actively engaged in social outreach.
In addition, during the second half of the twentieth century, Catholic churches in
South Korea experienced rapid growth in membership. The six dioceses existing in 1953
had increased to 14 by 1963, and by that year the number of adherents had increased to
575,000.297 According to the 1995 national census, about thirty years later there were
2,950,730 Catholics, constituting 6.6 percent of the Korean population.298 More recently,
the 2005 national census indicated that the number of Catholic adherents had increased to
5,146,147 or 10.9 percent of the Korean population.299 As of 2011, there were 16
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dioceses, 34 bishops, and 4,621 priests.300 It is thus evident that Catholicism continues to
grow in Korean society.

Protestantism since the 1940s
As North Korea suppressed Protestants following the end of Japanese colonial
rule in 1945, many Protestants in North Korea fled to South Korea. At that time, the
center of Korean Protestantism was not in South Korea but rather in northern Korea.301As
a communist regime ruled North Korea and implemented antireligious policies, many
Protestants in North Korea had no choice but to flee to South Korea to enjoy religious
freedom.
Moreover, Japanese colonial rule had left Korean Protestant churches with scars.
Although many Protestants bowed to pressure from Japan and performed Shinto worship
during Japanese rule, some Protestant leaders persistently opposed Shinto worship and, as
a result, were subjected to incarceration. As these leaders were released from prison after
Korea became independent in 1945, the Presbyterian Church was split into two groups:
one group that had refused to hold Shinto worship and another that had participated in it.

However, questions about religions are included in the census only every ten years. Thus,
population by religion was excluded from the 2010 census, and the 2005 Population and
Housing Census provides the most recent, official results about Korean population by
religion.
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In the 1950s, the Korean War caused a great deal of physical damage to many
Korean churches, but Christianity continued to grow. In the postwar period, many foreign
mission bodies helped rebuild Korea, including many of its churches and institutions of
higher education. As a result, even though the percentage of Christians among the Korean
population remained at approximately 3 percent, the estimated number of Protestants in
Korea increased notably in the 1950s.302
From the late 1960s to the early 1990s, in the face of rapid industrialization and
urbanization, Korean Protestantism also experienced a considerable growth in
membership. Many people in the rural areas began to leave their villages and live in cities
to earn money. Many peasants also quit their jobs and worked at factories to gain an
economically better life. As a result, more and more Koreans began to live away from
their families in the countryside. Yet, at the same time, industrialization and urbanization
deprived people of a sense of belonging and engendered a “feeling of urban anxiety,”
which might be connected with conditions such as moral disorder, social strife, and
congestion in residential areas.303 As a result, they sought a “spiritual haven,” and
religious institutions provided them with a sense of community and solidarity. In this
milieu, Christianity was identified as “a gateway to modernity and success,” and thus
many people went to church and felt a sense of belonging.304
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Table 1. The Protestant Population in Korea from 1950 to 2005
Year
1950
1960
1970
1980

Number of Protestants
500,198
623,072
3,192,621
5,001,491

Growth Rate (%)
24.6
512.4
56.7

1985
6,489,282
29.8
1991
8,037,464
23.9
1995
8,760,336
9.0
2005
8,616,438
-1.6
Sources: (1) Korea Research Institute of Religion and Society’s Han-guk jonggyo
yeongam, 1993, quoted in Kim, “South Korea,” 218. (2) Ministry of Culture and
Information Affairs’ Jonggyo beopin mit dance hyeonhwang, 1977, quoted in Kim,
“South Korea,” 218. (3) Baker, Korean Spirituality, 75. (4) The 1985, 1995, and 2005
Korean national census.

Many Koreans who left their hometowns were able to choose their own religion
easily without impediments from family, and thus church membership grew rapidly.
Indeed, as shown in table 1, during the 1960s Protestant membership grew more than 500
percent, and in the next decade it grew nearly 60 percent. During the 1980s, Protestant
churches continued to grow, and by 1985 there were 6,489,282 Protestants,
corresponding to 16.1 percent of the population (see tables 1, 2).305 Protestantism grew an
additional 20 percent by 1991. From the middle of the 1990s, Protestant membership still
continued to grow, albeit at slower rates. As shown in tables 1 and 2, about 20 percent of
Koreans were considered self-identified Protestants. That is, as of 1995, there were

KOSIS, “Religious Population by City & Province/ Age/ Sex (1985),” accessed May
28, 2013,
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8,760,336 Protestants in Korea, corresponding to 19.7 percent of the Korean
population.306
The 2005 national census showed a negative rate of growth (-1.6 percent) for
Protestantism, but this does not necessarily mean that Protestantism or Christianity in
Korea has plateaued. The 2005 census reported that there were 8,616,438 Protestants, or
18.3 percent of the South Korean population (47,041,434) (see table 2). The census
indicated only a modest decrease in the number of Protestants between 1995 and 2005
(see table 2). Of course, considering the increase in the Korean population from 1995
(44,553,710) to 2005 (47,041,434), one might assert that Protestantism has been in
decline since 1995. However, it is too early to draw a conclusion concerning the future of
Protestantism in Korea. As Andrew Kim points out, this is because the rapid growth of
Protestantism over several decades began to slow down only recently, and because there
is a general tendency for the rapid growth of a religion in a short time to be followed by a
longue-durée recession.307 In addition, when the growth of Catholicism is taken into
account, it is no exaggeration to say that Korean Christianity continues to grow in the
twenty-first century. As shown in table 2, Catholics and Protestants constituted 26.3
percent of the total population in 1995. By 2005, this proportion had increased to 29.2
percent.
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Table 2. Population of the Three Largest Religions in Korea (percentage of total
population)
Year

Total
population

Buddhism

Protestantism

Catholicism

No religion

1985

40,419,652

8,059,624
(19.9)

6,489,282
(16.1)

1,865,397
(4.6)

23,216,356
(57.4)

1995

44,553,710

10,321,012
(23.2)

8,760,336
(19.7)

2,950,730
(6.6)

21,953,315
(49.3)

2005

47,041,434

10,726,463
(22.8)

8,616,438
(18.3)

5,146,147
(10.9)

21,865,610
(46.5)

Sources: (1) the 1985, 1995, and 2005 Korean national census. (2) Kim, “South Korea,”
218.
Note: Even though Confucianism is listed in the census, many Koreans think that it is not
a religion but ethical teachings. As a result, Confucianism is not recognized as one of the
three largest religions in Korea. In addition, the 2005 census, 46.5 percent (21,865,160)
of the respondents said that they had no religion. However, this does not mean that they
are atheists; rather, it is likely that most of them either declined to choose one religion or
had difficulties in categorizing their beliefs. In addition, compared with previous
censuses, the percentage of people who answered “no religion” has decreased: in the
1985 census, 57.4 percent answered “no religion,” and in the 1995 census, 49.3 percent
gave this reply.

Thus, Protestantism is no longer a minor phenomenon in Korean society, but
rather the second-largest religion in Korea. Further, when Catholicism is included,
Christianity in Korea is the largest religion in Korean society. According to recent
estimates, Koreans have the world’s largest Christian church – Yoido Full Gospel
Church, which has seven hundred thousand members; and the world’s largest
Presbyterian church – Youngnak Church, which has sixty thousand members.308 In
addition, as of 2011, there were 77,966 Protestant churches and 118 Protestant
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denominations nationwide.309 To summarize, as a result of rapid growth accompanied by
expansion throughout the country, Christianity became a major religion in contemporary
Korea.

Confucian Characteristics of Protestant Churches in Korea Today
This section explores the characteristics of Confucianism found in Korean
Protestant mega churches, which by definition have more than two thousand congregants.
The online sites of these churches were my main source for their data and for information
about their organizations. This section also profiles Full Gospel Incheon Church as an
example of a Korean Protestant church that embodies Confucian teachings.
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Weism in Korean Protestant Churches
Just as Confucian traditions kept the “pure” blood relationship from being mixed
with others for “pure” jesa, one can also observe a tendency to emphasize individuals’
belonging to a certain group and to separate “our” group from other groups in current
Korean society. One should become a member of “our” group or “our” family in order to
obtain the best possible help that the group could provide and to feel a sense of
belonging. As mentioned in chapter 3, such a tendency maybe called “weism” or
“weness.” This weism is found in Korean Protestant churches as well.
The concept of weism can help explain the emergence of Protestant mega
churches in Korea. Of course, church success can result from brilliant facilities and
exceptional sermons, but because of weism, it becomes clear that Koreans generally tend
to prefer bigger, better-known churches. Korean Protestants also tend to feel more
comfortable and secure when they join the same well-known and large church, and they
tend to think that they can attain greater advantages, such as a sense of belonging in a
bigger community and a wider relationship between members, from a large church rather
than from smaller churches.
In addition, Korean Protestant churches try to keep their “pure” theology free
from exogenous theological influences. For instance, the General Assembly of
Presbyterian Church in Korea (GAPCK, a presbytery of Hapdong), one of the largest
Presbyterian denominations in Korea, makes an effort to keep its theology from blending
with other theologies. GAPCK insists that only the people who pass a preliminary test,
administered by GAPCK presbyteries, and who are recommended by a GAPCK
presbytery, are qualified for applying to Chongshin University Graduate School of
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Theology, the main GAPCK seminary.310 In other words, applicants to the school of
theology’s M.Div. (Master of Divinity) program must share GAPCK’s theology to gain
admission. Such conditions exemplify how stalwart some Korean Protestant churches are
in conserving doctrine.
The notion of weism also helps explain divisions within Presbyterianism in
Korea. According to the South Korean Ministry of Culture, Sports, and Tourism, it is
estimated that as of 2011 there were 118 Protestant denominations in Korea, of which at
least 98 were Presbyterian.311 Likewise, of the 67 denominations affiliated with the
Christian Council of Korea (CCK), one of the most representative Protestant unions in
Korea, 53 are Presbyterian and formally use the same name, Daehan Yesu-gyo Jangnohoi (The Presbyterian Church of Korea).312 These denominations originally branched out
from the same Presbyterian denomination in Korea. Even so, it has been assumed that
such a variety of denominations occurred mainly as the result of theological differences,
like, for example, differing biblical interpretations and doctrinal positions. Thus, from a
theological perspective, one can assert that theological differences resulted in divisions
within Presbyterianism in Korea. However, at the same time, from a sociological
perspective, one can reasonably assert that such a phenomenon also resulted from weism.
To put it otherwise, just as Korean Confucians tried to stick to “pure” blood for better
Chongshin University Graduate School of Theology, “Ilban jeonhyeong,” accessed
June 18, 2013, http://wiz.chongshin.ac.kr/user/cstsent/index.action.
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jesa, Korean church leaders have also tried to stick to theological “pure blood” for better
worship of God.

Practicing Hyo
Above all, hyo (filial piety) is an important ethical value to be maintained in
Korean Protestant churches. For instance, on Sunday, May 8, 2005, Rev. Yonggi Cho, the
senior pastor of Yoido Full Gospel Church, the world’s largest Protestant church,
preached a sermon entitled “Honor Your Father and Mother.” In the sermon, he spoke of
Jesus as “the best model for honor and ‘hyo,’” emphasizing that hyo implies the
following:
Originally, there is no word like “hyo” in Western countries. It is translated
into “filial piety” in English. “Filial” means children and “piety” means
sincere, loyal, and faithful. However, “hyo” was mentioned by Confucius,
and it was practiced by Jesus.313
To Koreans, hyo is a well-known Confucian teaching. From the beginning of Christianity
on their peninsula, Koreans identified the teaching of hyo with the Fifth Commandment
of the Ten Commandments in the Bible, “Honor your father and your mother.” Both then
and today, hyo has readily served Korean Christians to interpret Jesus’ love for human
beings as well as his father in heaven.

Yonggi Cho, “Honor Your Father and Mother,” (sermon on May 8, 2005), accessed
June 4, 2013, http://english.fgtv.com/sermon/outline/Outline050508.doc; Yonggi Cho,
“Ne bumo-reul gonggyeong hara” (sermon on May 8, 2005), accessed January 9, 2014,
http://www.fgtv.com/fgtv/F1/WF1_1_TXT.asp?data=1a050508.
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From the beginning of Korean Protestantism, churches have prohibited their
adherents from practicing jesa (ancestor veneration). This is mainly because veneration
of the dead and bowing to them are considered idolatrous performances in violation of
the Bible’s Second Commandment.314 For this reason, Korean Protestant churches
strongly advise their adherents to perform chudo yebae (a remembrance worship service),
instead of jesa. In general, the order of chudo yebae consists of the Apostles’ Creed,
hymns, a scripture reading, a sermon, prayers, and a benediction. In the chudo yebae,
adherents can also read the profile of the deceased family member and commemorate his
or her life. To put it differently, chudo yebae is “invented” to substitute for a gije, which
is a memorial jesa dedicated to a family member on his or her death anniversary. Korean
Christians are taught that they should hold chudo yebae if they visit their family’s grave
to pay their respects, instead of performing myoje (jesa performed on the grave sites of
deceased ancestors) for a deceased family member.
However, chudo yebae is a syncretic ritual with an admixture of a Confucian
ritual, jesa. In general, some Korean Protestants prepare food and place the picture of the
deceased on a table for chudo yebae, but along with bowing down, preparing food items
and placing the picture or a tablet of the deceased are the main elements of the Confucian
rituals of ancestor veneration nowadays. According to Soonha Ryu’s survey of Korean
Protestants concerning their memorial services, more than two-thirds of the respondents
conducted rituals mixed with ancestor veneration based on Confucianism.315 The survey
“You shall not make for yourself an idol in the form of anything in heaven above or
on the earth beneath or in the waters below. You shall not bow down to them or worship
them.” (Exodus 20:4, 5 NIV).
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Soonha Ryu, Gidokgyo yebaewa yugyojesa (Seoul: Yangsuhgak, 1987), 200, quoted
in Andrew E. Kim, “Korean Religious Culture and its Affinity to Christianity: The Rise
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revealed that 21 percent of the respondents placed food items in front of their ancestors’
graves for memorial services, 16 percent held memorial services with lit candles and the
pictures of the deceased, and 11 percent included food, candles, and the pictures of the
deceased. It is thus no exaggeration to say that just as participants in jesa do, many
Protestants still hold chudo yebae with candles, pictures of the deceased family members,
and/or food. According to Pyojun yesikseo (The Book of Common Worship), published
by The Presbyterian Church of Korea-Tonghap, one of the two largest Presbyterian
denominations in Korea, participants in the chudo yebae can prepare food for the
deceased, decorate a picture with flowers, and set the picture on a table.316 That is, the
Presbyterian Church of Korea officially allows its members to perform a decidedly
Confucian ritual.
Many Protestant churches in Korea also practice hyo by operating schools for the
elderly. Even though the names and sizes of the schools vary, Korean churches have in
common the principle of maintaining these schools as part of their educational
organizations to the extent that resources permit. For example, Youngnak Presbyterian
Church, a Korean mega church, runs a school for the elderly named Noin daehak
(College for the Aged), where classes are held every Wednesday from 11:30 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. Members of Youngnak over 70 years old are allowed to enroll in the school, and
they can register for courses in subjects such as calligraphy, harmonica, janggu (an

of Protestant Christianity in South Korea,” Sociology of Religion 61, no. 2 (summer
2000): 128-29.
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Daehan yesu-gyo jangno-hoi chong-hoi, Pyojun yesikseo (Seoul: Hanguk jangno-gyo
chulpansa, 1997), 261-65.
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hourglass-shaped Korean drum), computer literacy, and hand acupuncture.317 Myung
Sung Church, one of the largest churches in Korea, also operates a school for the
elderly.318 Its classes begin at 10:00 a.m. every Thursday and continue for two semesters
in one year. According to the website of Myung Sung Church, currently, 85 teachers give
lectures to about 450 students, who also participate in diverse programs such as field trips
and a talent show.319 Whether or not they attend Myung Sung Church, all people over 65
years old can apply to this school. Age is the main, indeed the only, requirement for
admission.
Moreover, some mega churches in Korea administer senior care centers, such as
nursing homes. Kwanglim Methodist Church, for example, operates a nursing center
intended especially for senior citizens who suffer from Alzheimer’s disease or the aftereffects of stroke. The Kwanglim nursing center is open to the public and all senior
citizens in need can apply for admission. The center’s stated mission is to enact God’s
love toward senior citizens in society and to help them experience God’s comfort and
peace.320 Similarly, since Youngnak Church established the Youngnak gyeongnowon
(boarding home) for senior citizens in 1952, the church has continued to expand its
facilities for senior citizens. Currently, under the name of Youngnak Senior Welfare

Youngnak Church, “Noin daehak,” accessed June 11, 2013,
http://www.youngnak.net/intro/in_bring_old.aspx.
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Center, Youngnak Church administers the Youngnak boarding home, the Youngnak
nursing home, and the Youngnak center for geriatric patients.321 Moreover, the Youngnak
boarding home is free of charge and can accommodate up to one hundred senior citizens
who are over 65 years old.
In these ways, Korean Protestant churches are preserving Confucian teachings
with vitality by sponsoring programs that emphasize respect for senior citizens and
managing facilities for their care. Korean Protestant churches emphasize hyo as an
explicit element of their teachings and practice hyo through their organizations and
facilities, such as schools for the elderly and nursing homes. Certainly, Korean
Protestants seem to think that practicing hyo is a wonderful way to demonstrate God’s
love and to follow a key Confucian teaching.

Age-based Organizations
In general, there are two community organizations in Korean Protestant churches
although their roles and names may vary across denominations. One is called guyeok, a
cell group divided by district, and the other is called jeondohoi, or seon-gyohoi, an
organization divided by age. The former organization is intended mainly for group Bible
studies and prayer meetings, and thus church members living in the same or adjacent
regions are assigned to the same guyeok. The latter is intended mainly for the promotion
of friendly relations among members in the same group and for the support of missionary
work. In this sense, jeondohoi or seon-gyohoi needs to reflect common culture in Korean

Youngnak noin bokji center, “Organization,” accessed June 12, 2013,
http://www.youngnak-noin.or.kr/intro/index.asp?PrtPage=05.
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society, such as a Confucian culture, in order for the members to develop and maintain an
intimate relationship with one another.

Table 3. Age Ranges for Seon-gyohoi and Jeondohoi of Somang Church
Group Name
Years of Age
First seon-gyohoi
35 and under

Male

Female

Second seon-gyohoi

36-40

Third seon-gyohoi

41-45

Fourth seon-gyohoi

46-50

Fifth seon-gyohoi

51-55

Sixth seon-gyohoi

56-60

Seventh seon-gyohoi

61-65

Eighth seon-gyohoi

66 and over

First jeondohoi

40 and under

Second jeondohoi

41-45

Third jeondohoi

46-50

Fourth jeondohoi

51-55

Fifth jeondohoi

56-60

Sixth jeondohoi

61-65

Seventh jeondohoi
Source: Somang Church, “Buseo sogae,” accessed June 6, 2013,
http://www.somang.net/html/info_department4.asp.

66 and over

Jeondohoi, or seon-gyohoi, is an age-based organization influenced by Confucian
culture. Interestingly, jeondohoi means a group or team for evangelization and seongyohoi means a group or team for mission. Of course, the members of the organization
cooperate with one another to support the missionary work of their churches. However,
one of the main purposes of jeondohoi or seon-gyohoi is to forge and cement intimate
relationships among members of similar age in the same group. For this reason,
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jeondohoi and seon-gyohoi are divided not by the number of faith years but by the age of
the church members.

Table 4. Age Ranges for Male Seon-gyohoi of Myung Sung Church
Year of
Year of
Group Name
Birth
Birth
~ 1927
Noah
1958
1928-32
Abraham
Fourth
1959
1933-36
Isaac
Seon1960
1937-39
Jacob
gyohoi
1961
1940-41
Joseph
1962
First
1942
Moses
1963
Seon1943
Samuel
1964
gyohoi
1944
Joshua
1965
Fifth
1945
Caleb
Seon1966
gyohoi
1946
Gideon 1-2
1967
1947
David 1-3
1968
1948
Isaiah 1-3
1969
1949
Peter 1-3
1970
Second
1950
John 1-3
Sixth
1971
Seon1951
Phillip 1-3
Seon1972
gyohoi
1952
Andreas 1-5
gyohoi
1973
1953
Matthew 1-4
1974 ~
1954
Paul 1-7
Third
1955
Nathanael 1-5
Seon1956
Timothy 1-4
gyohoi
1957
Luke 1-7
Source: Myung Sung Church, “Jachi gi-gwan,” accessed June 7, 2013,
http://www.msch.or.kr/.

Group Name
Mark 1-4
Barnabas 1-5
Cornelius 1-5
Amos 1-5
James 1-4
Philemon 1-3
Elijah 1-3
Elishah 1-4
Daniel 1-3
Joel 1-3
Zechariah 1-3
Nehemiah 1-2
Zerubbabel 1-2
Hosea
Haggai 1-2
Zephaniah 1-2
Ezekiel

To illustrate, as shown in tables 3, 4, and 5, Somang Presbyterian Church and
Myung Sung Presbyterian Church, two of the largest churches in Korea, have a variety of
groups divided by age and gender. Somang Church calls them jeondohoi for female
groups and seon-gyohoi for male groups (see table 3). Myung Sung Church, using a
somewhat different system of classification, calls both male and female groups seon112

gyohoi and subdivides them even further by age (see tables 4 and 5). Like the group
“Claudia” in the second seon-gyohoi for female members born in 1954, a group of a
given age may be subdivided into as many as ten small groups (see table 5).

Table 5. Age Ranges for Female Seon-gyohoi of Myung Sung Church
Year of
Year of
Group Name
Birth
Birth
~1925
Bakhap[lily]
Fourth
1958
1926-30
Lois 1-2
Seon1959
1931-34
Sarah 1-2
gyohoi
1960
1935
Sarah 3
1961
1936-38
Hannah 1-2
Fifth
1962
1939-42
Rebekah1-2
Seon1963
First
1943
Rahab 1
gyohoi
1964
Seon1944
Rahab 2
1965
gyohoi
1945
Deborah 1-2
1966
1946
Naomi 1-2
1967
1947
Ruth 1-3
1968
1948
Abigail 1-3
1969
1949
Shulammite 1-4
1970
Sixth
1950
Esther 1-3
1971
Seon1951
Elisabeth1-4
1972
Second
gyohoi
1952
Mary 1-6
1973
Seon1953
Joanna 1-7
1974
gyohoi
1954
Claudia 1-10
1975
1955
Susanna 1-9
1976
Third
Seon1956
Rhoda 1-9
1977 ~
gyohoi
1957
Tabitha 1-8
Source: Myung Sung Church, “Jachi gi-gwan,” accessed June 7, 2013,
http://www.msch.or.kr/.

Group Name
Salome 1-9
Priscilla 1-10
Syntyche 1-6
Lydia 1-8
Rachel 1-7
Anna 1-4
Anna 5-7
Anna 8-9
Eunice 1-4
Eunice 5-6
Eunice 7-8
Eunice 9-10
Jochebed 1-4
Jochebed 5-6
Jochebed 7-8
Euodia 1-2
Euodia 3-4
Euodia 5
Euodia 6
Euodia 7-8

Such age-based organizations are so prevalent that they can be observed in
almost all Korean Protestant churches, whether in Korea or in America. One of the main
reasons for the division based on age in these churches is that a broad-age bracket makes
members feel uncomfortable. In other words, it is impossible for Korean Protestants to
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ignore Confucian culture especially “the focus of hierarchy determined by age.”322
In this manner, Confucian tradition influences the way of thinking of the
members of Korean Protestant churches and their organizations. One can think of
jeondohoi or seon-gyohoi as typical of church organizations that reflect Confucian
influences in Korean Protestant churches.

Full Gospel Incheon Church
Full Gospel Incheon Church (FGIC) is a mega church located in Incheon, one of
the largest cities in Korea. FGIC was established as a branch of Yoido Full Gospel
Church (YFGC) on November 8, 1983, and about seven years later FGIC split from
YFGC. FGIC has continued to grow, and it has recently been estimated that at least
30,000 members attend this church.323
FGIC is particularly well known as a “hyo-emphasizing” church in Korea. Since
1995, FGIC has regarded hyo as a central value. Rev. Sung Kyu Choi, the senior pastor of
FGIC, states that respect for the elderly and parents is the foremost command of God
regarding human relationships, and he asserts that hyo is not an ethical teaching but rather
God’s supreme command for the world, delivered by Moses in the Bible.324 That is, he
believes that hyo corresponds to the Bible’s Fifth Commandment.

Byung Kwan Chae, “Religion in the Era of Globalization: The Potential of Confucian
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For this reason, in order to apply the idea of hyo to Korean society as well as
Korean Protestant churches, FGIC coined the term “biblical hyo.” Biblical hyo consists of
the following seven thoughts: “obeying God as our father,” “respecting parents,” “loving
our families and neighbors,” “caring for children and teenagers,” “promoting the
country,” “preserving environment,” and “serving the world.”325 In this sense, it can be
thought that “biblical hyo” is a hybrid biblical and ethical teaching based on
Confucianism.
In order to disseminate its biblical hyo, FGIC has been developing diverse
activities. For instance, FGIC organized a youth corps for filial behavior. Responding to
catch phrases such as “a delight to practice filial duties,” “I am a filial son/daughter,” and
“the revival of hyo revives the country,” the youth corps practices hyo and serves their
community.326Also, every year since 1995, FGIC has presented awards for filial conduct
to youths between eight and twenty years old.327 Likewise, in order to encourage young
people to practice hyo, FGIC has hosted an essay contest on this topic since 1998.328
Moreover, FGIC devotes itself serving the local residents. On October 14, 2011, FGIC
University, “Chongjang insamal,” accessed June 12, 2013,
http://www.hyo.ac.kr/school/m01_school.asp.
Full Gospel Incheon Church, “Jubo,” accessed June 12, 2013, http://fgictv.com/; Sung
San Hyo University, “Chongjang insamal,” accessed June 12, 2013,
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held a hyo fair with the support of the city of Incheon.329 During the fair, a free health
clinic opened, and senior citizens were examined and given massages by volunteers.
There were also performances for seniors, such as an outdoor concert and an exhibition
of traditional Korean dance, as well as other forms of recreation. In addition, participants
in the fair could taste traditional Korean food, such as bibimbap (mixed rice with precooked vegetable, meat, an egg, and red pepper paste), and they tried to make a
traditional Korean kite.
To bolster its biblical hyo agenda, FGIC founded the Sung San Hyo Graduate
School (SHG) in 1998, in the hope that its graduates would play a role as leaders who
concretely practice the seven thoughts of biblical hyo in society.330 In 2000, the first SHG
students earned their master’s degrees in hyo studies, and in 2006, the first two students
earned their doctorates. Currently, SHG offers seven programs of study: Hyo Studies,
Christian Theology, Music, Youth Guidance, Counseling, Social Welfare, and Hyo
Culturology.331 SHG has also communicated biblical hyo to the public through periodic
conferences and scientific lecture meetings.
In sum, FGIC is deeply concerned with the practice of hyo in contemporary
Korean society and believes that the roots of the idea of hyo can be found in the Christian
God’s will as recorded in the Bible. For this reason, FGIC is now communicating the
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importance of hyo to Korean society as well as to Korean churches.

Conclusion
On the Korean peninsula, Christianity took root in a Confucian culture and
became a major religion within two centuries. Because Protestantism was introduced into
Korea later than Catholicism, it was less persecuted by the Korean state. In addition,
Protestantism actively engaged in the social modernization of Korea from the late
nineteenth century to the early twentieth century. Korean Protestant churches thus played
a role as shelters for Koreans during the process of industrialization and urbanization in
the 1960’s and 1970’s. As a result, Protestantism spread quickly and became one of the
two largest religions in current Korean society.
At the same time, however, as Protestantism took root in Korea, a Confucianized
country, it embraced Confucian teachings in order to explain Christian teachings to
Koreans. Protestant churches came to formulate their organizations and systems on the
basis of Confucian traditions. As seen in the case of FGIC, the spirit of hyo is one of the
best-known Confucian teachings to be embraced in Korean Protestant churches.
Likewise, one can consider age-based church organizations and schools for the elderly as
typical church organizations related to Confucian traditions.
Confucian characteristics are commonly observed in most Korean churches
regardless of their size. In order to illustrate Confucian characteristics in Korean
Protestant churches, this chapter has focused only on the cases of Korean mega churches
for the simple reason that they have more information and data accessible on the Internet.
However, Confucian characteristics are also observed in relatively small Korean
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churches. For instance, Saeronam Methodist Church, one of the local churches in Seoul,
Korea, held a special event entitled Hyo Festival for parents’ day in 2013.332 To
demonstrate hyo to their parents and the elderly, church members prepared food and gave
an orchestral concert, and the church chorus performed. Indeed, Confucian characteristics
are observed to different degrees in different churches, but it is clear that Confucianism is
alive and well in Protestant churches in Korea. Even abroad, Koreans generally maintain
a Koreanized church style rather than assimilate to churches in countries where they
currently live, which raises a question: Are church organizations and systems that are
influenced by Confucian traditions still observed in Korean immigrant churches? The
following chapters will provide an answer.

Saeronam Church, “2013 Eobeoi juil ginyeom <Hyo Chukje>,” accessed June 14,
2013, http://newbirth.kr/?p=564.
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CHAPTER 5
KOREAN IMMIGRANTS AND THEIR RELIGIONS IN THE UNITED STATES

In this chapter I delineate the key features of Korean immigrant churches in the
United States before dealing with Confucian characteristics found in them in the
subsequent chapter. This chapter first summarizes the brief history of Korean
immigration to the United States and then outlines characteristics of Korean Christian
churches in the country today. In doing so, it also provides background information and
data regarding Korean immigrants and their religions, and it is my hope that such
information and data will be helpful in understanding the characteristics of Korean
immigrants and their churches in the United States.

A Brief History of Korean Immigration to the United States
Korean immigration to the United States began in the early twentieth century and
has continued into the twenty-first century. In 2003, Korean people in the United States
celebrated the centennial for Korean immigration and the 2010 US census listed the
Korean population in the United States at 1,423,784.333 The Korean War (1950-1953) and
the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 greatly affected Korean immigration to the
United States. Thus, the history of Korean immigration to the United States can be
divided into three periods: the first immigration period (1903-1949), the second
immigration period (1950-1964), and the third immigration period (1965-the present).

1,423,784 is the population of “Korean Alone.” The population of Korean in
combination with one or more other races is 243,348.
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The First Immigration Period (1903-1949)
Between 1903, when the first Korean immigrants landed there by ship, and 1905,
more than 7,000 Koreans arrived in Hawaii. Most of them came to the United States as
contract laborers on Hawaiian sugar plantations. Before the Koreans arrived in Hawaii,
the sugar plantations were staffed by Chinese workers. Then Japanese workers replaced
Chinese workers, because of the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882, which restricted
Chinese laborers from working on the plantations and prohibited their entrance into the
United States. Replacing Chinese workers after 1882, a large number of Japanese
laborers were brought to Hawaii beginning in 1885 and played a major role as workers on
Hawaii plantations. However, their frequent work stoppages and strikes against poor
working conditions became a burden to employers, and thus they looked to find cheap
and more cooperative labor to replace the Japanese. This enticed Koreans to immigrate to
Hawaii. For instance, when approximately 1,300 Japanese laborers on Waialua Plantation
went on strike in December 1904, employers hired 250 Koreans as substitutes.334
Compared to the Japanese laborers, for the plantation owners, the Koreans were docile
and they were also useful as strikebreakers. Like the Japanese laborers, meanwhile,
Korean contract laborers worked on sugar plantations under harsh conditions and for long
hours generally without striking.
The sociocultural backgrounds of Korean laborers on sugar plantations in Hawaii
differed considerably from those of the Japanese and the Chinese laborers.335 Whereas
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the Chinese and Japanese workers usually came from rural districts of their countries,
most of the Koreans came from cities and had no agricultural experience. Almost half of
the Koreans came from some of large cities, such as Seoul and Incheon, with 40 percent
of them being literate. As such, while the Chinese and Japanese workers were farmers in
their countries, the occupations of the Korean immigrants were relatively more diverse
and “urban,” such as police officers, students, ex-soldiers, and low-ranking government
officials.336
American Protestant missionaries played an important role in Korean immigration
to Hawaii. In the late nineteenth century, as we saw in the previous chapter, American
Protestant missionaries began to enter Korea. Among the most influential was Horace
Allen, the first American physician- missionary in Korea. He became the Korean royal
family’s personal physician after treating the queen’s nephew for an illness. Allen played
an important role in persuading the king to permit Koreans to immigrate to Hawaii.
Likewise, other American missionaries, such as Horace Grant Underwood, Henry
Appenzeller, and George Heber Jones, encouraged Korean Christians to go to Hawaii.
The missionaries thought that immigration to Hawaii could offer the Korean Christians
an opportunity to live better lives both materially and spiritually.337
Korean Christians also desired to immigrate to the United States in order to obtain
religious freedom. They were small in number and were persecuted in Korea, so the
United States appealed to them in this regard. Their connection with a “new” religion in
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their homeland influenced their emigration to a “Christian country.” The Korean
immigrants had some characteristics in common with the Japanese and Chinese laborers,
such as age and gender. Most of them were single young males between the ages of
twenty and thirty. However, unlike most of the Chinese and Japanese workers, who were
mostly Buddhists, many of the Korean workers were Christians.
Even though more than 7,000 Korean immigrants arrived in Hawaii between 1903
and 1905, their number soon decreased significantly.338 As the Korean government
recognized the harsh conditions on the sugar plantations in Hawaii, it changed its policy.
Furthermore, after Japan earned victory in the Russo-Japanese War in 1905, Korea
became a protectorate of Japan, and Japan began to dictate Korean foreign policy. At that
time, 75 percent of the sugar plantation workers in Hawaii were Japanese laborers.339
Thus, as the number of Korean immigrants increased, the Japanese government
discouraged and prohibited the Korean government from allowing Korean immigration to
Hawaii in order to protect the jobs of Japanese workers from cheaper Korean workers.
During World War I (1914-1918 C.E.), some of the Korean laborers on the
plantations could leave the harsh working fields and afford to bring brides from Korea.
They found new jobs such as carpenters, tailors, and laundrymen at Hawaiian military
bases. For the Koreans in Hawaii, the war period was a good time to earn more money in
diverse occupations. Before World War I, the average daily wage for a Korean plantation
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worker was 65 cents, and the monthly income was about 18 US dollars for a single
plantation worker and 33 US dollars for a two-worker family.340 Yet, during the war
period, as the forms of employment diversified for Koreans, the average daily wage went
up to 1.20 US dollars and the monthly salary became 30 US dollars.341 As some of the
non-plantation workers began to live relatively comfortable lives, they could afford to
bring “picture brides,” who were selected via print catalogues sent from Korea. At that
time, prospective brides in Korea and bridegrooms in Hawaii selected their partners just
by using photographs of them and family recommendations of their possible suitability
for marriage. The plantation owners also allowed the Korean laborers to bring picture
brides in the hope that marriage would be helpful to Korean laborers’ settlement in the
United States and keep them from returning to Korea. It was during this period that about
800 pictures brides arrived in Hawaii to marry Korean bachelors in Hawaii.342
Many Korean immigrants in Hawaii thus decided to stay in the United States with
their families rather than return to Korea. During most the first immigration period (19031949), Korea was under the foreign influences of Japan (1910-1945). Korean immigrants
were emotionally tied to their homeland and concerned with the liberation of Korea from
Japanese rule. Despite the fact that their main reason for immigrating to the United States
was to live better economically, Korean immigrants remained patriotic supporters of
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Korean independence from Japan. As such, they were eager for their ethnic community
activities to be held in Korean-language schools and churches.343 However, as they
thought that the possibility to return to the independent homeland had diminished, more
and more Korean immigrants decided to stay in Hawaii or move to the mainland US for
better jobs and better lives with their families.
Many Korean workers in Hawaii began to leave the backbreaking work in the
fields in Hawaii after 1905. For example, during the first two years of their dwelling in
Hawaii, only 90 males, 9 females, and 4 children left Hawaii, but in 1905, 563 males, 31
females, and 24 children left Hawaii. About 65 percent of Koreans in 1905 (373 males,
16 females, 10 children) went to the mainland United States, and about 35 percent (190
males, 15 females, and 14 children) returned to Korea.344 The number of Koreans on the
mainland was 1,677 in 1920, 1,800 in 1930, and 1,700 in 1940.345 The majority of them
settled in San Francisco and Los Angeles.346
Such forms of immigration of Koreans to the United States, however, ended when
the United States Congress passed the Immigration Act of 1924, which set quotas to limit
the number of immigrants to the United States based on national origins. To reduce the
number of immigrants from Eastern Europe, most immigrant visas were allotted to
Western and Northern Europeans. At the same time, Asian immigration to the United
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States was banned. Between 1924 and 1949, only a small number of Korean political
refugees and students exempt from the quotas came to the United States, but most of
them returned home after Korea gained independence from Japan.

The Second Immigration Period (1950-1964)
The Korean War (1950-1953) triggered the second wave of immigration to the
United States, forging a close political relationship between South Korea and the United
States. The war produced many bereft people, such as widows and orphans, many of
whom were permitted to immigrate to the United States. The McCarran-Walter Act of
1952 further enabled the immigration of Koreans to the United States. Even though the
quota system based on national origins had been maintained since the 1920s, the
McCarran-Walter Act abolished racial and ethnic restrictions. The marriage of Korean
women to American servicemen, while the emergence Asian-American studies in
American colleges and universities also led to an increase in the number of Korean
immigration, to the extent that between 1946 and 1964 14,884 Koreans immigrated to the
United States (see table 6). Between 1950 and 1964, the largest single group of Korean
immigrants, 40 percent, was comprised of Korean wives of US servicemen. In 1964, of
the 2,362 Korean immigrants to the United States, 1,340 Koreans were the wives of US
servicemen.347
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Table 6. Number of Korean Immigrants to the United States from 1946 to 1964
Year

Number of Korean Immigrants

1946-1950
1951-1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961

107
581
703
648
1,604
1,720
1,507
1,534

1962
1963
1964

1,538
2,580
2,362

Total
14,884
Sources: (1) Herbert R. Barringer, Robert W. Gardner, Michael J. Levin, Asians and
Pacific Islanders in the United States (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1993), 2425. (2) Pyong Gap Min, “Koreans’ Immigration to the U.S: History and Contemporary
Trends,” 6. (3) Choy, Koreans in America, 218.

Most of the Korean wives of American servicemen had difficulties adjusting to a
new land. They faced culture shock, had to overcome the language barrier, and were
confronted with racism. In addition, some of them were even physically abused by their
husbands; many chose to endure such abuse because they thought that “perseverance”
was better than a divorce or abandonment by their husbands in a lonely land. Yet, there
was a limit to what the abused wives could tolerate, and many Korean wives thus
divorced their American husbands. One study of Korean women in the United States
indicates that the divorce rate for Korean females is twice as high as that for Korean
males and that the high divorce proportion of Korean females in the United States is due
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mainly to the high divorce proportion of Korean wives from American servicemen.348
After the failure of marriage, many of these women had no choice but to live alone in a
foreign country. Returning to their homeland and being remarried was not a viable
prospect at the time. Moreover, most of the Korean women came from rural areas and
were of a lower socioeconomic class in Korea. They also had few opportunities for
education in Korea and generally lacked professional and technical skills. As a result,
their employment prospects in the United States were mainly limited to menial labor.
Even though they could earn money as factory workers and found jobs in small business,
their lives in the United States were harsh.
Next to Korean wives of US servicemen, adopted orphans were the second largest
group to increase the number of Koreans in the United States during the second
immigration period. Between 1955 and 1966, approximately 6,293 Korean orphans were
adopted by American families and brought to the United States.349 About 46 percent of
the Korean orphans were adopted by Caucasian parents, 41 percent by Koreans, and the
rest were adopted by black parents.350 Even though adopted Korean orphans were usually
well educated and grew up in decent circumstances with the help of their adoptive
parents, it is understandable that the older the adoptees were, the more they became
aware of their race, ethnicity, and identity. That is, as they grew older, they experienced
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confusion over their ethnical identity, and thus some of them tried to find their biological
parents in Korea.
The third largest group in the second wave (1951-1964) was comprised of
Koreans who came to the United States seeking education and/or employment. This
group included non-immigrant students, temporary visitors, and businesspersons.
Between 1951 and 1964, about 27,000 non-immigrants, including about 6,000 Korean
international students,351 were permitted to visit the United States, and approximately
5,000 Koreans of the non-immigrants remained in the county.352 The vast majority of
these Koreans eventually secured professional occupations, such as professors in
American colleges, and many of them did not return to Korea.

The Third Immigration Period (since 1965)
The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 opened the door for the third wave
of Korean immigration to the United States. The 1965 Immigration Act abolished the
quota system based on national origins, which had been a central feature of immigration
policy of America since the 1920s, and thus peoples of all foreign countries were
afforded equal opportunities to immigrate to the United States. To put it differently, the
1965 Immigration Act gave people from non-European countries relatively more
opportunities for immigration to the United States.
After 1965 the number of Asian immigrants to the United States increased
drastically. As shown in table 7, Asians were just 5.4 percent of all immigrants who
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obtained permanent resident status between 1950 and 1959, and 11.2 percent between
1960 and 1969. Yet, after the 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act began to take effect,
33.1 percent of all immigrants who obtained permanent resident status between 1970 and
1979 were Asian, and 38.3 percent between 1980 and 1989. These numbers (33.1 percent
and 38.3 percent) were second only to Latin American immigrants. In 2011, Asian
immigrants became the largest group among immigrants who obtained legal permanent
resident status in the United States (see table 7). Similarly, according to the US Census
Bureau, as of 2011, about 40.4 million people of the US population (about 311.6 million)
were foreign-born (13 percent of the total population) and about 28.6 percent of all
foreign born were from Asia.353 This portion is also second only to the percentage of
immigrants from Latin America and the Caribbean (52.6 percent) (see figure 3).
It is not surprising that the number of Korean immigrants to the United States has
increased since the 1965 Immigration Act. As shown in table 3, before 1969, the
proportion of Korean immigrants was below one percent of all immigrants who obtained
permanent resident status, but as the 1965 Immigration Act began to take effect, the
number of Koreans who obtained permanent resident status rapidly increased. In
addition, the US Immigration and Nationality Act Amendment of 1976 restricted the
immigration of professionals but at the same time made it easier for immigrants in the
United States to arrange for their family members to join them.354 As a result, since the
US Census Bureau, “The Foreign Born from Asia: 2011,” accessed December 18,
2012, http://www.census.gov/prod/2012pubs/acsbr11-06.pdf.
353
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late 1970s, a large number of Korean immigrants have been admitted for the purpose of
family reunification.355 Between 1970 and 1979, 5.7 percent of all immigrants who
obtained permanent resident status were Koreans, and during the next ten years, 5.2
percent were Koreans (see table 7). In general, Koreans immigrants who were admitted
for family reunification had much lower socioeconomic status, and they decided to
immigrate for a better life in a “new” land.356 Of course, Koreans who belonged to not
only the lower class but also the middle and upper-middle class continued to immigrate
for their new careers in America.

Latin America & the
Caribbean (21,245,000)

52.60%
28.60%

Asia (11,562,000)

12.10%

Europe (4,890,000)
Africa (1,664,000)
Other regions (1,016,000)

4.10%
2.50%

Figure 3. Foreign-born Population in the United States by Region of Birth: Year 2011
Source: US Census Bureau, 2011 American Community Survey357
Pyong Gap Min, “Korean Americans,” in Asian Americans: Contemporary Trends
and Issues, ed. Pyong Gap Min (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 1995), 206.
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Korean immigrants in the third period were different from the early Korean
immigrants in the first and the second periods in the sense that many Korean immigrants
in the third period mostly came to the United States with their families. Living and
working with their families was helpful for Korean immigrants in adjusting to large cities
in a “new” world. In this sense, despite their low socioeconomic status, their adjustment
to their new land was not as hard as that of the earlier immigrants.

Table 7. Number of Immigrants to the US Who Obtain Permanent Resident States by
Region: Fiscal Years 1930 to 2011
Region of
Last
Residence

1930
to
1939

1940
to
1949

1950
to
1959

1960
to
1969

1970
to
1979

1980
to
1989

Total

699,375

856,608

2,499,268

3,213,749

4,248,203

6,244,379

Europe

444,404
(63.5%)

472,524
(55.2%)

1,404,973
(56.2%)

1,133,443
(35.3%)

826,327
(19.5%)

669,694
(11.2%)

1,349,219
(12.8%)

1,349,609
(13.1%)

95,429
(9.2%)

90,712
(8.5%)

Asia

19,292
(2.8%)

34,532
(4%)

135,844
(5.4%)

358,563
(11.2%)

1,406,526
(33.1%)

2,391,356
(38.3%)

2,859,899
(29.3%)

3,470,835
(33.7%)

410,209
(39.3%)

438,580
(41.3%)

-

83
(0.007%)

4,845
(0.2%)

27,048
(0.8%)

241,192
(5.7%)

322,708
(5.2%)

179,770
(1.8%)

209,758
(2.0%)

22,022
(2.1%)

22,748
(2.1%)

America

230,319
(32.9%)

328,435
(38.3%)

921,644
(37.7%)

1,674,185
(52.1%)

1,903,636
(44.8%)

2,694,504
(43.2%)

5,137,142
(52.6%)

4,441,529
(43.1%)

426,981
(40.9%)

423,277
(39.9%)

Africa

2,120
(0.3%)

6,720
(0.8%)

13,016
(0.5%)

23,780
(0.7%)

71,405
(1.7%)

141,987
(2.3%)

346,410
(3.5%)

759,734
(7.4%)

98,246
(9.4%)

97,429
(9.2%)

Oceania

3,240
(0.5%)

14,262
(1.6%)

11,319
(0.5%)

23,659
(0.7%)

39,983
(0.9%)

41,432
(0.7%)

56,800
(0.6%)

65,793
(0.6%)

5,946
(0.6%)

5,825
(0.5%)

Not
Specified

-

135

12,472

119

326

305,406

25,928

211,930

5,814

6,217

Korea

1990
to
1999

2000
to
2009

2010

9,775,398 10,299,430 1,042,625 1,062,040

Source: Office of Immigration Statistics, 2011 Yearbook of Immigration Statistics
(September 2012).
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Currently, it is estimated that much more than 1.4 million Koreans live in the
United States. About 95 percent of the current Koreans in the United States are “new
immigrants,” those who came to America after 1965.358 Although the rapid economic
development in Korea has mitigated the influx of Korean immigration since the early
1990s, Koreans continue to immigrate to the United States until today. According to the
2010 US census, there are 1,423,784 Koreans in the United States, and they constitute the
nation’s fifth largest ethnic group among Asians (see table 8).359 This census, however,
could not include the number of Koreans who did not answer the census and/or who did
not even receive a census form. In addition, some Koreans have overstayed their
authorized time of residence and many of these cohorts would not be counted in the
census. For this reason, it is assumed that in fact the number of current Koreans in the
United States is actually much higher than 1.4 million.
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Table 8. The Seven Largest Asian Population Groups in the United States: Year 2010
Detailed Group

Asia Alone
(One detailed Asian group reported)

Percent (Estimate)

Total

14,327,580

100

Chinese
Asian Indian

3,347,229
2,843,391

23.4
19.8

Filipino

2,555,923

17.8

Vietnamese

1,548,449

10.8

Korean

1,423,784

9.9

Japanese

763,325

5.3

Pakistani

363,699

2.5

Other Asian

1,481,780

10.3

Sources: (1) the US 2010 Census. (2) US Census Bureau, “The Asian Population:
2010.”360

The population of Korean immigrants in the United States (1,423,784) is mainly
concentrated in large cities and their suburbs, because large cities offer them more
opportunities to run small businesses and obtain jobs. As shown in table 9, the 2010 US
Census indicates that the top ten states with the largest Korean population are California
(451,892), New York (140,994), New Jersey (93,679), Virginia (70,577), Texas (67,750),
Washington (62,374), Illinois (61,469), Georgia (52,431), Maryland (48,592), and
Pennsylvania (40,505). This means that about 77 percent of Korean immigrants live in
these ten states. Furthermore, approximately 47.9 percent of Koreans in the state of
California live in Los Angeles County, adjacent to Los Angeles City, 45.5 percent of
Koreans in the state of New York live in Queens County, which is one of the five

US Census Bureau, “The Asian Population: 2010,” accessed December 20, 2012,
http://www.census.gov/prod/cen2010/briefs/c2010br-11.pdf.
360
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boroughs of New York City, 60.6 percent of Koreans in the state of New Jersey live in
Bergen County, adjacent to New York City, and 58.6 percent of Koreans in the state of
Virginia live in Fairfax County, adjacent to Washington D.C. (see table 9). In this way,
like many other immigrants in the United States, most of the nation’s Koreans live in
large cities or their suburbs.

Table 9. The Ten States and Counties with the Largest Korean Populations: Year 2010
States with Most Korean
Population

Counties with the Highest
Proportion of
Korean Population

Percent of Korean
Population
(County/ State)

California 451,892

Los Angeles County 216,501

47.9%

New York 140,994

Queens County 64,107

45.5%

New Jersey 93,679

Bergen County 56,773

60.6%

Virginia 70,577

Fairfax County 41,356

58.6%

Texas 67,750

Harris County 11,813

17.4%

Washington 62,374

King County 28,298

45.4%

Illinois 61,469

Cook County 37,008

60.2%

Georgia 52,431

Gwinnett County 22,001

42%

Maryland 48,592

Montgomery County 17,438

35.9%

Pennsylvania 40,505

Montgomery County 13,417

33.1%

Sources: (1) the 2010 US Census. (2) Korean American Census, “Korean Population in
the United States.”361
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Korean Immigrants and Christianity
As we have seen, American Protestant missionaries encouraged Korean Christians
to immigrate to Hawaii, and thus it is no exaggeration to say that the history of Korean
immigration is strongly linked to Christianity.362 When Korean immigrants first arrived in
Hawaii in 1903, they began to establish places of Christian worship. On July 4, 1903, the
first Korean worship service was held in the living quarters of a plantation camp in
Hawaii.363 On November 3, 1903, Chung-su Ahn and Byong-kil Woo were elected as
Korean missionary representatives in Hawaii and they cooperated with Reverend Pearson
for the establishment of a Korean Methodist Church in Hawaii. As a result, the Korean
Evangelical Society was organized on November 10, 1903, and worship services started
in a rented house on River Street in Honolulu. It is believed that this was the origin of the
Korean Methodist Church as well as the first Korean immigrant church in the United
States.364 Since April 1905, Reverend John W. Wadman and his wife had devoted
themselves to the Korean Methodist church for almost ten years. They also founded a
Korean school for immigrants and their family members. Finally, Reverend Sung-ha
Hong became the first Korean pastor in the Korean Methodist church, and since then,
Korean ministers have served the Korean church in Hawaii. According to Bong-youn
Choy, the first 7,000 immigrants to Hawaii included more than four hundred devout
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Christians.365 Thirty people had served in churches as local preachers before they came to
Hawaii. Within ten years, 2,800 Koreans in Hawaii were converted to Christianity and
thirty-nine Korean churches were founded in Hawaii.366 The number of Korean churches
and their members on the mainland of the Unites States as well as in Hawaii had rapidly
increased over the past several decades. Meanwhile, the number of Buddhists was
relatively small among first-wave Korean immigrants, and many were converted to
Christianity.367
In the early twentieth century, Koreans on the mainland of the United States
started a church movement and a worship service. Kyung-ho Moon, along with other
Koreans in San Francisco, organized the Korean Evangelical Society and started
conducting worship services in October 1905.368 Also, on March 11, 1904, a residential
mission school was founded in Los Angeles by Mrs. Sherman, who was a retired
missionary from Korea.369 This mission school provided several classes for Korean
immigrants, such as a Bible study and ESOL. On Sundays, this school was used as a
worship place for Korean immigrants, marking the beginning of the Korean Methodist
Church in Los Angeles.370 Soon thereafter, on May 10, 1906, the first Korean
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Presbyterian Church was established in the city with the assistance of the Board of the
Presbyterian Missionary Extension. Korean immigrants continued to plant churches, and
within the next twenty years almost all Korean communities across the United States
would have a church.371
Given their rapid proliferation, it is not surprising that Korean churches played a
pivotal role as a center of Korean culture as well as a shelter for Korean immigrants in
the United States. Especially during the Japanese colonial period, Korean immigrant
churches supported Korea’s independence movements. Many intellectuals served as
leaders in their Korean churches in the United States, and at the same time they made
efforts for their country’s independence.372
In this way, the Christian religion has never been a “minor” religion in Korean
communities in the United States, with Methodist, Presbyterian, Episcopalian, Baptist,
and Catholic congregations all well represented among early Korean immigrants.373 In
due time, a Christian-centered life became the norm among Korean immigrants in the
United States. It is estimated that by the late twentieth century, more than 70 percent of
Korean immigrant communities were church-related communities, and about 80 percent
of Korean immigrants attended church at least once a week.374
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Today’s Korean immigrants in the United States continue to live a Christian,
church-centered life, especially a Protestant church-centered life. According to a survey
of 3,511 Asian American adults conducted by the Pew Research Center in 2012, 61
percent of Korean Americans are Protestants and 10 percent of them are Catholics. 375 To
put it differently, the same survey indicates that about 71 percent of Korean Americans
are Christians and this proportion is about 30 percent higher than that of Christians
among all Asian Americans (42 percent). The proportion of Korean American Protestants
is also about 40 percent higher than the average among Asian Americans in general (22
percent).
Meanwhile, other religious groups among Koreans in America, especially
Buddhists, have drastically diminished in numbers. The proportion of Buddhists is not
much lower than that of Christians in Korea, but the number of Buddhists among Korean
immigrants in the United States is drastically smaller.376 While the proportion of
Christians is more than 70 percent, that of Buddhists is less than 6 percent among Korean
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immigrants in the United States.377 In light of these figures, it is no exaggeration to say
that Christianity, especially Protestantism, is hands down the dominant religion among
Korean immigrants in America and that mostly their communities are closely affiliated
with Korean Protestant churches. The following sections are devoted to shedding light on
the religious life of Korean immigrants with a focus on Christianity.

Korean Roman Catholic Churches in the United States Today
According to the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of Korea, there are 91,141 Korean
Catholics in the United States and its territories as of 2010 (see table 10). 378 This number
corresponds to about 6.4 percent of Koreans in the United States in 2010 (1,423,784).
Also, as I mentioned above, according to a survey conducted by the Pew Research Center
in 2012, the proportion of Korean American Roman Catholics in the United States is
slightly higher, about 10 percent (see figure 4). Furthermore, there are 129 Korean
Catholic churches in the United States and its territories, such as the islands of Guam and
Saipan. 125 Korean priests and 12 non-Korean priests serve these Korean Catholic
churches.
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In addition, as shown in table 10, Korean Catholics are no exception to the rule
that immigrants generally live in or around big cities. About 77 percent of Korean
immigrants live in ten states, such as California, New York, New Jersey, Virginia, Texas,
Washington, Illinois, Georgia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania, and Korean Catholics are
concentrated in these states as well. About 87 percent of Korean Catholics (79,455) live
in California (33,939), New York (8,663), Virginia (7,229), and New Jersey (6,422),
Texas (2,855), Washington (4,913), Illinois (5,533), Georgia (3,709), Maryland (3,424),
and Pennsylvania (2,768). According to the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of Korea, for
example, of the Korean Catholic churches in California, at least 17 are located in greater
Los Angeles and their names start with LA (Los Angeles), such as LA St. Thomas and
LA St. Basil’s.379 The number of congregants in the 17 churches is 25,261, and this
number corresponds to about 74 percent of the Korean Catholics in California. In
addition, of the Korean Catholic churches in the State of New York, many churches are
concentrated in the greater New York City area: Korean Community of St. Francis of
Assisi Church (350 members, New York); Korean Martyrs Apostolate (426 members,
Woodside); Korean Community of St. Robert Bellarmine Roman Catholic Church
(1,221 members, Bayside); St. Paul Chong Ha-Sang Roman Catholic Church (3,000
members, Flushing); Long Island Korean Catholic Church at Holy Name of Jesus Church
(450 members, Woodbury); Korean Catholic Church of St. John Nam (1,200 members,
Bronx); St. Augustine Yu Chin-Gil of Holy Spirit Church (291 members, Brooklyn); St.
Statistics of Overseas Korean Catholics: 2010; Catholic Bishops’ Conference of
Korea, “Guide to the Catholic Church in Korea,” accessed January 9, 2013,
http://directory.cbck.or.kr/OnlineAddress/SearchList.aspx?cgubn=h&gubn=17&gubn2=6
&gyogu=all&tbxSearch=&scnt=143&start=1&paged=10&gubn3=all&gubn4=all&char=
all.
379
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Raphael Korean Martyrs Apostolate (396 members, Long Island City); and The Korean
Catholic Church of Staten Island (370 members, Staten Island).380 The number of
congregants in these churches (7,704) is about 89 percent of the Korean Catholics in the
State of New York (8,663). Meanwhile, St. Paul Chung Catholic Church, Virginia’s
largest Korean Catholic church, is located in Fairfax, which is close to Washington D.C.
St. Paul Chung Catholic Church has 6,591 congregants, which corresponds to about 91
percent of the Korean Catholics in the State of Virginia. Likewise, in Pennsylvania, there
are 2,612 Korean Catholics in 4 Korean Catholic churches: St. Augustine Kwang Heon
Lee Community at Holy Cross Church (480 members, Springfield); Holy Angels Korean
Church (1,852 members, Philadelphia); Korean Catholic Community of Pittsburgh at St.
John Cantius Church (180 members, Sharpsburg); and St. Peter Son Korean Catholic
Church (100 members, Enola). St. Augustine Kwang Heon Lee Community at Holy
Cross Church and Holy Angels Korean Church are located in or near a big city,
Philadelphia, and these two churches have 2,332 congregants, which corresponds to
about 89 percent of the Korean Catholics in the State of Pennsylvania. All of these
numbers show that Korean Catholic churches are located in urban and suburban areas in
which Koreans are concentrated. Meanwhile, the proportion of Korean Catholics of all
Korean immigrants (about 6.4 or 10 percent of Koreans are Catholics) is a little bit lower
than that of Korean Catholics in Korea (10.3 percent) as well as that of Catholics of all
Koreans (10.9 percent).381

380

Ibid.

381

As of 2011, the population of Korea, including all registered foreigners who reside in
Korea is 51,716,745, and the number of Korean Catholics in Korea is 5,309,964. That is,
10.3 percent of the total Korean population is Catholic. For more details, see Catholic
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Table 10. Number of Korean Catholics in the Unites States by Region: 2010
Region
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
California
Colorado
Connecticut

Number
of
Churches
2
1
2
27
2
1

Number of
Congregants

Region

Number
of
Churches
1
1
1
11
16
4

Number of
Congregants

326
350
425
33,939
700
151

Missouri
Nebraska
Nevada
New Jersey
New York
North Mariana
(Saipan)

1

200

Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

3
1
1
4
1
1
2
7
1
4
4
1
2

672
188
740
2,768
85
32
433
2,855
85
7,229
4,913
201
255

Delaware

1

220

Florida
Georgia
Guam
Hawaii
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota

4
2
1
1
5
2
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1

794
3,709
307
602
5,533
590
117
268
40
74
3,424
584
814
260

North Carolina

South Carolina

Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Washington
Washington D.C

Wisconsin

429
84
400
6,422
8,663
1,260

Total
129
91,141
Sources: (1) Catholic Bishops’ Conference of Korea, Committee of the Pastoral Care of
Koreans Living Abroad, Statistics of Overseas Korean Catholics: 2010. (2) Catholic
Bishops’ Conference of Korea, Guide to the Catholic Church in Korea.
Bishops’ Conference of Korea, Statistics of the Catholic Church in Korea 2011(Seoul:
Catholic Bishops’ Conference of Korea, 2012), accessed January 9, 2013,
http://www.cbck.or.kr/bbs/bbs_read.asp?board_id=K7200&bid=13008590.
Also, although the most recent national census was conducted in 2010, the distribution of
population by religion was excluded from the census. Thus, Population and Housing
Census 2005 provides the most recent, official result about Korean population by
religion. According to the 2005 census, the population of Korea has reached 47,041,434
and 5,146,147 (10.9 percent) were Catholic. See KOSIS (Korean Statistical Information
System), “Population by Sex, Age, and Religion (2005),” accessed May 23, 2013,
http://kosis.kr/gen_etl/start.jsp?orgId=101&tblId=DT_1IN0505&conn_path=I2&path=N
SI.
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Korean Protestant Churches in the United States Today
Protestantism is the dominant religion among Korean Americans. As mentioned
previously, according to research about Asian Americans’ religions conducted by Pew
Research Center in 2012, approximately 61 percent of Korean immigrants are Protestants
(see figure 4). Based on the total number of Koreans in the US census in 2010
(1,423,784), 61 percent of Korean Americans corresponds to more than 868,000 Korean
immigrants in the United States. Given the many Koreans or Korean Americans who
were surely missed by the census, the actual number of Korean Protestants in the United
States is probably much higher than 1.4 million.
Compared to other Asian American communities in the United States, it is the
case that Korean Americans are the largest Asian American community affiliated with
Protestant Churches. As shown in figure 4, both Korean Americans and Filipino
Americans are the two most Christianized Asian immigrants in the United States. Yet,
while most Filipino American communities belong to Roman Catholic churches, Korean
American communities are more usually affiliated with Protestant churches. That is,
while Catholicism is the main religion for Filipino Americans, Protestantism is the main
religion for Korean immigrants. In addition, whereas most Filipino Americans attend
ethnically integrated American churches, most Korean Americans attend ethnic
churches.382
Meanwhile, compared to the proportion of Protestants in Korea, the proportion of
Protestants among Korean immigrants in the United States is tremendously high. While

Pyong Gap Min, “The Structure and Social Functions of Korean Immigrant Churches
in the United States,” International Migration Review 26, no. 4 (winter 1992): 1376-77.
382
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no more than 20 percent of all Koreans are Protestants in Korea, more than 60 percent of
Korean immigrants in the United States attend Korean Protestant churches.383 This means
that the proportion of Korean Protestants in the United States is three times higher than
that of Korean Protestants in Korea. Certainly, this is a reflection of the fact that from the
beginning of Korean immigration to the United States, many Korean immigrants have
been more affiliated with Protestantism than any other religion.

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Protestant
Catholic
Buddhist
Unaffiliated
Hindu
Other

Korean
American
61%
10%
6%
23%

Chinese
American
22%
8%
15%
52%

Indian
American
11%
5%
0%
10%
51%
17%

Filipino
American
21%
65%
1%
8%

Japanese
American
33%
4%
25%
32%

Vietna-mese
American
6%
30%
43%
20%

4%

Figure 4. The Top Six Religions among Asian Americans
Source: Pew Research Center’s Forum on Religion and Public Life, Asian Americans: A
Mosaic of Faiths, 2012.
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By 2005, the population of Korea had reached 47,041,434, and among them 8,616,438
(18.3 percent) are Protestants. See KOSIS (Korean Statistical Information System),
“Population by Sex, Age, and Religion (2005),” accessed September 11, 2013,
http://kosis.kr/gen_etl/start.jsp?orgId=101&tblId=DT_1IN0505&conn_path=I2&path=N
SI.
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According to the 2011-2012 National Korean American Survey in the U.S.A and
Canada conducted by the Institute of Korean Immigrant Theology and National Survey
Committee, more than 70 percent of Korean immigrants had attended church even before
their immigration (see figure 5).384 Although this survey includes Korean immigrant
churches in Canada, the number of churches (there are 420 Korean churches in Canada in
total) is only one tenth of Korean churches in the United States in numbers (4,232; see
table 11). Hence, the survey’s results can be used effectively to show the features of
Korean immigrant Churches in the United States. In this survey of 2,259 Korean lay
people who answered the question about their church life/attendance in Korea before
immigration, about 50 percent of them answered that they were sincere Christians; 21.5
percent often attended church; 23.1 percent did not attend church; and only 5.4 percent
were affiliated with different religions in Korea. Thus, many Korean immigrants had a
relatively strong Christian background even prior to their immigration to the United
States.

384

The Institute of Korean Immigrant Theology and National Survey Committee, 20112012 National Korean American Survey in the U.S.A and Canada (Fullerton, CA: The
Institute of Korean American Theology, 2012), 65-66 (published electorally); The
Christian Herald USA, 2011-2012 national Korean American survey in the U.S.A and
Canada, accessed January 21, 2013,
http://www.christianherald.com/news/list.php?cat=13&page=1&title=이민신학.
This survey of 4,109 Korean Immigrants in 600 sampling Korean immigrants churches in
the US and Canada, including 864 Korean pastors, 617 the so-called second generation
Korean pastors who were born in the US, 121 multi-ethnic people in California, and
2,507 Korean lay people, was conducted by the KAIT (Korean American Immigrant
Theology) institute and National Survey Committee from January 1, 2011 to March 31,
2012.
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50%
21.50%

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

23.10%
5.40%

I was a
sincere
Christian
1,129

I often
attended
church
486

I never
attended
church
522

I had a
different
religion
122

Figure 5. Christian Background in Korea (N=2,259 lay people)
Source: The Institute of Korean Immigrant Theology and National Survey Committee,
2011-2012 National Korean American Survey in the U.S.A and Canada, 216.

In addition, as it is in Korea, the Presbyterian Church is the largest denomination
among Korean Protestant churches in the United States. According to the 2013 Korean
Church Yellow Pages published by Christian Today, a weekly newspaper, as of
November 2012, there are 4,232 Korean Protestant churches in the United States (see
table 11).385 Of the 4,232 churches, 40.5 percent are Presbyterian churches, 17.5 percent
are Baptist churches, and 12.9 percent are Methodist churches.386 Similarly, according to
2011-2012 national Korean American survey in the U.S.A and Canada, of 700 pastors
who indicated their denominations in the survey, 58.3 percent are Presbyterian pastors,

Anonymous, “2013 Korean Church Yellow Pages,” Christian Today, accessed
January 17, 2013,
http://www.webpublished.com/gallery/view.asp?seq=210342&path=130115031758.
385

In Shil Seo, “Miju hanin gyohoi hyeonhwang,” Christian Today, Jan. 1, 2013,
accessed January 21, 2013,
http://www.christiantoday.us/sub_read.html?uid=20910&section=section12&section2=.
386
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9.4 percent are Baptist pastors, and 6.9 percent are Methodist pastors.387 In this way,
Korean immigrants are more affiliated with Presbyterian churches than any other
denomination, and the number of Korean pastors who are affiliated with Presbyterian
Church is larger than that of pastors who are affiliated with other denominations. That is,
of diverse Protestant denominations, for Korean immigrants, the Presbyterian Church is
the largest denomination. This is mainly because the Presbyterian Church is the largest
denomination in Korea, despite the fact that there are also diverse kinds of Presbyterian
denominations in Korea. Many Presbyterian churches have been founded since Horace
Underwood, the first Presbyterian missionary, came to Korea in the late nineteenth
century, and they have produced many Presbyterian lay people as well as pastors. As
such, it is no surprise that many Korean immigrants are also more familiar with
Presbyterian churches than any other denomination.
What do we know about these churches, meanwhile? Many Korean Protestant
Immigrant churches in the United States are small in size. As shown in figure 6, the
2011-2012 National Korean American survey in the U.S.A and Canada indicates that
more than 60 percent of Korean immigrant churches in United States and Canada draw
fewer than 100 people to worship services. On the contrary, Korean immigrant churches
with more than 1,000 members are less than five percent. In this sense, it is evident that
compared with Korean Catholic immigrant churches, the average size of Korean
Protestant immigrant churches are relatively small even though they are thirty times
larger than Korean Catholic churches in terms of the number of congregants.
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Table 11. Number of Korean Protestant Churches in the United States by Region: 2012
Region

Number of Church

Region

Number of Church

Alabama

34

Missouri

27

Alaska

25

Nebraska

4

Arizona

56

Nevada

32

Arkansas

13

New Mexico

6

California

1,329

New Jersey

239

Colorado

59

New York

436

Connecticut

22

North Carolina

69

Delaware

9

Maine

4

Florida

87

Ohio

46

Georgia

193

Oklahoma

26

Hawaii

75

Oregon

39

Idaho

6

Pennsylvania

113

Illinois

196

Rhode Island

4

Indiana

28

South Carolina

23

Iowa

15

Tennessee

40

Kansas

27

Texas

209

Kentucky

18

Utah

12

Louisiana

16

Virginia

207

Maryland

157

Washington

209

Massachusetts

45

Wyoming

2

Michigan

31

Wisconsin

13

Minnesota

12

North Dakota

1

Mississippi

3

South Dakota

3

Montana

2

Vermont

2

New Hampshire

6

West Virginia

2

Total

4,232

Source: “2013 Korean Church Yellow Pages,” Christian Today
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more than 3,000
1,000-3,000
501-1,000

1.90%
2.60%
4%
13.20%

200-500

151-200

4.70%
10.20%

100-150

20.30%

51-99

27.60%

21-50
14.80%

less than 20

Figure 6. Size of Korean Immigrant Churches: Average Sunday Service Attendance of
First-Generation Adult of Korean Immigrant Churches in the US and Canada
(N=564 First-Generation Korean Pastors in the US and Canada)
Source: The Institute of Korean Immigrant Theology and National Survey Committee,
2011-2012 National Korean American Survey in the U.S.A and Canada, 67.

In general, Korean immigrant churches are religiously conservative. According to
the same survey cited above, 82.4 percent lay people believe that there is no salvation in
other religions outside of Christianity. Of 697 Korean pastors, 54.9 percent think that
their senior pastor’s theological tendencies are conservative; 34.7 percent think that they
stand in a midway position; while only 8.9 percent think that their senior pastor is liberal
in theology.
Similarly, Korean immigrants are usually devoted “churchgoers.” According to
the 2011-2012 national Korean American survey in the U.S.A and Canada, as shown in
figure 7, more than 96 percent attend Sunday worship on a weekly basis and 52 percent
attend weekday worship services. In addition, 39 percent of Korean lay people participate
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in Bible study, and 38.6 percent attend early morning prayer services on a regular basis.
In addition, according to the finding in the same survey, 30.6 percent of respondents
attend church at least once a week besides early morning prayer services, 37 percent two
times a week, and 21 percent attend church three times a week. 11.7 percent attend
church even four times and more a week (see figure 8). In this way, it is hard to imagine
Korean immigrants’ lives without considering their ethnic churches.

96.1%

Sunday services
52.0%

weekday services

38.6%

early morning prayer services
church meetings

18.2%
39.0%

Bible study
20.0%

church choir practices
teachers' meetings

22.4%
36.50%

other

Figure 7. Church Gatherings and Services that Korean Immigrant Protestants Attend on a
Regular Basis (N=2,271)
Source: The Institute of Korean Immigrant Theology and National Survey Committee,
2011-2012 National Korean American Survey in the U.S.A and Canada, 222-23.
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40.00%
30.00%

37%
30.60%
21%

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

6.20%

2.00%

3.30%

once a 2 times
week a week 3 times 4 times
a week a week 5 times 6 times
a week a week

Figure 8. How often do Korean Immigrants Attend Church a Week? (N=2,252 lay
people)
Source: The Institute of Korean Immigrant Theology and National Survey Committee,
2011-2012 National Korean American Survey in the U.S.A and Canada, 221.

Summary and Conclusion
Since 1903, when the first Korean immigrants arrived in Hawaii to work on sugar
plantations, Koreans have immigrated to the United States in large numbers. After the
second wave of Korean immigration, which was triggered by the Korean War, the 1965
Immigration and Nationality Act brought a third wave of Korean immigration, permitting
non-Europeans, including Koreans, to immigrate to the United States in great numbers
than ever. As a result, the number of post-1965 Korean immigrants has rapidly increased.
It is reported that about 95 percent of the current Korean immigrants in the United States
are the “new immigrants,” those who have come to the United States since after the 1965
Immigration Act.
It is also important to note that the history of Korean immigration has been largely
the history of Korean immigrant Christians. Korean immigrants in the United States had
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been familiar with Christianity even before their immigration to the United States, and
since their initial immigration to a new land in 1903, Christianity has played a role as a
major social and cultural resource for Korean immigrants’ lives. That is, even though
Korean immigrants were “new” in the United States, Christianity was not “new” to many
of them. This is partly because from the beginning, Christian missionaries in Korea
recommended that Korean Christians emigrate to Hawaii, and many of them heeded this
advice by immigrating to a “Christian country” for an economically better life and
religious freedom. Of course, some Korean immigrants began attending church only after
their immigration to the United States. Yet, it is true that from the beginning, Korean
immigrants have been much more affiliated with Christianity than other religions. Also
over time Korean immigrant Christian churches have continuously developed by helping
newcomers from Korea to settle in a new land. From the beginning, the Korean
immigrants planted and nourished a Christian-based culture in their US communities,
making Christianity one of the most important facets of Korean life in America in
general.
Just as the 1965 Immigration Act drastically increased the Korean immigrant
population in the United States, it has rapidly increased the number of Christians among
Korean immigrants to the United States as well. It is estimated that in the 1960s, more
than half of Korean immigrants were sincere Christians or at least affiliated with
Christianity.388 Similarly, a 2011-2012 national Korean American survey in the U.S.A
and Canada reveals that more than 70 percent of Korean immigrants had attended church
even before their immigration. In this way, since 1965 and until now, an ever-increasing

388

Kwon, Buddhist and Protestant Korean Immigrants, 82.
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number of new Korean immigrants with a strong Christian background have arrived in
the United States.
In contrast, other religions, especially Buddhism, have drastically declined among
Korean immigrants. Even though the Buddhist population in Korea is almost as large as
the Christian population, relatively few Buddhists (5-6 percent) are identified in survey
research on Korean immigrants in the United States. Even the Roman Catholic
population of Korean immigrants in the United States is a little bit lower than that in
Korea. In this sense, one may soundly assert that Korean Christian churches, especially
Korean Protestant churches, have served as a major emotional anchor for Korean
immigrants and their communities in the United States.
According to Pyong Gap Min and Young I. Song, three factors explain “the
overrepresentation of Christians” among the current Korean immigrants in the United
States.389 The first is that Christianity is very strong among urban, middle-class groups in
Korea, and since the 1965 Immigration Act the majority of Korean immigrants have been
from educated, middle-class groups living in urban centers such as Seoul, the capital of
South Korea. The second factor is that Korean immigrants have been drawn from many
Christian groups who originally lived in North Korea and settled in South Korea after the
Korean War. Unlike other Koreans who originally lived in South Korean territory, they
have few kin or regional ties there, making them more likely to emigrate to the United
States. Finally, Korean Protestants, who are more exposed to American culture than other

Pyong Gap Min and Young I. Song, “Demographic Characteristics and Trends of
Post-1965 Korean Immigrant Women and Men,” in Korean American Women: From
Tradition to Modern Feminism, eds. Young I. Song and Ailee Moon (Westport, CT:
Praeger Publishers, 1998), 56.
389
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Koreans are more likely to immigrate to the United States, and they have more contacts
who help facilitate the migration and settlement process.
Although Korean immigrant churches possess uniquely Korean features, they also
share much in common with those of other new immigrants in the United States. In
general, Korean immigrant Protestant churches are large in numbers but small in size.
They have many faithful attendees, to the extent that more than 95 percent attend a
Sunday worship service on a regular basis. Yet at the same time, the feature of Christiancentered Korean immigrant communities supports R. Stephen Warner’s assertion that the
new immigration results in growing racial diversity within American Christianity.390 In
other words, the case of Korean immigrants can be held up as an example of “the deEuropeanization of American Christianity,” and of how religion and race are more and
more decoupling in the new immigration.391 The new immigrants generally maintain
religiously conservative tendencies, and Korean immigrant Protestants are no exception
to this. A majority of them are theologically conservative and attend church at least once
a week. As further reflective of Warner’s findings, over 70 percent of Korean immigrants
attend Christian churches, and including the Buddhist population, almost 80 percent of
Korean immigrants are decidedly religious.392 Indeed, Korean immigrants share many
common features with those of other new immigrants in the United States. Yet at the

R. Stephen Warner, “The De-Europeanization of American Christianity,” in A Nation
of Religions: The Politics of Pluralism in Multireligious America, ed. Stephen Prothero
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2006), 247.
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R. Stephen Warner, “Religion and New (post-1965) Immigrants: Some Principles
Drawn from Field Research,” American Studies 41, no. 2/3 (summer/ fall 2000): 271.
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same time, Korean immigrants and their churches possess their distinctive features. Thus
the following chapter deals with such distinctive features: the features of Korean
immigrant churches that are rooted in Confucian traditions and teachings.
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CHAPTER 6
CONFUCIAN INFLUENCES ON KOREAN IMMIGRANT CHURCHES
IN THE UNITED STATES: CASE STUDIES FROM THE GREATER
PHILADELPHIA AREA

This chapter deals with Confucian characteristics in Korean immigrant Protestant
churches in the United States. Korean immigrant churches generally maintain the
organizational structure and worship culture of their counterpart churches in Korea. As
such, one can depict Korean immigrant churches as places where people practice a
transnational religion, in that Korean churches in both Korea and the United States have
Confucian traditions in common among other ties that bind them. Likewise, Korean
immigrants maintain and reinforce social cohesion through social and religious activities
in their ethnic churches. This chapter demonstrates how Confucian traditions influence
the worldview of Korean church members. To put it differently, in this chapter, one can
observe that Koreans tend to accept and use some Confucian teachings for social
orientation to maintain and validate their social status in both Korean and American
societies.

Field Sites and Research Methods
To collect data on Confucian characteristics in Korean immigrant churches, I
employed the qualitative research methods of interviews and participant observation in
three Korean immigrant churches in the greater Philadelphia area. Instead of the
churches’ real names, I call the three churches Union Church, Mission Church, and Life
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Church respectively. Union Church is located in Philadelphia, and the other two churches
are located in the suburbs of Philadelphia. Even though all of them are Presbyterian
churches, their specific denominations differ. Union Church is affiliated with
Presbyterian Church in America (PCA), Mission Church is affiliated with Korean
Presbyterian Church Abroad (KPCA), and Life Church is affiliated with Korean
American Presbyterian Church (KAPC). Because they are relatively large churches, I was
able to observe diverse Confucian characteristics in them. In 2011 and 2012, I was also
able to obtain information on the churches, such as schedules for worship services and
details on prayer groups, by researching their websites. I noted with great interest the
presence of so-called “schools for the elderly,” which offer various lectures to seniors.
Union and Mission churches run such schools, in effect, to preserve and promote the key
Confucian virtue of hyo (filial piety).
From October 6, 2011 to June 6, 2012, following the protocol of the Institutional
Review Board (IRB) of Temple University, I spent most of my time interviewing a total
of 54 church members from these three churches. I contacted the interview subjects
mainly by non-probability sampling methods, such as “convenience sampling,” a method
that is “simply available to the researcher by virtue of its accessibility”393 and “snowball
sampling,” a method in which “the researcher makes initial contact with a small group of
people who are relevant to the research topic and then use these to establish contacts with
others.”394 In many cases, I was able to start my interview by meeting with the pastors in
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Alan Bryman, Social Research Methods, 2nd ed. (New York: Oxford University Press,
2004), 100.
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Ibid., 544.
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each church, and interviewees introduced other church members to me. I usually
interviewed church members who were formally scheduled to take part in the interviews,
but in some cases I interviewed church members whom I met by chance in the church.
Many interviews were conducted in the churches, while others took place at the work
places of the interviewees, such as at the dry cleaners.
In all, I interviewed 13 people in Union Church, 18 people in Mission Church,
and 23 in Life Church, including the senior pastors and church leaders in each
congregation. Fifty-three interviewees were born in Korea and one interviewee was born
in America. Although all of the interviewees shared a common ethnic background, they
were diverse in gender and age: 32 people were males, including 8 ordained pastors, and
22 were females. Also, 14 people were in their twenties, 11 in their thirties, 10 in their
forties, 9 in their fifties, and 10 in their sixties or older. In addition, their names in this
chapter are not real names but pseudonyms.
The interviews were face-to-face, in-depth, and one-on-one. All of the
interviewees were over 19 years old and could speak Korean fluently, and all interviews
were conducted in Korean, my own native language. Interview times ranged from 21
minutes to 1 hour 47 minutes, and the average length was 46 minutes. I recorded and
transcribed all of the interviews, and quotations from them in this dissertation are my
translations from Korean. The interview questions focused on Confucian characteristics
that I had observed in the churches. That said, the interviews were semi-structured and
open-ended, so that the interviewees were allowed to freely state what they thought about
their respective churches and to freely articulate their worldviews.
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Confucian Characteristics in Korean Church Organizations

Before this interview, when I was told about the influence of
Confucianism on my church, I really asked myself what Confucianism
means to me…. While thinking over it, I realized that Confucian traditions
are deeply ingrained in our minds. I had thought of my ancestors’
teachings and traditional rituals simply as our good culture. But, now I
realize that they are related to Confucian traditions in some ways.395

Li-based Relationships and Organizations
Korean immigrant churches maintain li (禮, propriety)-based organizations. In
their churches in America, Korean immigrants keep rules of proper behavior, as also
maintained in Korean society and much influenced by Confucian traditions. One main
example is that adult church members, as well as their congregational leaders, usually
prefer to be called by their titles. One interim senior pastor in his seventies, whom I
interviewed at Union Church, also told me that his church members barely call one
another by their first name:

Korean congregants scarcely call other congregants by their names. They
think that it is rude to call one another by their names. Americans,
however, call one another by their first name or by Mr. and Mrs. rather
than by church titles.396

Indeed, it is almost a rule that all Korean church members should be called not by their
name, but by their title of positions, such as deacon or elder. Even recently-converted
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This interviewee was in his fifties. He has attended church and has been in the United
States for over 14 years. I interviewed him on March 5, 2012.
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This interviewee was the interim senior pastor at Union Church when I interviewed
him on October 6, 2011. He is in his 70’s and has been in the US for more than 20 years.
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Christians or new congregants who had not yet earned a church title are called
“seongdonim,” which literally means “holy congregants.” To put it differently, whether
they are intimate or not, it is regarded as rude behavior for the members to call one
another by their first names in Korean immigrant churches.
Similarly, some Korean church members feel uncomfortable addressing a new
member who is old in age without any church position. New members are supposed to be
called seongdonim, but church members tend to think that it is disrespectful to call an
elder member seongdonim because it is not distinguished enough. Jae Hoon Jung, a
Korean immigrant in his thirties who started to attend church after immigrating to the
United States over 15 years ago, referred to his difficulties in addressing a new but elder
member:

Every week I meet a church member who began to attend church recently
but is much older than me. I feel uncomfortable addressing the member.
The member is not a deacon, but I call the member deacon. I cannot call
the member by the member’s first name or I cannot call the member
sajangnim [boss]. I hope the member gets the title “deacon” as soon as
possible, so I can address the member with ease. In other words, even if
someone is not interested in religious beliefs and church lives, he or she
had better receive a church title for a better social life in Korean
communities as well as in Korean churches because Korean communities
are church-centered ones.397

We thus see that Korean congregants hesitate to call other members by their first names
because such behavior is considered rude and inappropriate in li-based Korean churches.

397

Interview conducted on December 4, 2011. In Korean society, whether or not they are
real bosses, the title “sajangnim” is often used in order to call people with respect.
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Korean immigrants generally think that people should follow li-based manners
and thereby treat their seniors in Korean immigrant churches with respect and propriety. I
interviewed Young Mee Ha, who is in her thirties, and her comments reflect this. She
moved to the United States with her parents when she was a teenager and spent her high
school years in this country. I asked her what Confucian or Korean traditional cultural
mores are observed in the Korean immigrant church, and she replied as follows:

I need to be conscious about the way I dress when I go to church because
many church members are conscious about others’ clothing. They can
judge people by the clothes they wear in church. If I went to an American
church, then it would not be all the time, but I could wear blue jeans. Yet,
many Korean church members are so concerned about how they look, so I
usually dress up to attend church rather than wearing jeans. Sunday school
kids also learn that to bow down out of respect for their elders. From an
early age, Sunday school teachers teach them to bow deeply to their
elders. In addition, In Korean language, there is honorific speech, so they
also teach Sunday school kids to talk to seniors with honorific terms.
Korean immigrant churches are almost the only place to learn such Korean
traditional teachings because now I am not in Korea and because it is
impossible for the children to learn Korean traditions in public school.398

Many Korean immigrants think that they have few chances to experience Korean culture
based on Confucian traditions outside their ethnic churches, believing that people should
observe and respect Korean customs as long as they are in Korean immigrant churches.
Ki Yoon Song, who is in his fifties and an ordained deacon of Mission Church, asserted
that Korean etiquette and manners should be instructed in Korean immigrant churches:

He was a youth pastor. One Wednesday, he attended church wearing short
pants, T-shirt, and slippers. Youth members saw him. When I was young,
it was impossible to go to church wearing ripped jeans or something like
that. At the time, I thought that it was a rule to dress up for the worship
398

Interview conducted on June 6, 2012.
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service at church. However, the youth pastor was not a good model for the
youth group. Later, my kids asked me, “Why don’t you allow me to wear
shorts even though my pastor wears short pants?” … I as a parent
answered the question in my Korean traditional way: “Korea is the
country of courteous people and of people who respect seniors, so how
can you go to “God’s house” wearing slippers? Can you go to church right
after you wake up, rubbing your eyes? Can it be called “a living sacrifice”
to God? Then my kids said, “I think you are right but why did my pastor
do that?” Unless he is a pastor of American Ministries and as long as he is
a pastor of Korean Ministries, he should teach Korean manners to the
second-generation Koreans. To instill in a second generation the sense of
identity as a Korean, Korean culture should also be taught. How can we
talk about the sense of identity as a Korean, for example, if we don’t
admonish a second generation not to call their pastor by putting their feet
on [a desk]…. In church, at least Korean courtesy should be taught.399

Likewise, Hyun Min Jang, an elder of Life Church in his fifties, thinks that worship
service in Korean ethnic churches are more based on respect and li than anything in other
churches in the United States. Mentioning “good” Korean culture in Korean immigrant
churches, Jong Ho Park, an elder of Life Church, told me that he prefers the so-called li
based Korean worship style. He has been in the United States for over 30 years and has
attended church since he was eight years old. He said, “I think that a pious worship
service style should be taught to the next generation. I don’t like American church culture
because even pastors sometimes wear shorts and do not wear a necktie in their
church.”400 Additionally, Soon Mi Kim, a deacon of Mission Church in her fifties, who
has been in the United States for more than 20 years, offered that Korean churchgoers
should dress properly.401 Her college-aged daughter is not allowed to wear revealing
clothing or ripped jeans when she goes to church. Kim believes that dressing decently is a
399

Interview conducted on March 5, 2012.
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Interview conducted on November 11, 2011.
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Interview conducted on February 16, 2012.
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reflection of li and respect for God. In such ways, Korean immigrants think that unlike
many American Christians, their ethnic churches maintain manners based on Korean
traditional teachings, and some of them feel more comfortable to attend such a lirespected church.
In Korean immigrant churches, young adults or college students who have
boyfriends or girlfriends are often asked to be prudent in the way they behave in church.
Even if they are romantically involved, they are exhorted not to sit too closely together
and not to express their affection in church gatherings. Due to the Confucian influences
on Korean society, heterosexual couples tend to keep space between themselves in
public. Indeed, many Korean people today are uncomfortable seeing men and women
sitting too closely together in public, especially in church. This matter came up when I
interviewed Jin Soo Ryu, pastor of Life Church. He is in his thirties and in charge of a
college student/young adult group that speaks Korean fluently,402 in which he advises his
students on how they should behave in church:

During mealtimes in the cell group gatherings, most adult male and female
church members and many college student members sit separately. Even
married couples do like that. Maybe this is because they think men’s
concerns are different from women’s ones. Yet, I think they should not do
that. It seems that such behavior is ingrained in their minds and they
behave like that instinctively. If senior church members see college
students spending their time together in church for some reasons, for
example, if they see male and female young church members standing arm
in arm and too close … church seniors tell me that the young members
should be taught not to stick together and sit too close to each other… . I
tell my students that they need to draw a line between public and private
matters. Also, I advise them to be prudent the way they have in church
402

In many Korean immigrant churches, youth and young adult groups are divided by
language: EM (English Ministry) and KM (Korean Ministry). In KM, for example, all
services, including sermons, are conducted in Korean.
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because they are among other church members who have different
perspectives from each other.403

Even Korean college students who received higher education in America adhere to
Korean traditional rules based on Confucian teachings.
In addition, most Korean church members think that bowing to seniors is a good
Confucian more that should be practiced in the church. Parents teach their children to
bow to adult church members even if they do not know who they are. Yoon Ji Hwang, a
female deacon in her thirties, emphasized the importance of bowing to senior people at
church. She came to America when she was ten years old and had started attending
church when she was in Korea. She told me that she teaches her child to bow deeply to
senior people at church:

I take it for granted to bow to seniors. Whereas American people do not
have any obligation to bow to seniors just for the reason that they are
seniors, in Korea to bow to seniors is accepted as a matter of course…it is
Korean culture that people bow politely down to seniors. Korean culture is
different from American culture. American people do not use formal
language honorifics to address someone just for the reason that he or she is
older than they are. Korean culture is observed in my church. I am afraid
that some seniors may talk behind my back unless I do not bow. If
possible, I make every effort to bow to seniors at church…. I tell my kids
to bow to them if they see seniors and elders at church.404

The senior pastor of Mission Church also emphasized that respecting older people is a
cherished Confucian tradition that should be categorically observed in church:
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Interview conducted on November 16, 2011.
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Interview conducted on December 2, 2011.
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Respecting parents is a common benefit from both Confucianism and
Christianity. As the Ten Commandments say, “Honor your parents,” I
thoroughly teach the church members, including America-born young
generations, to honor seniors. In English, the word “you” can be used for
everyone such as a grandfather, a father, and a kid. Thus, it seems to firstgeneration Koreans that the usage of the English language looks different
from the Korean language because Korean uses the honorific form. We
educate kids to use the honorific terms in Korean school. Also, I think
respecting seniors is a good Confucian culture, as Christianity also teaches
the same lesson. So, I emphasize respecting older people as much as I
can…. I think that to believe in Jesus is to be more respectful to others.405

Observations like this demonstrate that the Korean immigrant church is a li-based
institution that places a high value on respecting seniors.
Similarly, the Confucian concept of chemyon (體面) also influences Korean
church members’ behaviors. Chemyon means saving face, a kind of a behavior for
protecting self-esteem. That is, chemyon is “the social face influencing the formation or
maintenance of social relationships in countries influenced by Confucianism like Korea,
Japan, and China.” 406 Especially for Koreans, chemyon determines not only an
individual’s social status and position, but also an individual’s honor, dignity, and
respect.407 Minho Park, a member of the college student group in Life Church in his
twenties, mentioned a chemyon culture observed in his church:

For example, when singing along at church, if all members sing and dance
together, it will be a more delightful time. If the young dance to the songs,
other church members are likely to say the young members are passionate.
However, if elders and gwonsa danced like the young do, they would be
405
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Sang-Chin Choi and Kibum Kim, “Chemyon – Social Face in Korean Culture,” Korea
Journal 44, no. 2 (Summer 2004): 31.
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told that they look frivolous and silly. For this reason, it seems to me that
elders and gwonsa try to behave themselves with dignity. It seems to me
that age causes them to behave like that and they think that they should act
their age. It seems to me that they think they should act in accordance with
their church title.408

Jinsoo Yim, an elder of Union Church, asserted that chemyon culture is common in
Korean immigrant churches:

Chemyon culture is very common [in church]. The Korean people are
especially conscious of chemyon, a kind of a bluff. For example, when
offering at church, church elders think that they should offer more money
for the reason that they are church elders. They also think that they should
give a large monetary gift for a wedding for the reason that they are elders.
Such a behavior results from chemyon culture. Not sometimes but always,
they feel stressed by it. Such a behavior [influenced by chemyon culture]
is different from a behavior based on a Christian belief. That is based on
chemyon culture…. We are not free from it. We are bound by it. Because
we have lived under the influence of such a culture, we have no choice but
to live by following a rule based on chemyon culture. As a result, we are
stressed out by it.409
Indeed, Korean congregants can feel overwhelmed by stress in such “sensitive”
relationships, and in this sense, Young Mee Ha’s mention is understandable. As
mentioned earlier, she is in her thirties and a 1.5 generation Korean American who came
to the United States during her early teens:

It seems to me that culture in Korean churches is different from culture
outside [Korean] churches. So, I sometimes feel tired. I do not know much
[about the Korean culture], but in some sense, I feel I become two-faced in
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Interview conducted on December 16, 2011. In many Korea Presbyterian churches,
women deacons cannot be elders, and instead are entitled to be gwonsa, which tend to be
considered a “higher” position than a deacon.
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a relationship [with church members]. Rather, I feel comfortable in a
relationship with Americans because I think I can behave frankly.410
In this way, as an associate pastor of Mission Church also mentioned, “Korean church
members are too conscious of chemyon, and as a result they tend to have a lingering
desire for the title and the position not only in churches but also in Korean
communities.”411 It is no exaggeration to say that the Korean immigrant church is a
profoundly li-oriented institution.

Hierarchical Dimensions of Korean Churches in America
Like most immigrants in the United States, as they experience “downward
mobility” after immigration,412 many Korean immigrants want to experience “upward
mobility” in their ethnic communities and in their ethnic churches. Korean immigrants try
to compensate their generally low social status upon arrival with a “higher” church title
or position. Protestant church positions and titles, such as deacon and elder, are not like
those of the hierarchical system in the Roman Catholic Church. In theory, most Korean
church members also agree that such church positions are not hierarchical and not meant
for revealing their class or rank in church. Yet in practice, many of them tend to think
that church titles are hierarchical and a means to elevate their status in their community
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as well as in church. The senior pastor of Union Church, introduced earlier, also asserted
that Korean church members tend to cling to church titles:

Korean immigrants have a very narrow range of activities in society to the
extent that they do business only with Koreans. For this reason, they put a
much higher value on church titles, and it seems that the title plays an
important role [in reflecting and escalating their status]. Therefore,
election for church elders can frequently cause trouble…. In fact, it does
not look fine to do like that, because [church titles] are far from privileged
class and ranks. I think this tendency results from inappropriate Confucian
traditions.”413

Soo Hyun Ham, a Union Church elder who is in his seventies, also said:

[Korean Immigrant] Protestant churches are extremely class-conscious.
Protestantism was not supposed to be like that. However, in reality, they
accept a pastor, an elder, a gwonsa, and a deacon as positions of rank in a
church, and I have resented such a phenomenon.414

Similarly, elder Yong Hoon Choi who is in his sixties, asserted the following:

Church positions are considered positions of rank. If a deacon becomes an
elder, then people think that he gets a promotion. They also think that a
deacon should be more faithful in order to move up to an elder, a higher
position.415
For many Korean church members, practically speaking, earning a “higher” church title
is a positive way to make both their families and God happy and a way to gain respect in
a foreign country.
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Interview conducted on October 6, 2011.
Interview conducted on October 6, 2011.
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Interviewed conducted on October 7, 2011. He has been in the US for over 30 years.
He has attended the current church for over 20 years.
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The Confucian-inflected worldview of Koreans also enhances the importance of
church titles. From a Confucian perspective, achieving station and prestige helps Korean
immigrants feel that they walk on the right path and practice filial piety. In Confucianism,
to obtain prestige and respect is regarded as another way to dutifully enact filial piety. To
put it otherwise, as filial piety is considered one of the basic teachings a human being
must follow, Korean immigrants can feel that they become “better” human beings
through earning prestige and obtaining church titles.
Some people leave one church and attend another church to achieve their ultimate
goal to become an elder sooner rather than later. Responding to the question “Can you
see some people who try to gain frame and prestige through the church?” Mi Young
Nam, who is in her forties and has been attending Mission Church for ten years,
explained:

A few years ago, the church lowered the age limit for an election for
elders in the hope that relatively young people could become an elder.
Then, after saying that they wanted to be elders but it became impossible
to be, some relatively old members who did not meet the age limit left the
church.416

In this way, Korean church members put a high value on earning a title and think they
gain station and prestige by achieving a “higher” position. As earning the respect of
others can be thought of as practicing filial piety for their parents and families, one may
surmise that such a desire to earn a higher church title partly results from Confucian
teachings.
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Korean immigrants tend to think that Korean church titles are ranked in a
hierarchical order, and Korean pastors tend to be treated like kings of old. Jinsoo Yim,
introduced earlier, is an elder of Union Church who said that Korean church members’
respect for their seniors is based on the Confucian teachings of loyalty and filial piety:

In the old days, it was taught that people should revere their king with the
thought of loyalty and treat their parent with the thought of filial piety. In
my view, when it comes to treating the senior pastor, no matter what he
does and no matter how good his personality is, he deserves respect
simply because he is the senior pastor. The senior pastor tends to be
treated like a deified leader of a sect. He should be treated with respect
even though he did not do anything to earn the respect of others….
Anyway, we have a tendency to respect pastors not because of his
respectable behavior and personality but because of our spontaneous and
fundamental thoughts of the loyalty and filial piety. 417

Minho Park, meanwhile, offered the following reflections on this question:

Most of all, I can see li for senior persons or something like the
relationship of sovereign and subject in Confucian teachings. It seems to
me that unlike American churches, associate pastors are directly under the
senior pastor, part-time pastors are under associate pastors, elders and
gwonsa are under pastors, deacons and lay people are under elders and
gwonsa. I think in Korean churches, there are many hierarchical
relationships, which cannot be observed in American churches….418

Some church leaders bemoan such perceptions. Pointing out hierarchical orders in
Korean immigrant churches, Kyung Ju Cha, for example, who is a deacon of Life Church
and in his early sixties, asserted that church members should not think of church titles as
classes in a hierarchical order:
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I think it is not right that an elder tries to “reign” over lay people in the
church after he was elected an elder. I can say that such behavior results
from a wrong view of faith, so it should be rejected and pastors should
instruct us correctly. It seems to me that [many Korean church members]
mistakenly think that [to be an elder] is a way to achieve fame and prestige
[立身揚名] from Confucian teachings.419

Similarly, Ki Yoon Song, a deacon in Mission Church, pointed out that deacons and lay
people often feel that elders of the church are authoritarian or even arrogant. He told me
what he experienced in the meeting room for a church council:

I still do not like to enter the meeting room for a church council. Even
though I am an ordained deacon, to enter the room and meet church elders,
I have to knock on the door and ask politely if I could meet with some
elders. They look a little bit authoritarian. It feels like I am entering an
executive office…. They reply bluntly to me. At least, I expect that they
greet me with a nod when I enter the room. Until very recently, one elder
was the same deacon as me and the same age as me, but I feel he changed
after he became an elder. 420

In this way, Korean church members confirm the existence of a hierarchical
relationship in their church organizations. Because Korean immigrant communities are
relatively small and first-generation Korean immigrants have little chance to earn a
chance to gain public stature in American society, they make special efforts to achieve
status through earning church titles. That is to say, for Korean immigrants there is no
better place to experience upward mobility and achieve prestige than their church
organizations based on hierarchical relationships.
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Interview conducted on November 11, 2011.
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When I interviewed him on March 5, 2012, he was a candidate for elder in the church
election.
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Age-based Relationships and Organizations
On February 22, 2012 at 8: 00 p.m., a so-called “devotion service” was held at
Mission Church. About 50 members of Debora and Naomi jeondohoi expressed their
resolve to be more sincere believers and joined their voices in heartfelt songs. A list of
names of Debora and Naomi jeondohoi was printed on a bulletin for the service. The list
was prefaced by an explanation that Debora jeondohoi is for female church members who
were born between 1958 and 1960, and Naomi jeondohoi is for female church members
who were born in 1961. During the service, a pastor made a special announcement about
a coming church election, explaining that the candidate to be ordained deacon and
gwonsa in a church election should have been born by 1960. He additionally explained
that based on this age requirement, Naomi members could not be candidates and that only
Debora members and members older than Debora members could be candidates in the
election. In this way, in Korean immigrant churches, one must reach a certain age in
order to be church leaders, such as elders, deacons, and gwonsa, as reflected in the words
of Soo Hyun Ham:

American Christians tend not to consider age for elders and they have
many young elders. More and more young church members become elders
even in Korean churches, and it is possible that they are younger than
elders. As a result, [relationships between church members] become
mixed up…. There is age-based authority. It does not look good electing
young members [their elders] without considering the authority based on
age. These days, elders in many churches lost their authority and this is
related to the age issue. 421
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Age-based organizations and relationships between church members are
commonly observed in Korean immigrant churches. Because of the influence of
Confucian traditions, such as the emphasis on honorable behavior toward senior persons
(長幼有序), one of the Five Relationships, no matter how intimate and close church
members might be, an age gap between them hinders them from becoming friends. Rev.
Han Sung Kim, pastor of Mission Church in his thirties, also mentioned a church culture
based on age:

Koreans establish rank order based on age when they meet. First, they ask
each other’s age to establish rank based on age…. Koreans’ [“respect
culture”] is notable. Americans can say hello and exchange jokes with
each other even though one of them is a senior person. Even though there
is a big age gap between the two, they can be friends. However, in light of
courtesy, Koreans were in trouble if they treated senior people as
Americans do.422

It is thus a general tendency that for people to be close friends in Korean churches
as well as in Korean society, they must be of about the same age. For example, even
though two church members may have attended the same church for a long time and
know each other very well, if there is a big age difference between the two, they do not
think of each other as close friends but instead as a good older or younger co-congregant.
For this reason, it is common that when two church members meet with each other, one
asks the other’s age to use it as a “barometer” to measure whether or not the other can be
his or her friend. Such a stipulation affects all ages, and senior groups are no exception to
this convention.
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Interview conducted on March 1, 2012.
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On September 21, 2012, many senior people gathered in a dining hall of Union
Church to have lunch. Most of them were students at Open School, a school for seniors
operated by the church. I was informed that most of them were over seventy.
Interestingly, younger female church members made lunch at the kitchen and served
dishes for the “students.” Most of these women were in their fifties. One of them told me
that “younger” church members like them formed small groups and the groups took turns
in preparing food for students at Open School. In addition, a gray-haired school volunteer
and church staff member told me that it was natural for relatively young people like
himself to volunteer at the school for seniors, in his case as a Sudoku instructor. In this
way, people of all ages make an effort to practice and show their honorable behavior
toward the senior members.
It is also a general tendency in Korean immigrant churches that young members,
such as college students and youth group members, should use honorific terms to speak
to adult or senior church members and pastors. Of course, adult groups also use the
honorific terms to talk to the young if they do not know each other or if they are meeting
for the first time. Yet as time goes by, if they come to know each other better, seniors
tend to talk down to young church members by using the familiar Korean term. For
young members, such an experience is not always a pleasant one. Sejong Jin, who is a
seminary student in his twenties, expressed this feeling when adult members talked to
him using the familiar form:

When some talk to me using the familiar form, I also no longer regard
them as highly as before. No matter how young I am, if some talk to me
using the honorific form … I can listen to them with respect, too. I think it
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is in the Korean culture that young people must use the honorific term and
the old are full of themselves just because they are older than others are.423

In this way, even though young church members sometimes feel bad when adults talk to
them using the familiar form, they admit that such a linguistic convention is also part of
Korean church culture. Indeed, it is accurate to say that for Koreans, age is considered an
extremely important influence on human relationships. Moreover, it is a general tendency
that based on age, Korean church members determine whether or not they should use the
honorific forms of address and whether or not other people they meet can be considered
their friends.

Table 12. Age Ranges for Jeondohoi of Life Church
Group Name

Years of
Age

Abraham
Sarah

75 and over
75 and over

Male
Female

Isaac
Rebekah

70-74
70-74

Enoch

423

Years of
Age

Gender

Daniel
Tabitha

50-54
50-54

Male
Female

Male
Female

Caleb
Esther

45-49
45-49

Male
Female

65-69

Male

Joshua

40-44

Male

Hannah
Elijah
Deborah

65-69
60-64
60-64

Female
Male
Female

Martha
Paul
Mary

40-44
30-39
30-39

Female
Male
Female

Moses

55-59

Male Young Adult 1

Lydia

55-59

Female Young Adult 2

Gender Group Name

Interview conducted on November 16, 2011.
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Single
25 and over
Single
Under 25

Both
Both

Due to behavioral requirements of such age-based relationships, Koreans prefer to
congregate with the same age group and subdivide age groups as much as possible. As
Rev. Si Chang Yi, an associate pastor of Mission Church put it, “As people feel more
comfortable when they stay with people of the same race as them, Koreans also become
more easily accustomed to church systems when they stay with people of the same age as
them.”424 Indeed, no matter how old they are, Korean church members usually feel more
comfortable with people of the same or similar age. For this reason, most Korean
churches have their groups subdivided by age for more intimate social associations
among their church members.

Table 13. Age Ranges for Jeondohoi of Mission Church
Male
Female
Group Name
Years of Age
Group Name
Years of Age
Methuselah
75 and over
Miriam
75 and over
Enoch
64-74
Anna
70-74

424

Abraham

62-63

Sarah

64-69

Isaac
Joseph

59-61
57-58

Rebecca
Rachel

60-63
57-59

Moses
Joshua
Caleb

55-56
52-54
50-51

Jochebed
Rahab
Deborah

55-56
53-54
51-52

Boaz

47-49

Naomi

49-50

David

44-46

Ruth

47-48

Elijah

42-43

Hannah

43-46

Peter
Paul

38-41
37 and under

Abigail
Tabitha
Phoebe
Eunice

41-42
36-40
32-35
31 and under

Interview conducted on January 19, 2012.
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In fact, as shown in tables 12, 13, and 14, Life, Mission, and Union churches all
group their members by age. The churches have organizations called jeondohoi or seongyohoi, and even though the age ranges are slightly different from one another, all of
them have age-based organizations. As mentioned earlier, the meaning of jeondohoi is a
group or team for evangelization and seon-gyohoi means a group or team for missions.
Unlike their literal meanings, the main purpose of these organizations is to achieve and
maintain solidarity with other members in a similar age group rather than to evangelize.
On its website for example, Life Church indicates that the purpose of these groups is not
only to support missionaries but to also achieve a close relationship between church
members in similar age groups.

Table 14. Age Ranges for Jeondohoi of Union Church
Group Name

Years of Age

Moses
Joshua
Male
Paul
Jeondohoi
Timothy
Mark
Naomi
Lydia
Female
Hannah
Jeondohoi
Mary
Esther
Young Couples

73 and over
66-72
58-65
50-57
43-49
73 and over
66-72
58-65
50-57
43-49
Married Adult under 43

Young Adult

Single Adult/College Group under 43
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It could be suggested that such a division by age might be caused not by
Confucian influences but by other social or cultural forces. The senior pastor of Mission
Church, in his fifties, who has been in the United States for over 30 years, asserted that
such a division by age is not because of any influence of Confucian traditions:

Our church has jeondohoi divided by age. Dividing it by age is not
because of a Confucian influence. The characteristics of many Korean
immigrants in the US are diverse. For example, people who came to
America in the 1970s just live with Korean culture and life styles in the
1970s. People who came to America in the 1980s can make a good
relationship with people who came to America in the same period. This is
not because of Confucian influences but because of a cultural
difference.425

However, even if Koreans are not conscious of the influence of Confucian traditions in
their culture, Confucian traditions have deeply permeated and widely spread in Korean
culture for a long time, as explained in chapter 2. Thus, it is almost impossible to
understand Korean culture without carefully considering the influence of Confucian
traditions. For instance, even if two Koreans move to America during the same time
period, the age difference between the two can make them feel uncomfortable sharing
their views with each other. In addition, the age ranges of jeondohoi or seon-gyohoi are
so narrow that it is hard to accept the argument that division by age is simply because of
generational conflict or other social forces.
Korean church members also admit that age-based organizations have their
downsides, but it is hard to imagine any Korean church without regard to age. As Rev.
Han Sung Kim admitted, “I acknowledge that the age-based organizations need to be
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supplemented in some ways, but I am afraid we have no alternative. I think that we need
a new ‘model’ [for Korean church organizations].”426 Jae Hoon Jung also mentioned the
disadvantage of jeondohoi based on age:

We have no choice but to divide seon-gyohoi or jeondohoi by age. When
my church members go out for jeondo (evangelization), members of all
ages, old and young, are supposed to join for it. If the young don’t join to
go out for jeondo, the old may criticize the young for their absence by
thinking, “Even I am here for evangelization, but how dare the young not
show up.” The young thus should join them if the old go out for jeondo in
order to avoid being blamed …. I think it is impossible to reorganize any
church group without distinction of age or gender. All [Korean] people
take it for granted that [jeondohoi] are divided by age, so it is hard to do
by different criteria.427

In a similar vein, Jo Kook Jeon, sexton of Mission Church in his fifties, mentioned senior
members’ authoritarian style based on age. It seems as if many senior members believe
that priority should be given to them in any case and “power” comes from age:

I strongly agree that we should respect seniors and do more. In contrast
… I would be delighted if they could stop thinking that priority should
always be given to them. I am not sure if their behavior has changed as
they age, but I hope that senior people do not force young members to
think that they have priority over other members and seniors are always
first. For example, I am supposed to permit members to use church
facilities on a first-come, first-served basis, but senior people tend to ask
me to permit the use of a room, which has already been booked for other
church groups. If I say, “The room is already booked,” then they
obstinately insist that they want to use the room by saying that they are
seniors.428
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Jo Kook Jeon also thinks that division by age is not always conducive to solidarity among
church members. He stated that even though church members might be of the same or
similar age, it is hard for them to reveal their innermost feelings in their age group of the
church because all of them are from different backgrounds:

The pastors expect that when people gather in the same age jeondohoi,
they can have an open-hearted talk and make a good relationship with one
another. However, unlike the pastors’ expectation, in church
organizations, there are diverse groups from much different backgrounds.
They have different jobs and different lifestyles. They cannot share their
childhood memories because they have just met in church on a weekly
basis after they grew up. Therefore, even though they are of the same age,
they cannot have a heart-to-heart talk with each other. 429

Moreover, it is possible that people within the same or similar age group can think of
each other as competitors in the quest for “success” in their church and society. That is,
they compete with each other to achieve socio-economic success in society, such as being
an elder or a successful entrepreneur. For this reason, if some members of the same age
achieve better success in their business and obtain a relatively higher socio-economic
status, then other members might have a sense of inferiority or resentment. To put it
otherwise, in the same age groups, the social success of certain members can hurt others’
chemyon. In this sense, as Jo Kook Jeon explained, it is hard for church members to
develop close relationships with others in the same age groups because they are in
different positions and careers:

In my jeondohoi, there are elders and deacons, and they have many
different jobs. When we talk with each other, we just talk for form’s sake.
An [age-based] church organization is intended to make members in it
429
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have an earnest talk with each other, but the reality is different from its
intention.430

Even though age-based organizations have some weak points and can cause
negative “side effects,” Korean churches in the US have maintained age-based
organizations. Many Korean church members familiar with Confucian traditions still
think that it is reasonable and acceptable for their churches to organize their groups based
on age. Ji Myung Kim also observed that dividing church organizations by age is a
common characteristic found in Korean immigrant churches. She has moved to several
cities across America for about 30 years, and has had opportunities to attend several
Korean immigrant churches across the country:

I have never seen any church group not divided by age, except for cell
groups [for Bible studies], which is divided by region. All church groups
are subdivided by age or region. I think it is the general tendency of
Korean churches to divide their groups by age.431

In this way, age-based organizations are common and basic in most Korean immigrant
churches. In addition, it can be asserted that such organizations reveal the characteristics
of Confucian traditions in Korean immigrant churches.

Traditional Gender Roles
Korean ethnic churches in the United States maintain traditional gender roles and
draw gender distinctions. Like other male immigrants, Korean male immigrants generally
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experience downward social mobility after immigration, and thus want to recover and
compensate for their depreciated sense of self-worth by obtaining roles and statuses in
their ethnic churches.432 Traditional cultural mores also encourage male immigrants to
pursue such roles and statuses. Meanwhile, female immigrants are asked to follow
traditional gender roles in their ethnic communities.433
In particular, Korean immigrants adopt conservative gender roles influenced by
Confucian traditions in their ethnic churches. Because Koreans have lived under the
influence of Confucianism for a very long time, Korean immigrants in the United States
remain under that influence in both secular and religious spheres. As a result, one can
observe conservative gender roles related to Confucian traditions in Korean church
organizations and groups in Korea and the United States. Jong Oh Do, a seminary student
and director of Union Church’s Sunday School, pointed out that female members are
generally expected to support their spouses in Korean churches, for example:

If a male deacon gets involved in a church organization, his wife is
expected to support her spouse. Korean church members tend to take the
assistance of a wife for granted. On the contrary, they rarely expect male
members to support their spouses. Church members can criticize a female
member if she does not support her spouse, and they tend to think that
female members are obliged to support their spouses. …. It seems to me
that Korean church members are used to such a culture.434

Ji Myung Kim, who is in her forties, also pointed out traditional gender roles observed in
her church:
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I think they don’t have to be like that, but in a church meeting, members
are always divided by gender [when they have a meal]. Males have a meal
with other male members and females with other females…. Even if not
all churches do like that and males also help make a meal. Still, in most
cases, only female members make and prepare a meal. Usually, female
members work at the church kitchen and male members focus more on
other church works. There exists such discrimination between males and
females in my church…. Such behavior results from our common ways of
thinking and life.435

Of course, gender distinctions can be observed in other immigrant communities. In many
cases, other female immigrants play a central role in preparing food for social events in
their ethnic religious spheres.436 For certain religious reasons, females are asked to follow
traditional gender roles. However, many Korean immigrants think that different gender
roles are the result of Confucian influence on their ways of life and worldviews. Young
Mee Ha also asserted that such different gender roles in Korean churches are considered
part of the Korean culture. Ha is in her thirties and immigrated to the United States when
she was in her early teens. When I asked her the reason why females tend to prepare
meals at her church, she answered as follows:

In my view, [Korean female members] are used to doing it…. It seems
that they do it spontaneously and voluntarily…. Of course, I believe that
younger generations are changing such [a culture] and they should do
that….Division by gender is not good but it seems that such a tendency
matches well with Korean churches. It look more natural…. American
people can say that this is discrimination between males and females, but
personally and from a Korean’s perspective, it seems that this is not any
problem in the church.437
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In light of all of this, Korean congregants tend to accept such gender distinctions as
normal and a part of the Korean culture. Likewise, Young Sook Lee, gwonsa of Union
Church in her sixties, pointed out the gender discrimination observed during a cell group
meeting of the church:438

If people gather for a cell group meeting, the cell group members are
divided by gender. No one forces them to do like that. I think this action
results from our culture. In a cell group meeting, except the Bible study
time, women gather with other women, and men gather with other men.
The members are even divided into two groups by gender to have a
meal.... I think this [shows] our cultural differences. 439

Jin Hee Kim, who is in her forties and a director and preacher of the school of the
handicapped in Union Church, also hinted at a Confucian style observed in a joint cell
group meeting:

When gathering for a church meeting, some members are so gentle that
they always serve “ladies first” and never forget to hold doors for females.
[However] … in a joint cell group meeting, it was only during mealtime
that the “gentlemen” served “ladies first.” Only females cook, and only
females put the uneaten food away after eating. This is really ironic. I was
in charge of a cell group meeting in Blue Bell, so I visited the meeting.
Right after taking off their shoes and entering the living room, female
members gathered with other females and males with other males. This
seemed like odd behavior to me. While males gathered in the living room,
females gathered in the kitchen. During the service in the meeting, even
couples did not sit next to each other, and males sat with other males and
females with other females.440
438

As mentioned earlier, along with jeondohoi or seon-gyohoi, almost all Korean
immigrant churches have cell group (usually called guyeok) organizations mainly for
group Bible studies and prayer meetings. In general, these groups are organized by
region. That is, church members living in the same or similar regions are assigned to the
same guyeok.
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Elder Yong Hoon Choi, introduced earlier, also admitted that relatively older groups have
more of a tendency to gather together with the same gender when they have a meal:

In American churches, couples sit together for a meal, but in our [Korean]
churches, males and females sit separately for a meal. They behave like
that spontaneously. [However], younger generations are likely to break
such an inclination [of the older generation]. 441

Yet, younger church members are not much different from older members in
certain observable ways. When I participated in the service of a young adult/college
student group at Life Church (KM), I observed that traditional gender roles are mostly
maintained in the meeting. Many participants sat segregated by gender during the service
as well as when they had a meal after the service. Likewise, even though I heard that
compared to older male adult members, young male adults more actively helped in
making and preparing a meal for fellowship after their church meeting, I observed that
only some female young adult members prepared a meal for their fellowship and male
members just helped serve food and clean up after eating.
In the KM group at Life Church, only male members can be elected as president.
Female members can be elected as vice president, but they are not permitted to be
president. I initially thought this rule was based on a law of the umbrella denomination
with which Life Church is affiliated. Yet, after interviewing Rev. Jin Soo Ryu, who is in
charge of KM, I realized that this rule is based on Rev. Ryu’s own ecclesiological vision
rather than on any theological tenet of Life church and its denomination. He strongly
recommends his members to choose their president among male members only:
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A president should be chosen among male members and females can be
elected a vice president. It is a strict standard [of the young adult group].
This is not based on our church’s theological background but based on my
own decision…. I prefer working with a male president.442

Of course, one can say that Rev. Ryu is biased against females, but interestingly enough,
many members, both males and females, agree with and follow his decision. I
interviewed Han Mi Song, one of the KM members of Life Church, and we covered this
issue. She is in her twenties and immigrated to the United States with her parents when
she was a middle school student. She was aware of the fact that only male members can
be elected as president, but she thought that such a decision is based on universal
Christian mores:

As my pastor and I think, [I believe] there is a reason [for God] to create
Adam first. Therefore, it seems that it is not a bad idea that a president
should be chosen among males and a female vice president can help our
[group]. This is based on religious backgrounds. Therefore, I do not think
this is discrimination against women.443
One male member who belongs to the same KM group also said, “I do not know exactly
why only a male member can be a president, but I think that [such a tendency] is related
to Confucian thought on women…. Our female members follow the ‘rule,’ saying
‘yes.’”444 Another male member of the same group also said, “[such a preference] is
caused by Korean traditional thought on females, and it seems that people believe that a
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male should lead them.”445 In this way, young adult members also think that the
preference for a male president stems from Confucian traditions or conservative Christian
teachings rather than any arbitrary discrimination against females.
Unlike the other two denominations, Mission Church allows female members to
be elected as elders, but so far (as of 2012) no female members have been. The senior
pastor of Mission Church also mentioned this issue:

From several years ago, our church’s denomination started to provide
female members with opportunities to become elders and ordained
pastors… such a decision is compliant with Christian egalitarianism…
Still, elders of our church are all males, and we have no female elders.
Yet, I think at least a sort of authoritarian climate has been much
improved.446

Unlike this pastor’s expectation, however, female lay people do not show much interest
in becoming elders. An associate pastor of the same church reflected this as follows:

When the senior pastor preached that as our denomination allows females
to be an elder, we should also elect female elders, many church members’
responses to the sermon were cold. Male members kept themselves aloof
from his message, and female members seemed to ask themselves, “Do I
even need to become an elder?” That means females themselves think that
they do not have to even become elders, and male members feel
embarrassed [by hearing about female elders].447

In light of all of this, regardless of a given denomination’s respective theological
background, Korean immigrants tend to maintain their traditional gender roles in church,
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and at least seem to accept such a tendency as a part of Korean church culture in general.
That is, Korean immigrants think of traditional gender roles as a part of Korean culture
rather than as rooted in arbitrary discrimination against females.
As mentioned earlier, as Korean immigrants experience downward social mobility
in the process of immigration, they want compensation through upward mobility in their
ethnic churches. In this sense, reflective of Max Weber’s notion of “dis-privileged”
religion, one can assert that Korean immigrants satisfy “[t]heir hunger for a worthiness
that has not fallen to their lot” in their ethnic churches, and their churches play a role in
“legitimizing their own life pattern and situation in the world.” 448
Moreover, the influence of Confucian traditions on Korean immigrant way of
thinking is reminiscent of Bourdieu’s notion of habitus. The habitus is an individual’s
“epistemological ground” and “behavioral motor,” which affect an agent’s way of
thinking and perception to behave in a certain way.449 In this sense, just as the habitus
affects an individual’s consistent lifestyle and disposition in any given social field,
Confucian traditions affect Koreans’ way of thinking and perception, and they “cast”
their preferences and dispositions in their ethnic churches and local immigrant enclaves.
Confucian traditions inculcated as habitus tend to incline Korean church members to
“misrecognize” their gender and age-biased church organizations as legitimated and
normative. Chapter 7 will delineate again Korean immigrant churches in the light of
Bourdieu’s theory of practice.
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Practicing Hyo: Schools for the Elderly
Hyo is one of the most common Confucian teachings observed in Korean
immigrant churches as well as Korean society. When I asked interviewees what
Confucian teachings/traditions are found in their church and what Confucian
teachings/traditions should be preserved in their church, 47 out of 54 (about 87 percent)
mentioned hyo or respecting the elderly. For instance, Ji Hoon Cha, an interviewee in his
twenties, told me that when he thinks of Confucianism, respecting older people comes
into his mind first.450 Also, Rev. Ryu, of Life Church explained that in his church hyo is
more a common courtesy than a Confucian exigency of human beings. He said, “Filial
duty is a Korean culture [more so] than a Confucian culture. As Koreans, in [Korean]
churches or anywhere, hyo should be adhered to. Also, we need to show respect to our
elders.”
Many Korean church members think that there is a common ground between hyo
and Christian teachings. That is, they believe that hyo and the Fifth Commandment,
“honor your father and your mother,” exhort essentially the same thing.451As Kyung Ju
Cha said, “Respecting parents, taught in both the Ten Commandments and Confucianism,
should be considered a teaching that one as a human being should take for granted.”452
The senior pastor of Life Church also pointed out the role of hyo in the development of
Korean Christianity:
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Filial piety (hyo) is the same as filial piety Christianity emphasizes. Hyo
played a role as a point of contact with Christianity and it helped
Christianity settle down in Confucian society [like Korean society]. [Hyo]
is a Confucian teaching and at the same time a Christian teaching, so such
a teaching should be continuously observed in [Korean] churches.453

In this sense, the so-called school for the elderly managed by Korean immigrant
churches is a typical and obvious example of church organizations practicing hyo. As
Yong Hoon Choi, elder of Union Church, asserted, Korean church members think that
running a school for the elderly is a good way to show respect for seniors and a good way
to practice filial piety.454 For this reason, unlike Life Church, Union and Mission
currently run schools for the elderly. Even though Life Church does not run a school for
the elderly anymore, it had previously operated the school for about fifteen years.
According to the senior pastor of Life Church, the church closed the school partly
because running the school was misunderstood as a means to increase the number of its
own church members.455
In general, Union Church’s school for the elderly, called Open School, operates
every Friday from March to November, excluding winter and summer breaks. The school
runs on a two-semester scheduling grid, and one semester lasts for about three months. I
observed some fall semester classes in 2012. As shown in table 15, the school starts at
9:30 a.m. and ends at 1:00 p.m., including lunchtime, and the school offers “students”
various elective classes, such as English, computer literacy, line dance, handicraft, golf,
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photography, fine art, and calligraphy. Usually, students can choose from among them
and take two classes a week. The school also takes several field trips, and in the 2012 fall
semester, students went to a nearby park and a farm.

Table 15. A Class Timetable of Union Church’s School for the Elderly
Period

Time

Contents

Period 1

9:30 - 9:35 a.m.
9:35 - 9:50 a.m.
9:50 - 9:55 a.m.
9:55 - 10:05 a.m.
10:5 - 10:25 a.m.

Learning current events in the world
Singing hymns
(Biblical) message
Singing songs
Physical exercise

Period 2

10:30 - 11:20 a.m.

Class 1

Period 3

11:30 - 12:20 p.m.

Class 2

Lunch

12:30 - 1:00 p.m.

Lunch time

When I participated in this school on September 21, 2012, approximately 80
students, who looked like seniors in their seventies or older, gathered in a big hall located
in the basement of the church (see figure 9). One staff member told me that 107 people
registered for the fall semester and 25 volunteers helped them, but because of the funeral
of a church elder that day, some could not attend class. Some bread and coffee was
served at the back of the hall. The formal events started with a prayer led by an associate
pastor who was in charge of the school. Right after the short opening prayer, using a
projector, one volunteer who looked like a gentleman in his sixties or seventies, presented
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current events related to the American and South Korean presidential elections. He
introduced the presidential candidates of both countries to the students without endorsing
any particular candidates. They then sang along with their staff, and the associate pastor
presented short biblical reflections. Interestingly, he started his sermon by getting the
audience to memorize six verses. He told them that memorizing verses was a good way to
maintain their mental health, preaching that they were still priceless beings to God even
though they had become weak and old. After the sermon, an instructor in her seventies
taught an easy physical exercise using a chair. She was so cheerful and enthusiastic that
many students followed her instruction with palpable delight. She not only taught that
exercise, but she also taught how to count one to ten in many different languages, such as
English, German, Japanese, and Chinese.
In Periods 2 and 3, students could attend the classes of their choice. In Period 2,
from 10:30 to 11:20 a.m., students took English, computer literacy, golf, line dancing,
photography, or a handicraft class as an elective. In Period 3, from 11:30 a.m. to 12:20
p.m., they also could choose one class among similar classes offered in Period 1, such as
computer literacy, fine art, Korean traditional dance, Sudoku, and handicraft. Except for
the golf class, all classes were taught in classrooms located in the church basement, the
first floor, or the second floor in the church. In the line dancing class, the instructor who
had taught physical exercise in the hall taught the students the dance step and the
rotations. Interestingly, all students in the dance class were females, such that some of
them played male roles when dancing. It seemed to me that the old females felt more
comfortable dancing with other female students than they would have with male students.
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In my view, such a tendency is also partly rooted in Confucian traditions.456 Meanwhile,
in a photography class, a volunteer explained to six students how to set up a camera to
take a better picture. Most of them brought their own automatic cameras and some of
them asked the volunteer about their cameras’ functions. The volunteer also explained
how to properly crop photographs, projecting his own photographs on to a screen;
landscapes and portraits, for example. The photography class members promised that
they would go outside together to take pictures soon.
In an English class, meanwhile, an instructor who looked as old as her students
helped them learn practical English for their everyday lives. Likewise, in a Sudoku class,
an instructor in his seventies tried to solve Sudoku puzzles with his students. For fifty
minutes, however, they did not even solve one puzzle, and thus he told them to bring the
unfinished puzzle and two other puzzles the following week. In my view, for students in
the Sudoku class and even the instructor, the Sudoku puzzles looked a bit difficult to
solve in time. Yet, it seemed to me that the purpose of the puzzle class was not so much
to solve puzzles in time but, as the instructor pointed out, to help their brains stay healthy.
At 12:30 p.m., students gathered in the big hall to have lunch. During classes,
prior, six church members in their forties and fifties prepared the lunch for over 100
people, including the church staff members. As mentioned earlier, six congregants,
female jeondohoi members of Union Church, volunteered to make food for senior
persons because they believed that relatively younger people should help and respect
older people. That is, they practiced hyo by preparing food for the aged. As all students
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According to Mencius (371-289 B.C.E.), one of the greatest Confucian scholars, there
should be distinctions between husband and wife and between men and women. For more
details, see Mencius, III A: 4.
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finished their lunches, volunteers in the kitchen left the church after washing the dishes
and cleaning up the kitchen.

Figure 9. Students at Union Church’s school for the elderly attending a lecture
(Photo by author).

Like Union Church, Mission Church also runs a senior school called, Lifelong
Education College. When I interviewed Rev. Si Chang Yi, associate pastor of Mission
Church, he expounded upon the schedule of the school and admissions requirements:

[A school for the elderly] runs on a two-semester arrangement. The fall
semester lasts for three months and [students] attend school every
Thursday. No tuition is necessary. [Our church runs this school] to serve
our local communities and to fulfill a mission. People who are over 60
years old can join our school. Especially, we pick up senior persons who
live in apartments for the aged. Regardless of their religions, many senior
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persons in the greater Philadelphia area come to school to have fun and
learn something. 457

As Rev. Yi mentioned above, Mission Church’s school for the elderly opens every
Thursday from March to November, excluding winter and summer breaks. Also, all
prospective students who are more than 60 years old are eligible to register for the school.
Beyond that, there is no enrollment limits in this school and all of them are accepted. In
general, spring semester lasts from March to June, while the fall semester lasts from
September to November. Whereas Union Church’s school opens Fridays, Mission
Church’s school opens every Thursday so that more students can attend the two schools
at the same time. In other words, to be students at the two schools, senior persons do not
have to become church members at the two churches nor must they even be Christians.
Although the two schools are called “school” or even “college,” students do not have to
pay tuition. According to the director of the school, 75 senior persons registered for the
fall semester in 2012, and when I visited the school on October 4, 2012, 71 students
attended classes.
The class schedule of Mission Church’s school for the elderly was not much
different from that of Union Church’s school. When I visited the school, it started at 9:30
a.m., with singing in a big classroom, and after two classes the school also provided its
students with lunch, at 12:30 p.m. Korean food, such as rice, kimchi (a Korean traditional
side dish made of vegetables), and guk (Korean soup), was served for the lunch. The
school offered diverse classes, such as English conversation, computer literacy, Bible
study, harmonica, Chinese, choir, sport dance, janggi (Korean chess), Korean traditional
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dance, knitting, biblical drama, table tennis, etc. (see table 16). I participated in and
observed a Chinese class from 10:30 to11:30 a.m. An instructor for the class was one of
the Mission Church members, who told me that she had been an instructor at a language
institute in Korea before immigrating to the United States. Eleven students learned the
“Four Tones” of Chinese. I realized that one student was relatively good at speaking
Chinese, and she introduced herself to me by saying that she had lived in Manchuria,
China when she was young.
Before lunchtime, a guest speaker in his seventies gave students a special lecture
regarding mental health. Unfortunately, he was late for the lecture and he had some
difficulties connecting his laptop computer to the projector in the room because no staff
member of the school was on hand to help him initially. Needing someone to press the
enter button on the computer during his lecture to advance the slides, he called and asked
me to assist him, saying that I looked like the youngest person of all in the room. Age is
“power” in such a Confucian society as a Korean church, so I had no choice but help with
his lecture by pressing the enter button on the computer. Even though I was also new in
the school and had never met this man before, all the students were likely to think that a
younger person like me should listen to his order and help out. Through this short
experience, I again observed a Confucian trait in the everyday lives of Koreans as well as
in their churches.
The guest speaker, interestingly enough, started his lecture by citing a Chinese
poem written by Yi I (1536-1584 C.E.), one of the greatest Confucian scholars of Korea.
The title of the poem was In the Mountain (山中). He expounded that at one time Yi I
decided to be a Buddhist monk, and he composed the poem when he was 21 years old.
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The poem depicts the beauty of the autumn and a tranquil life of a Buddhist monk on a
mountain.458 Indeed, to the extent that a famous Confucian scholar’s work was commonly
introduced, Confucian teachings tend to be accepted as common sense among Koreans,
and they play a pivotal role in shaping habitus and “collective consciousness” in Korean
immigrant churches as well as Korean society.

Table 16. A Class Timetable of Mission Church’s School for the Elderly (October 4,
2012)
Time

Class

9:30 - 10:30 a.m.

Sing Along

10:30 - 11:30 a.m.

11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

English Conversation (basic)
Computer
Bible Study (intermediate)
English Conversation (intermediate)
Harmonica
Chinese
Bible Study (basic)
Silver Choir
Sport Dance
Janggi (Korean Chess)
Korean Traditional Dance
Knitting
Biblical Drama
Dementia Prevention
Culture (Common Medical Knowledge)
Table Tennis

12:30 p.m. -

458

Fellowship (Lunch)

採藥忽迷路 千峯秋葉裏 山僧汲水歸 末林茶烟起
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Like at Union Church, Mission Church’s school for the elderly also served its
students food after classes, and relatively younger church members prepared the meals
for them. According to the director of the school, the association of gwonsa is in charge
of preparing a meal for the spring semester and the association of (female) deacons is in
charge of preparing a meal for the fall semester.459 Like students at Union Church,
students at Mission Church’s school also sat segregated by gender at lunch. In general,
they were divided into two big groups by gender, even though no one seemed to demand
as much. Moreover, relatively older people sat on chairs and waited for lunch, while
slightly younger people, including volunteers at the kitchen, served food for them.
Indeed, Korean church members believe that they put hyo into practice through
schools for the elderly and they believe that hyo is also one of the most important
teachings for Christians to embody. As the director of Mission Church’s school said, all
church members make efforts to treat students at the school as their family members.

Ancestor Veneration
As I mentioned in chapter 2, Confucianism teaches that people should continue to
practice their filial duties even after their elders pass away. Ancestor veneration is one of
the typical rituals performed to fulfill hyo toward one’s deceased ancestors, including
one’s deceased parents. However, Korean Protestantism formally prohibits its members
from performing ancestor veneration (jesa). Whereas Korean Catholicism permits its
members to perform jesa, Korean Protestantism has officially banned the practice ever
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since Protestantism was first introduced in Korea in the late nineteenth century. One of
the main reasons for the prohibition of performing jesa is that making a deep reverential
bow to the deceased is considered as an idolatrous performance that is prohibited by the
Second Commandment of the Ten Commandments in the Bible.460 In the ritual of jesa,
participants make a deep bow to a picture of their deceased ancestors or a spirit tablet, a
small wooden placard, on a table in order to express their respect and gratitude toward
their deceased ancestors. However, Korean Protestantism teaches that it is unchristian to
bow down to the deceased out of the Confucian belief that ancestors as ghosts have
power to help earnest descendants live healthy and protect them from misfortune.
For this reason, as I mentioned in chapter 3, Korean Protestantism “invented” a
Christian worship-type ritual called chudo yebae (a remembrance worship service) or
chumo yesik (a ceremony to commemorate the memory of a deceased person) in order to
replace jesa. Interestingly enough, rather than missionaries from the West, the earlier
elite converters who had been influenced by Confucian teachings recommended that
Korean Protestants hold chudo yebae and led the ceremony for Korean Christian
families.461 This means that even though some Koreans were converted to Christianity, it
was too anomic not to perform jesa and they thus tried to overcome such a conflict
between filial piety and idolatry through chudo yebae. In this sense, as Jun Sik Suh, elder
of Union Church in his seventies, mentioned, chudo yebae has its roots in Confucian

“You shall not make for yourself an idol in the form of anything in heaven above or
on the earth beneath or in the waters below. You shall not bow down to them or worship
them.” (Exodus 20:4, 5 NIV).
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traditions or ancestor veneration. Elder Suh considered ancestor veneration a Confucian
teaching found in Korean churches:

People are confused between [ancestor veneration] and idolatry but a
Confucian teaching about ancestor veneration is still left in our [minds].
Therefore, [remembering] death anniversaries of their father and mother,
people keep the tradition of ancestor veneration through a memorial
service. It is a Christian worship style but [chudo yebae] has its roots in
Confucian ancestor veneration.462

Regardless of denominational and religious differences, all Korean Protestant
churches in the world strongly recommend their members to hold chudo yebae.
According to Pyojun yesikseo (The Book of Common Worship), published by one of the
largest Presbyterian denominations in Korea, chudo yebae can be held on the anniversary
of the death of a deceased family member.463 Also, just like participants in ancestral rites
do, participants in the chudo yebae can also prepare food for the deceased family member
and set his or her picture on a table. Instead of bowing toward a picture of the deceased
family member and food on the table, however, they sing hymns, pray to God, read the
Bible, and/or listen to a sermon, if available. They then can read the profile of the
deceased family member and commemorate his or her memory.
However, some members of Korean immigrant churches continue to embrace jesa
as a way of practicing filial piety toward their ancestors and feel that it helps unite their
family members, rather than thinking of it as some religious taboo or spiritual ritual. Jong
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Hoon Moon, in his seventies, admitted that church members could have a conflict with
jesa:

Church members also have a conflict with jesa. To be honest, I had also
held jesa for the first several years when I came to [this church] because I
am the eldest son. We held jesa every month. My wife had a very rough
time of setting the table for it…. One day, I decided not to hold jesa and
replaced jesa with chudo yebae. Just as I did, currently some church
members maybe have a conflict [between chudo yebae and jesa]. I want to
tell the church members to quit holding jesa and substitute chudo yebae
for it….This month, two chudo yebae were held. I did not invite a pastor
for he was busy. Instead, I presided over the services and read the Bible
verses.464

In a similar vein, it seems that some church members accept jesa as a part of Confucian
culture to show their respect to their parents. Soo Han Yi, in his fifties and an elder of
Mission Church, asserted that jesa is not an idolatrous ritual but a ritual that filial people
should perform for their ancestors:

I think it is right that after death, [Christians] are supposed to have a
worship service instead of jesa. In my view, [however], if some want to
hold jesa, they can hold it. I do not think that bowing to ancestors is not
idolatry. That is just to show their respect to their parents… I hold chudo
yebae, but if there were some people to insist on holding jesa, then I wish
that they could be allowed to do it…. I wish church would explain that
[jesa] is not a superstition but a Korean traditional fine custom.465

Sami Na, who is in her twenties and has been in the United States for over 14 years, also
thought that jesa is a Korean traditional culture to be kept:

[My family] held jesa until we immigrated to the United States… I think
jesa is a very good culture, so I am trying to learn a lot about it. Also, I
464
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indirectly experience it through a Korean soap opera or something like
that. My boyfriend’s family holds jesa but they do not go to church. I
think that I have never seen any church member who holds it. And, if
people hold jesa, usually they do not go to church…. I think jesa is a good
culture but I am not saying that I want to hold jesa. At least, I do not think
negatively about it.466

Likewise, Mi Jeong Jang, a gwonsa who has been in the United States for 30 years,
expressed her thoughts about the jesa culture more positively:

I do not know exactly the reason why [Korean] churches prohibit their
members from holding jesa although I have substituted chudo yebae for it.
Of course, I think this is because people believe that jesa includes a ritual
to call back a deceased ancestor’s spirit. However, [it is good to]
commemorate the memory of a deceased family member…. We [Koreans]
usually commemorate deceased family members and visit [their graves]
on every death anniversary. I think such a custom is good…even if some
people bow before deceased parents, such a behavior does not mean that
they think of their parents as God and they substitute [their parents] for
God.467

As such, even though many Korean church members follow their church’s
decision on jesa and substitute chudo yebae for it, some tend to think of jesa as a
traditional Korean folkway that should be preserved in Korean communities, including
Korean churches. In addition, it seems that they perceive jesa and chudo yebae to be
incompatible with one another. Just as many contemporary Koreans think that jesa plays
a role in maintaining their family’s solidarity and in helping them commemorate their
ancestors (see figure 2 in chapter 3), some Korean immigrant church members also tend
to think that, through jesa, descendants can show their respect and practice filial piety
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toward their parents. In short, even though Korean church members hold chudo yebae as
a substitute for jesa, they think of chudo yebae as a Christianized ritual influenced by
Confucian traditions and as a “ceremony” to commemorate their ancestors and unite their
family members. That is, chudo yebae is a Christian way to fulfill filial duties toward
deceased family members, and the ritual plays a role in maintaining and solidifying social
cohesion in Korean families and society, perhaps even more so among Koreans in the
United States than in the homeland.

Summary
Most Korean immigrants whom I interviewed think that Confucian cultural mores
influence their church organizations and relationships with other church members. I
asked 54 interviewees in Union, Life, and Mission churches, “Do you think that
Confucian traditions affect church organizations and relationships with congregants in
your church?” Of the 43 interviewees who answered this question, 40 people (about 93
percent) answered in the affirmative and only 3 people (about 7 percent) answered in the
negative. 468 The results were almost the same regardless of gender and denomination.
Fifteen (88 percent) of the 17 female interviewees; 25 (96 percent) of the 26 male
interviewees; 9 (90 percent) of the 10 interviewees in Union Church (PCA); 17 (89
percent) of the 19 interviewees in Life Church (KAPC); 15 (94 percent) of the 16
interviewees in Mission Church (KPCA) can be considered people who acknowledge the
Confucian influence on their respective churches.
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It is also clear that just as Confucian traditions have influenced Korean society,
they also affect Korean immigrants and their ethnic churches in the United States. In
other words, it can be asserted that Korean Churches are influenced by Confucian
traditions across the Pacific Ocean. Indeed, Confucian Protestant churches, the so-called
Korean-type Protestant churches, provide Korean immigrants with social cohesion; to put
it differently, Confucian Korean churches promote or bolster the collective consciousness
of Koreans. Put in Bourdieuian terms, Confucian teachings have influenced Koreans’
ways of thinking for several hundred years and are deeply inculcated in habitus of the
Korean people, both in the homeland and the diaspora.
In the following chapter, I will explicate the characteristics of the so-called
Confucian Protestant churches in light of a transnational religion across the Pacific
Ocean. In addition, following Durkheim’s thesis about religion and community, I will
delineate them as religious organizations that assure social cohesion for immigrants in a
new land. Moreover, I will shed light on Korean Confucian culture, which is a central
feature of the habitus of the Korean people.
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CHAPTER 7
COMMUNITY, CHURCH, AND CONFUCIANISM IN THE KOREAN
IMMIGRANT HABITUS

On the basis of the findings from my ethnographic research in chapter 6, this
chapter briefly summarizes and presents the status and role of Korean immigrant
churches in America, shedding light on them as places where Koreans experience a
transnational religion infused with a Confucian worldview. This chapter also highlights
the ways in which such immigrant churches play key roles in strengthening Koreans’
social solidarity and their sense of collective consciousness through the emphasis on
practicing hyo (filial piety) and religious rituals based on Confucian traditions, such as
chudo yebae. In addition, in light of Bourdieu’s theory of practice, this chapter describes
the function of Confucian culture in the habitus of Koreans and their immigrant churches
in the United States. Moreover, it delineates their ethnic churches as a field in which they
compete with one another by using capital, such as age and Confucian manners.

Korean Immigrant Churches as Transnational Religious Organizations
Transnational religion can be defined as “any religious system whose organization
transcends frontiers and weaves over and above national political and cultural
specificities a network of ideologically unified communities linked to a single seat of
government,” and Korean immigrant churches have the characteristics of transnational
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religious organizations.469 By virtue of modern technology, such as modern systems of
transportation and communications networks, immigrants in the United States, regardless
of their reasons for migrating, have participated widely and for a long time in
transnational religious organizations. Korean immigrants are no exception in this regard.
One can emphatically assert that there are more similarities than differences between
Korean Protestant churches in Korea and those in the United States.
Li (propriety)-based organizations are common in Protestant churches in Korea
and Korean immigrant churches in the United States. Members in both groups of
churches prefer being called by their church positions or titles to being called by their
names. Similarly, there is a general tendency, observed both in Protestant churches in
Korea and in those across the Pacific in the United States, for Sunday school teachers to
instruct their students to bow to senior persons in their churches, even if the students do
not know them. Further, it is considered common sense in Korean society, as well as, in
Korean churches, that young church members, such as Sunday school students and
college students, must talk to senior persons with deferential language. Additionally,
chemyon (saving face) culture is common in Korean churches both in the United States
and in Korea. Korean church members tend to have a desire for church titles and church
positions. Thus, for Korean churches on both side of the Pacific Ocean, li-based church
organizations are common.

Danièle Hervieu-Léger, “Faces of Catholic Transnationalism: In and Beyond France,”
trans. Roger Greaves, in Transnational Religion and Fading States, eds. Susanne Hoeber
Rudolph and James Piscatori (Boulder: Westview Press, 1997), 104.
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Age-based church organizations are also commonly observed both in Protestant
churches in Korea and in Korean immigrant churches in the United States. Even though
their names can vary across denominations, seon-gyohoi, or jeondohoi, is the most
common organization based on age in Korean churches. As mentioned earlier, the
purpose of this organization is to maintain or activate close relationships among church
members. For Korean Christians, a large age gap can be a barrier to these relationships.
Thus, Korean churches divide seon-gyohoi and jeondohoi by age, as narrowly as
possible. To put it otherwise, this organization reflects common Confucian culture in
Korean society. Therefore, this commonly observed church organization reveals how
closely and translocally the two churches are related to each other, connecting across the
Pacific Ocean. In Thomas Tweed’s terms, Korean churches in Korea and the United
States are thus clearly “translocative,” which refers to “the tendency among many firstand second-generation migrants to symbolically move between homeland and new
land.”470
One can observe that “social remittances” flow between Korean churches in the
“sending country,” Korea, and Korean immigrant churches in the “receiving country,” the
United States. As mentioned earlier, historically Korean Protestants were indebted to
American missionaries for the spread of Protestantism in Korea. Also, many Korean
immigrant churches are affiliated with denominations based in United States.
Nevertheless, as a pastor of Union Church mentioned, “our church is affiliated with an
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American denomination, but we rarely contact American [congregations].”471 Korean
immigrant churches’ “social remittances” usually flow from Korea to the United States,
rather than in the opposite direction. “Resources” for worship services, such as praise
songs and stories in sermons, are “remitted” from churches in Korea, rather than from
American churches to Korea. Ji Myung Kim, whom I interviewed, also said that many
praise songs, and even American praise songs, are composed not by American churches
but by Korean churches in Korea. As mentioned earlier, Kim has moved to several cities
across America and has lived in the US for about 30 years. Thus, she has experienced
several Korean immigrant churches across the country:

This is too ironic. Even though we live in the US, [our Korean immigrant
churches] are very different from American churches. We can be directly
influenced by them, but [church sources] come to us, going round the
earth and crossing oceans. If [they] arrive in large cities, such as New
York and Los Angeles, we later take them. If I want to get music from an
American church, then I can find and get it in Korea. Rather than finding it
here, going to Korea is a faster way to get what we want. Fortunately, [the
music score] is even translated into Korean.472

Chang Jin Suh, a seminary student in his twenties, also stated that the worship service
resources usually come from Korea:
Sermons deal with issues in Korea… So, even though I listen to a sermon
in a Korean immigrant church in the US, it is hard to tell if I am listening
to it in Korea or in America. Sermons and culture [in Korean immigrant
churches] are Korean style, but the rate [of importing them] is slow.473
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Thus, it can be said that Korean immigrant churches in America are closely related to
churches in Korea, and that “social remittances” cross the Pacific.
My observations from my interviews with the 54 Korean immigrants provide
further evidence of a very close relationship between Korean churches in Korea and
Korean immigrant churches in the United States. For instance, I asked, “Do you think
your church is more related to Korean churches or American churches?” and most
respondents indicated that their churches were more Korean than American. Only two
interviewees thought that their churches were more related and connected to American
churches. Interestingly enough, twenty interviewees asserted that their ethnic churches
were different not only from Korean churches but also from American churches.
However, of these twenty interviewees, fourteen said that, compared with Korean
churches, their immigrant churches seemed to be more “conservative” and slowly
changing. To put it differently, they tend to compare and “measure” their churches in
light of the main features of Korean churches in the homeland. Therefore, if these
fourteen interviewees are combined with the group of interviewees who thought that their
churches were related to Korean churches, and if the number (another group of fourteen)
of the interviewees who did not answer the question, or answered unclearly, is excluded
from the total number of the interviewees, it can be calculated that 80 percent of the
interviewees thought of their churches as being more akin to Korean churches than
American churches. That is, it can be asserted that it is not American churches but rather
Korean churches that are Korean immigrant churches’ “criteria of comparison.”
In light of these tendencies, through the features that are commonly observed both
in Korean Protestant churches and in Korean immigrant churches in the United States,
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one can assert that the two groups of churches show a typical characteristic of
transnational religion. Even though Korean immigrant churches seem to be different from
churches in Korea, in reality they are still connected to each other and share much in
common. Indeed, transcending frontiers, they remain quite Confucian in worldview.

Social Solidarity and Collective Consciousness in Korean Immigrant Churches
The scholarly literature widely demonstrates that immigrants in America maintain
their ethnic identities chiefly through religious practice, and that immigrants tend to
relieve the stress of living in a foreign country by taking refuge in their ethnic culture.474
Korean immigrants in the United States are no exception to these findings. In general, it
is in their churches that Korean immigrants reinforce, or at least maintain, their ethnic
identities and cultural practices. To put it otherwise, Korean immigrant churches serve as
places where Korean immigrants preserve their homeland culture while taking refuge
from the stresses of living in a foreign country.
For Emile Durkheim, religion is the expression of an instinctive social feeling that
is primordial in the history of human consciousness. In The Elementary Forms of
Religious Life, Durkheim defined religion as follows:
[A] religion is a unified system of belief and practices relative to sacred
things, that is to say, things set apart and forbidden — beliefs and practices
which unite into one single moral community called a Church, all those who
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adhere to them.475
In Durkheim’s view, religion is essential to society as a crucial system for unifying
human beings and symbols, and “the deepest roots of social membership” are to be found
in the field of religion.476 Religion is thus an eminently social and “collective thing,”
providing social solidarity.477 For Durkheim, religious beliefs and practices unite their
adherents and provide the social framework that is required for transmitting traditions and
values. According to Durkheim, religious symbols, rituals, and churches (community)
play a role in promoting “the sense of membership” and “the feeling of belonging.”478 To
put it differently, religious communities are one of the major places where people feel a
sense of social solidarity.
In this regard, from Durkheim’s perspective, one can assert that Korean
immigrant churches serve a similar function in terms of social relations. That is to say,
Korean ethnic churches provide their adherents with social cohesion and a sense of
belonging based on Korean ethnicity and culture. Many Korean immigrants in the United
States think of their ethnic churches as their main source of support. Certainly, Korean
immigrant churches are considered one of the best places for promoting a sense of
belonging and for releasing stress from living in a strange country, and Korean
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immigrants gather to share their common ethnic cultures within these churches.
In Korean immigrant churches, it is Confucian tradition above all that provides
adherents with social solidarity. Confucian traditions are so deeply rooted in Korean
culture that Korean immigrants and their churches could not escape Confucian influence
even if they so desired, despite their physical detachment from the motherland. To put it
otherwise, because American society is not an age-valued and hyo-practicing society,
Korean immigrants can feel more at home in their ethnic churches, where Confucian
traditions such as li and hyo are strongly practiced. For example, in American society,
regardless of their age and the degree of intimacy with acquaintances, Korean immigrants
are usually called by their names, not by their titles. By contrast, within their ethnic
churches, Korean immigrants are mostly called not by their names but rather by church
titles, and this experience helps them feel respected. Similarly, an age-based culture helps
church members overcome racism in American society. Simply and mainly because of
their age, Korean immigrants can be respected, and their opinions are valued within their
ethnic churches. Indeed, Korean immigrants can have the experience of age as “power”
within their ethnic churches. As a result, Korean immigrants in America reinforce their
ethnic identities and ethnic ties by reifying and experiencing Confucian customs, such as
those practiced by li-based and age-valued Confucian cultures, within their immigrant
churches. With the support of Confucian traditions, Korean immigrants in America
reinforce a sense of belonging and develop social solidarity. Indeed, one can say that
Korean immigrant churches, by preserving Confucian customs, play crucial roles in
developing and reinforcing social solidarity among their members.
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In addition, some Confucian traditions observed in Korean immigrant churches
may be conceived of as part of collective consciousness in the Durkheimian sense, “the
totality of beliefs and sentiments common to average members of a society,” which
“forms a determinate system with a life of its own.”479 Confucian traditions serve as the
common “beliefs and sentiments” applicable to most Koreans, and Korean Protestants are
no exception. In particular, hyo-based rituals provide Korean immigrants with collective
consciousness. Most Korean Christians believe that filial piety is parallel to the Fifth
Commandment, and thus they think that hyo-based rituals and programs should be
maintained in their ethnic churches. Within this framework, a school for the elderly may
be conceived of as a typical church “ritual” that expresses Korean immigrants’ collective
consciousness. Among the interviewees at Union and Mission churches, no one raised an
objection to the school for the elderly. Instead, almost everyone thought that hyo was
important for the church and that the school was a good program with which to fulfill
filial duty. Even though Life Church does not currently run a school for the elderly,
according to its senior pastor, the church had done so for fifteen years, and discontinued
it only because the congregation wanted to offer other churches more opportunities to
practice hyo through similar endeavors.480 Thus, it is no exaggeration to say that most
Korean immigrants highly value the practice of hyo, and they take it for granted that they
and their churches support schools for the elderly in various ways, for example with
volunteer work and financial assistance.
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The ritual of chudo yebae, a memorial service usually held on the death
anniversaries of the deceased, also reflects Koreans’ collective consciousness. Hyo is
accepted as a common belief and moral attitude applicable to all members of Korean
society, and holding jesa (a ritual of ancestor veneration) is still one of the typical ways
to express and practice their collective beliefs and sentiments. Thus, although Korean
Protestant immigrant churches present the ritual of chudo yebae as a jesa substitute, they
could not disregard Koreans’ collective consciousness, which “forms a determinate
system with a life of its own consciousness.”481 Indeed, by allowing their congregants to
practice chudo yebae, the Christian-style jesa, these immigrant churches help them
express and invigorate their common consciousness, which stems largely from Confucian
teachings.
Thus, in general, religious institutions help their congregations retain their ethnic
identities and experience/practice their ethnic culture. In particular, in Durkheimian
terms, one can assert that Korean immigrant churches play a role in developing
mechanical solidarity based on collective consciousness. As I mentioned in chapter 2,
mechanical solidarity is a high level of social cohesion based on similarities between
group members, and it is usually found in group members who share collective
consciousness. As has been shown here, Korean immigrant churches in the United States
serve as the main social organizations for enabling Korean immigrants to practice rituals
based on their ethnic culture and to experience their Confucian culture. In doing so,
Korean immigrants reinforce and develop social solidarity based on collective
consciousness.
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Confucian Teachings and Habitus
As even the New Testament says, people become liars if they say “I love
God” yet they don’t respect their parents and the elderly whom they have
seen. Anyone who does not respect your parents and the elderly, whom he
has seen, cannot love God, whom he has not seen…. Persons who have
grey hairs are persons to be respected. Those persons must include
parents. …. Take a look at Americans’ ways of life. In America, we can’t
see that Americans respect their parents [as we do]…In the English
language, while talking, everyone can use the word “you” (neo in Korean)
to anyone, no matter who they may be. Whether people talk to a senior
person or a baby, the word “you” is commonly used. Yet, in Korean, when
people talk to a senior person, instead of “you,” the word hal-a-beo-nim
(an honorific form of neo for a male senior) is used. Anyway … I hope
that all our church [members] will be persons who sincerely respect the
elderly and parents who have grey hairs.482

Substantive data from my research on Korean immigrant churches in the United States
can be illuminated by application of Bourdieu’s theory of practice. Just as the habitus
(“the matrix of perception”) affects an individual’s consistent lifestyle and dispositions in
the field (spaces of action), Confucian traditions inculcated in Koreans’ habitus affect
their way of thinking and form their preferences in the religious field, namely in their
immigrant churches.
For Korean immigrants, Confucian traditions, flowing within their churches, can
be considered the basic principle of their perception and behavior, namely their habitus.
Like other immigrants, Koreans generally suffer downward social mobility after
immigration, and thus they seek to compensate for it within their ethnic churches in
America. Through the relationship with other Korean immigrants who share a common
Confucian culture, Korean Americans alleviate the suffering resulting from downward
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social mobility. Further, Korean immigrant churches are the main, and nearly the only,
public space in which many Koreans gather and communicate with one another. Thus, in
order to experience upward social mobility in their relationship with other Koreans,
Korean immigrants need to attend their ethnic churches and follow Confucian teachings
and traditions through their “matrix of perceptions,” namely their habitus.
Certainly, Korean immigrant church members generally think and behave in
accordance with Confucian traditions as habitus. They take it for granted that they should
practice “good” manners based on Confucian traditions, for example by practicing li
(propriety) toward senior church members and fulfilling traditional gender roles. To put it
differently, committed Korean immigrant church members are expected to be persons
who are accustomed to Confucian manners as well. They also take it for granted that they
should form age-based church organizations to nurture intimate relationships between
church members. Korean immigrant church members think that senior persons should be
respected, whoever they are, and thus they take it for granted that children at their
churches should be taught to bow deeply before the seniors. Similarly, it is not unusual
for the oldest member in an age-based church organization to be regarded as a leader in
preference to younger members.
One can observe, furthermore, that Korean immigrants perform gender roles
based on Confucian traditions as inflected in their habitus. In general, female church
members are expected to support their husbands, and, in most cases, females prepare food
at their church for others, including males and elders. In addition, Korean immigrant
church members tend to gather with congregants of the same gender for meals or Bible
study. Since, as I have mentioned, immigrants, including Koreans, tend to experience
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downward social mobility after immigration, these close relationships with church
members based on traditional gender roles are good means of legitimizing their lifestyles
and psychologically uplifting them. Moreover, immigrant church members tend to accept
and follow traditional gender roles as part of Korean culture without questioning them.
Rather than argue about whether it is right or wrong to follow traditional gender roles,
Korean immigrant church members simply regard and accept them as part of Korean
culture, which are reproduced within their churches. In this sense, one can assert that the
Korean immigrants’ perceptions and actions exemplify what Bourdieu stated about
habitus: “the theory of habitus has the primordial function of stressing that the principle
of our action is more often practical sense than rational calculation.”483 Certainly, these
Confucian traditions play a key role in Korean immigrants’ habitus formation, which is
conditioned by their cultural background.
Among other things, age, on the basis of Confucian teachings, can be considered
to be a kind of social capital distributed in Korean immigrant churches. Paul DiMaggio
defines capital as “attributes, possessions, or qualities of a person or a position
exchangeable for goods, services, or esteem.”484 In this light, age can be considered
capital that offers Korean immigrant church members more opportunities to gain higher
status and fame within their churches. As I mentioned in the preceding chapter, Korean
immigrant church members think of their church positions as positions of rank, and they
think that earning a higher title is a good way to achieve fame as well as self-realization
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in a foreign country. In addition, in Korean immigrant churches, age is practically
considered an essential requirement for higher titles and positions, such as elder, deacon,
or president. For example, in an election at Mission Church in 2012, female candidates
for deacon or gwonsa should have been born no later than 1960. Interestingly, the length
of their church membership was not the main criterion for eligibility. Even though age
cannot always parallel the length and depth of the candidates’ faith, it is considered the
primary prerequisite for earning church titles and positions. For this reason, I suggest that
age in Korean immigrant churches can be called generational capital. In these churches,
age can be considered generational capital that determines and legitimizes respective
members’ positionality. Further, as Bourdieu asserts, based on agent’s habitus, symbolic
capital is “misrecognized in arbitrary truth as capital and recognized as legitimate.”485
Accordingly, one can assert that in Korean immigrant churches age is a form of symbolic
capital, (mis)recognized as such through Confucian traditions inculcated in their
congregants’ habitus.
In addition, good manners based on Confucian teachings can be used as capital to
maintain advantageous relationships with other church members and ultimately attain a
higher position in Korean immigrant churches. In some sense, congregants’ Christian
faith should be verified by their Confucian manners. Of course, Protestantism teaches that
one’s good faithfulness can lead to one’s good works. However, in Korean Protestant
churches, such good works should include good manners stemming from Confucian
teachings. Bowing deeply to senior persons is important behavior to be verified in the
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presence of other faithful church members. Korean church members are supposed to
practice hyo and take on traditional gender roles so that they will be considered faithful
Christians. Indeed, Confucian manners help Korean immigrant church members earn
good reputations. Furthermore, people with good manners based on Confucian teachings
easily reproduce their prestige and power in their ethnic enclave. For these reasons,
Confucian manners can be considered a good cultural resource, or a form of cultural
capital, deployable for maintaining good relationships, earning a good reputation from
other social agents, and ultimately augmenting social power.

Conclusion
Alumkal and Min assert that Korean immigrants in the United States have a
tendency to maintain “high levels of ethnic attachment” and at the same time “low levels
of assimilation.”486 As discussed in a previous chapter, Korean Protestants were indebted
to American missionaries for the spread of Protestantism on the Korean peninsula, and
American missionaries made a great contribution to Korea’s modernization in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Moreover, during and after the Korean War,
significant support was provided by the US government, and since then, American
culture has been one of the most important and best-known foreign influences in Korea.
It is thus remarkable that Korean immigrant Protestants, who are the most Protestantized
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immigrants in the United States, have maintained low levels of assimilation to American
society, and instead have maintained high levels of attachment to their own ethnic
community.
What factors contribute to the “low levels of assimilation” and the “high levels of
ethnic attachment” observed in Korean immigrants? Certainly, Korean immigrant
churches imbued with Confucian teachings and traditions should be considered one of the
most significant explanations for these phenomena.487 Even before their immigration to
the United States, many Koreans began to attend Christian churches in the homeland. In
addition, Confucian traditions are so deeply rooted in their culture that Korean
immigrants and their churches maintain them adaptively despite their geographic distance
from the motherland. Moreover, thanks to advances in technology, such as modern
transportation and communications networks, it has become easier for immigrant
churches in the United States to maintain their connection to churches in Korea. That is,
Confucian Protestant churches, Korean-style Protestant churches imbued with Confucian
traditions, more easily and freely cross the Pacific. As a result, Korean immigrants can
feel at home in their ethnic churches, culturally, religiously, and transnationally. Thus,
Korean immigrant churches provide their adherents with a sense of solidarity and
belonging within their enclave in the United States. Confucian teachings and culture have
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long influenced Koreans’ way of thinking and being, and in the United States there is no
better place in which to achieve social solidarity than Korean immigrant churches imbued
with these traditions.
One can also assert that for Koreans, Confucian traditions play a key role in
habitus formation. To put it otherwise, actions valued in Confucian culture, such as
making distinctions by gender and age, are accepted or “(mis)recognized” as legitimate
within Korean immigrant churches. As social agents, church members “distribute” and
use symbolic capital, such as age and Confucian manners, to gain higher status in the
church and to enhance relationships within their ethnic communities.
In sum, Korean immigrant churches can be described as transnational and socially
cohesive religious institutions that are shaped profoundly by Confucian traditions
inculcated in their adherents’ habitus. Within these churches, Confucian cultural
traditions are transnationally shared with Protestant churches in Korea, and they are
accepted as legitimate. Further, Korean congregants in the United States maintain or
reinforce social solidarity. As a result, Korean immigrants have maintained relatively
“low levels of assimilation” and “high levels of ethnic attachment.”
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION: CONFUCIAN PROTETSTANT CHURCHES
CROSSING THE PACIFIC

On Sunday, January 15, 2012, the senior pastor of Mission Church delivered a
sermon entitled “Be Holy Because I am Holy” (Leviticus 19:23-37). He preached that his
adherents should live a holy life by respecting God and practicing hyo (filial piety):
First, let’s read [Leviticus chapter 19] verse 32 together: “You shall rise
up before the grayheaded and honor the aged, and you shall revere your
God; I am the Lord.”… Respecting your people who have grey hairs can
be paralleled with respecting God. … To show respect for your elders and
parents who have grey hair is to be sincerely respectful to God.… So, a
person who lives a “holy” life must be a person who respects parents and
the aged in his church as well. A person who does not respect the elderly
is called a person who doesn’t have ssagaji (an informal term for manners
(li) in Korean).

It is common for Confucian teachings to be highly valued and for Confucian traditions to
serve as basic moral values in Korean immigrant churches in the United States, as
reflected in this sermon. Through my interviews and participant observation, I was able
to observe the depth of Confucian features in Korean immigrant churches in the greater
Philadelphia area. Among other characteristics, I identified li-based, hierarchical, and
age-based organizations as structural Confucian elements in the churches. Likewise, I
found that traditional gender roles based on Confucian teachings are maintained in the
immigrant spaces and institutions. In addition, Korean immigrant churches highly value
filial piety, and they think that running a school for the elderly is a concrete way to
practice filial piety. Such Confucian characteristics are commonly found in Korean
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immigrant churches in the United States, regardless of region or denomination. Indeed,
one can assert that Confucian teachings are so deeply rooted in Koreans’ minds that the
culture is easily observed in Korean Protestant churches in a foreign country.
Historically, as Confucianism was accepted in Korea as the ruling ideology during
the Joseon dynasty (1392-1910 C.E.), Confucian teachings began to influence the Korean
people’s way of thinking and worldview. From the beginning of its rule, the Joseon
dynasty emphasized the importance of self-cultivation and harmonious relationships with
other groups as the keys to the individual’s moral character. As a result, Confucianism
served as the dominant ethical code during the Joseon dynasty, and as time went by, the
masses in the Joseon dynasty accepted Confucian teachings as their common ethos. As a
Confucianized country, Korea also adopted and reinforced characteristics such as a
hierarchical social organization, differentiation between men and women, and age-based
relationships.
Although other religious traditions, such as Buddhist and shamanistic traditions,
can be considered to have affected Koreans’ lives and ways of thought, Confucian
traditions and teachings predominate. Regardless of their gender and age, most Koreans
highly value practicing hyo (filial piety) and many of them still perform jesa (ancestor
veneration services) on a regular basis. Indeed, in Korean society, no traditions are more
widely known and more commonly observed than Confucian traditions. Confucian
teachings are universally accepted as a crucial ethos in Korean society, both in Asia and
in America.
It is not surprising, therefore, that Korean Protestantism is not exempt from this
type of Confucian hegemony. In the late nineteenth century, Protestantism was
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introduced into Korea, which was by then a deeply Confucianized country. Protestantism
actively engaged in the social modernization of Korean society from the time of its
arrival, but it needed to embrace and inculcate Confucian traditions in order to take root.
As a result, today Protestantism is one of the main religions in Korean society, and it is
deeply imbued with Confucianism. Confucian traditions, such as practicing hyo and agebased church organizations, are thus cornerstones for most Korean Protestant churches.
Historically, Korean immigrants to the United States have included many
Protestants. Unlike most other Asian immigrants, for Korean immigrants, Christianity is
not a “new” religion. Upon arrival in the United States, Korean immigrants founded
places for the worship of God, and since then, Korean immigrant churches have served as
their main ethnic and religious spaces for Korean immigrants. In this sense, it can be said
that the history of Korean immigration has been largely the history of Korean immigrant
Protestant churches.
In addition, since the enactment of the 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act, the
number of Koreans in America has rapidly increased, and they have included an even
higher percentage of Korean immigrants of a Christian background. Indeed, from
Warner’s perspective, the case of Koreans as new (post-1965) immigrants exemplifies the
“de-Europeanization of American Christianity.”488 Likewise, it is a general tendency that
religions are prominent among the new immigrants, and their religion can affect the
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decision to immigrate to a “Christian country.”489 It is thus no surprise that there are
many Christians among the new Korean immigrants to the United States. In particular,
compared with other Asian immigrants to the United States, Korean immigrants are more
likely to be affiliated with Protestantism, since Korea is the most Protestantized country
in Asia.
Korean Protestantism in Korea and Korean Protestantism in the United States
form transnational networks connecting the home country (sending country) and the host
country (receiving country) via religion. To put it otherwise, Korean immigrant
Protestantism is different from other forms of Asian immigrant Protestantism in the
United States in that Korean immigrant Protestantism can maintain a close connection
with Protestantism in its home country. Unlike Korean immigrant Protestants, most Asian
immigrant Protestants have difficulty maintaining close relationships with Protestants in
their home countries, where Protestantism is a minority religion there and its adherents
are quite few. For instance, Chinese immigrants in the United States have founded ethnic
Chinese Protestant churches, but transnational networks between Protestant churches in
their home country and in their host country are very weak. This is mainly because
Protestantism in China is persecuted and monitored by the Chinese government. That is
to say, compared with other forms of Asian Protestantism, Korean Protestantism is a
more actively transnational religion. As a result, its organizations and ritual systems, such
as li-based and age-based organizations, transcend frontiers, and “social remittances”
flow between churches in Korea and Korean immigrant churches in the United States.
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In particular, economic and technological development makes it easy for Korean
immigrants to maintain ties to their home country. Indeed, Korean Protestant churches
across the Pacific can be called transnational Confucian Protestant churches, that is,
Protestant churches imbued with Confucian traditions, and they accept Confucian
teachings as central to their ethical ethos.
In addition, these Confucian Protestant churches in the United States play a role in
promoting social solidarity, and Confucian traditions observed in the churches help
Korean immigrants establish and maintain “high levels of ethnic attachment.” Confucian
traditions are thus like “collective consciousness” for Korean immigrants, and thus their
relationships and manners, which are based on Confucian traditions and teachings, enable
them to maintain and reinforce their social solidarity. Moreover, Korean immigrants
relieve the stress from living in a foreign country by sharing their common culture within
their ethnic churches. Indeed, Korean immigrant churches not only play a role as
religious institutions but also play a major role as ethnic cultural centers. As a result,
immigrants can maintain “high levels of ethnic attachment” and “low levels of
assimilation” in the United States. Thus, it is in their ethnic churches that Korean
immigrants obtain and maintain social cohesiveness.
As mentioned above, Korean immigrant churches can be depicted as Confucian
Protestant churches in that their systems and their members’ ways of thinking are much
closely affiliated with Confucian traditions. Therefore, in Bourdieuian terms, Korean
immigrant churches serve as a typical field in which to practice their habitus (“the matrix
of perception”) – Confucian traditions and teachings. My research on Korean immigrant
churches reveals that Confucian traditions serve as an important grounding for their
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members in deciding how to behave. One of my interviewees, Young Mee Ha, who is in
her thirties, immigrated in her early teens to the United States, where she was educated in
a middle school and a high school. She became Americanized, but she takes it for granted
to follow and accept a Korean-style culture once she enters her ethnic church:

In my view, [Korean female members] are used to [preparing food for all
church members]…it seems that they do it spontaneously and
voluntarily…. Division by gender is not good but it seems that such a
tendency matches well with Korean churches. It looks more natural….The
American people may say that this is discrimination between males and
females, but personally and from a Korean’s perspective, it seems that this
is not any problem in the church…. When I go to a Korean [ethnic]
church, it seems that my [way of thinking] is spontaneously changed to
that [Korean way of thinking]. So, I don’t feel uncomfortable. If I go to a
Korean [ethnic] church, I feel that its culture looks different from the
culture outside of it.490

In addition, customs based on Confucian culture, such as age-valued relationships and
practicing hyo, are engaged as social agents’ capital (resources distributed by the social
body). Such symbolic capital can be used by members to obtain a higher position, a better
title, and/or fame in their churches. Moreover, because Korean immigrant churches serve
as the chief social space for the Korean religious field in the United States, through this
type of capital, members who have obtained advantages such as prestige and dignity, can
expand their power in other social fields. In other words, to more easily produce and
maintain this symbolic power, Korean immigrants need to be a well-mannered people, as
defined and prescribed by Confucian traditions within their church communities, their
religious field.
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In the sermon that opened this chapter, the senior pastor of Mission Church
emphasized that no matter where they go and where they live, instead of assimilating to
American culture, Koreans should live a “holy” life, one based on God’s words:

Holiness means, first, separateness. It does not mean perfectness.…
Except God no one can be perfect. Yet, if we continue to keep God’s
commands, then eventually we can live holy lives completely different
from non-believers’ lives…. In Leviticus Chapter 18 verses 3 through 4,
[God] already mentioned the holy life: “You must not do as they do in
Egypt, where you used to live, and you must not do as they do in the land
of Canaan, where I am bringing you. Do not follow their practices.” These
verses are [God’s] words applicable to our lives. [God commands that]
even though we live in America, do not follow American practices. [He
said] that there are laws and a custom He gave us. No matter where we
live may be, no matter where we go to Canaan, America or England, we
should listen to [His words] and apply them into our lives…. Even though
we live in America, we can live really “holy” lives.491

In this dissertation, I have shed light on key features of Korean immigrant churches in the
United States, in and by which Confucian traditions and teachings are maintained. I have
observed that even after immigration to a “Puritan” country, many Korean immigrants
continue to believe in and practice their own distinct form of Protestantism. In other
words, Korean immigrants live a holy life by attending their ethnic churches and
practicing li (propriety) and hyo (filial piety), as well as by following Protestant
teachings. Indeed, Korean immigrant churches can be referred to as Confucian Protestant
churches, which highly value relationships among their members based on Confucian
teachings and the establishment and maintenance of organizations/systems associated
with Confucian traditions. It can thus be concluded that Korean immigrant churches are
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transnational and socially cohesive religious institutions imbued with Confucian
traditions that have been inculcated in their adherents’ habitus across seas and
generations. In a strange land like the United States, instead of following and completely
assimilating to the local culture, Korean immigrants continue to live a holy life – and a
Confucian life – through their ethnic churches.
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